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Bonnie Stassen Feted

Mrs. C. B. Ainsworth

Van Peursem Says

The Nows Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster lor
. Holland Slnco IB72

Youths Rescued

Grand Rapids

Mrs. C. Bennett Ainsworth of
530 Madison SE, Grand Rapids,
died Wednesday afternoon at her
home followingan illness of about
five months. She was the wife of
the owner of Bennett Fuel Co.
She was 54 years old.

After All-Night
Drift on

Lake

•

At Lawn Birthday Party
Bonnie Stassen was honored
Wednesday at a lawn party on her
eighth birthday,given by her
mother, Mrs. August Stassen with
the assistance of Mrs. Alvin Ter
Vree.

Those attending were Susan Miller, Mary Kay Miller, Linda Por,
Kathy Por, Doris Vandenberg,Sandy Warren, Darlene Dirkse, Rose
Ann Schaap, Linda De Jong, Dawn
Stassen, Sharon Stassen, the guest
of honor, all from Holland, and
Lois Lemmen from Hingham, Wis.
Refreshments were served and
games were played with prizes won

Meetings Today
Leave Matters as
Yet Unresolved

The Ainsworthshad a summer Four local youths had a trying,
The second meeting of the
residentat the Grand Haven North all-night experience on Lake MichiBoard of Public Works this
Shore and some years ago had a
afternoon ended ta 2:15 in
vious actions concerning dredging cottage at Ottawa Beach. Mr. gan before they finally were rescuwhat Board President Randall
and improvement of the channel Ainsworth has been active in sail- ed shortly before 1 p.m. today by
C. Bosch described as an amicable settlement. Bosch said
in Lake Macatawa and its turning ing circles In this area for a num- Coast Guardsmen.
ber of years.
he was unable st this time to
They are Mark Mulder, 20, of 90
basin.
Surviving besides the husband
go into detail, but said he had
West
Hth
St.,
Reemer
“Buzz”
Council’s resolutonwhich con- are a son, C. Bennett Ainsworth,
appointed Henry S. Maentz
Boersma,
19,
and
Larry
Kolb,
Jr.,
by
many
of
those
present.
cerns only part B of proposed har- Jr., of Grand Haven; a daughter,
and Donald Vink to work out
bor improvements covers ease- Mrs. Charles R. (Sharon) Lan- 18, both of route 4, and Ron Niencertain details with members
huls, 18 of 177 FairbanksAve.
ments, rights of way and suitable caster of Palo Alto, Calif., who
of City Council.Bosch did not
The four, In Boerama’s 17-foot
spoil disposal areas necessary for was married last Saturday; and
comment on the disposition of
,
Chris-Craft,
saw
the
Coast
Guard
initial work and subsequent main- two grandchildren.
the five paychecks. Mayor
Funeral services will be held at dropping flares, etc., In a simulattenance. It also promises to hold
Robert Visscher met with the
ed air-sea rescue maneuver Tuesthe United States free from dama- 3 p.m. Friday at Metcalf Funeral
group.
day
night.
They
went
out
into
Lake
Delicote Flowers Fashioned From Wood
rates.
ges due to constructionand main- Home in Grand Rapids. The Rev.
After
months of study, City CounMichigan to watch.
(Penno-Sos photo)
“According to the governor’s
tenance of the project and will Adelbert J. Buttreyof Park
At
about
11:30
p.m.
they
ran
out
cil
Wednesday
night unanimously
proposal,”Van Peursem said,
pay 25 percent of the cost of dredg- Congregational Church will officiof gas and began to drift. They saw
“The bulk of unemployment payapproved
a
revised
classification
ate
and
burial
will
be
at
Oak
Hill
ing.
a freighter pass in the distance and In City
ments would be made by the rest
and pay plan for all city employes.
U. S. Congress only recently ap- Cemetery.
yelled,but to no avail. They tried
of the state’sfirms, regardless of
proved a $285,000alfocationin its
Council had retained public Adto drop the anchor but the water
their particularstability.”
Rog Schutt and Jay Hoffman
budget for dredging a 21-foot chanwax too deep. They were six to teamed up to give the VFW their ministrationService of Chicago in
From Van Peursem’s analysis,
nel in the lake and widening the
seven miles out and about 12 miles
the proposed bill would increase
Hth win in 15 games as they pitch- the study.
turning basin. Part A of the profrom Holland.
an employer’s liability for an emBut while Council’s action aped and batted respectively in a
posed improvementsconcerns widIn an effort to get the anchor
ployee he laid off from two weeks
1-0 win over Fords in the nightcap peared to be a fairly routine matening
the
channel
and
installing
down,
two
of
the
youths
took
off
of benefitfor three weeks of work
of a City Softball League double- ter involvinga minimum of discusA group of Holland youngsters new revetments in the vicinity of
their trousers and along with the
to a week of benefit for each week
header Monday night.
anchor chain tried to reach botsion and a long, long resolution, the
are making lovely flower corsages the abandoned Coast Guard station.
of employment.
Schutt threw a one-hitter and
This
part involvingfar larger sums
tom.
However,
chain,
anchor
and
Van Peursem pointed out that,
out of wood fiber this summer.
decision set off a battle between
of money is slated for future devethe trousers disappearedin the allowed only two men to reach Council and the Board of Public
although the state unemployment
Under the direction of Mrs. Bar- lopment.
base
while
striking
out
13.
Fords’
deep water.
commission lists 230,000 unemployWorks resulting In a stormy confab
bara Ambellas, the girls make Holland's share in developing
Realizing their plight, they de- first basemen Jay Frer ricks got a In BPW offices this morning.
ed in Michigan,only 162,000 are
single
in
the
sixth
inning
and
Jay
such flowers as gardenias, apple part B is not to exceed $45,000.
Allegan County Republicanand cided to huddle in the forward comactuallycollecting benefits. The reTo lend further fuel to the BPW
Hop was hit by a pitched ball in
maining 68,000, he said, consist of
blossoms and carnations each af- Council also spent considerable non-partisan candidates will ex- partment of the boat for warmth
Ire, paychecks were not distributtime on a request for zoning chan- plain duties of their respectiveof- and try to sleep. All four slept in the first, for the only Ford base- ed among those employes today.
those whose benefits have been exrunners.•
More than 40 persons attended ternoon in Longfellow School.
ges in a residentialarea in the fices. why they are seeking office, the same compartment.
hausted,of persons once unemAlthough only five checks were in
This Ls the first time the flower
Hoffman accounted for the only
This
morning
the
lake
“got
a
ployed but now working and have a district meeting of members of
southwest sectionof the city. Resi- etc., at a “Know Your Candidates"
question because of the new rates,
not notified the commission and the National Association of Manu- making course has been held and dents living in the area bounded session at Griswold Auditoriumin little rough’’and rainy and the boys run of the game when he led off the board presumablywithheld all
it has attracted about 20 girls, by Central and Maple Aves. run- Allegan next Tuesday, July 24, at spotted a buoy used to Indicate the the sixth inning with a home run. checks until the matter could be
of college students having summer
facturers Tuesday night in the
from tots to teenagers.
markers of fish nets. They paddled Until then, Bob Ebels had allowed resolved.
jobs and who have found employWarm Friend Tavern and heard The pieces of wood fiber are ning from 28th to 32nd Sts. had re- 8 p.m .
only two hits. Jim Slash got a doument since graduation.
The
affair is being sponsored by as best they could and partially
quested that the awa be zoned A-l
Today’s conference apparently
reports on NAM developmentand
ble in the sixth, but it did no damabout three inches square and are in the new zoning ordinance in- the Allegan County Republican tied up to one of the buoys.
Although figures show that unwas
a showdown to determine
progress throughout the country.
heated with glycerineto make stead of the proposed A-2.
employment in July is 4
per cent
Woman’s Club. Coffee will be Guard and mrmhm mhf mhmhm age.
whether the board or the council
r e p r e sentatives
them plyable and give a natural The Planning Commission,to served by Otsego Republican wom- A search was started by the In the opener, a two4utter by A1 would have the final decision on
greater than in June, and the estiCoast Guard and fanned out as far Bosch gave Hulst Bros, a 1-0 win who pulls the purse stringsof the
mate of unemployment can be ex- showed a film interspersed with look, Mrs. Ambellas said.
comment which included state- There are five steps in making which the requests had been re- en at the close of the meeting.
north as Muskegon and south to over Raphael. It was another Board of Public Works.
pected to rise in August when autoAll
interested
persons
are
urged
ferred, recommended that the proSaugatuck under direction of the pitcher's battle, too, as Raphael All members of the Board of
mobile workers temporarilylaid ments from businessmenand NAM the corsages.First, the flowers are posed A-2 zoning be maintained to attend.
leaders throughout the country. cut from a pattern.Then they are
Grand Haven headquarters.A hurler Ron Kalmlnk allowed only Public Works, the superintendent
off by model change shutdowns are
County
Chairman,
Weldon
Rumstating
it
is
more
reasonable
for
plane piloted by Art Peters from two hits.
added, Van Peursem said that this The representativeswere Bernard assembled.Third the leaves are
and assistant superintendent' met
this area because of the many mery has been asked to introduce
Paine, assistantdivisionalmanagis not an emergency situation, and
Hulst Bros, got their only run In for more than an hour this mornssembled and then the flower ar- spiall-sized tots. The planning body each candidate who will in turn Park Township airport, went up
later in the morning and he spot- the first inning. Jud Gebbon was ing with City Manager Herb Holt,
there is no need to alter the phil- er for the Detroit NAM office, and rangement.Finally a ribbon is adalso pointed out that the proposed explain the duties of their office, ted the boat. Peters dropped a conosophy of unemployment payments Howard Wooldridge, district repre- ded to complete the corsage. Photo
A-2 zoning actually Is more re- or, why they are seeking the par- tainer with a note Inside which safe on an error, was sacrificedto and then the board met again at 1
in Michigan, already the highest sentative living in Grand Rapids. above shows the various stages and
second by Ron Wetherbee, and p.m. with Mayor Robert Visscher.
stricted than the present A zoning. ticular office. Voters will be given
Charles R. Sligh of Holland and
read: “Coast Guard coming.”
in the nation.
scored on Lavern Zoerhoff’ssingle.
At 1:45 p.m. today, Randall C.
finished product.
a
chance
to
ask
questions.
Under
*he
present
ordinance,
lots
One of the youths went overboard A1 Velthuls got the other Hulst hit, Bosch, board president, told the
“If an emergency situationde- Grand Rapids, past president and
And the corsages when complet- in this area are zoned both A and
State
Sen.
Edward
Hutchinson
of
and retrieved the container.
velops,” he said, “the legislature currently chairman of the execu- ed, look as real as any flower.
a single,in the fifth, but Kalmlnk Sentinel, “There’s really nothing to
Fennville,and State Rep. Ben E.
B residential.
Through a snafu in directionsit struck out the side to leave him report yet, but we’re getting there,
should take other steps than the tive committee of NAM, spoke But these won’t wilt.
Lohman
of
Hamilton,
will
give
speSpokesmen
for
residents
were
was some time before the Coast
changing of the entire unemploy- briefly of some of his recent exand we hope to have the whole matEugene J. Maurina, of 750 Pine cial talks on legislative matters. Guard arrived. The Holland Coast stranded.
periences and led a discussionperment concept.”
A single by Stan Wlodarczykand ter settled amicably before much
Prosecuting Attorney Dwight Guard boat, ordered to go five
Ave.,
who
questtoned
qualificaiod
which
proved
so
interesting
The House voted yesterdayto
a double by Herb Maatman were longer.”
tions fo-' A-l, and George B. Keen, Cheever will explain briefly the miles south and five miles west,
recess until Aug. 9 after deciding that the meeting by common conThe classification and pay plans
the only Raphael hits.
of 128 West 31st St., who was more duties of his office as will Sheriff went as far south as Saugatuckin
the unemployment situation was sent lasted considerablylonger
were first submitted last April but
Walter
Runkel
and
hii
opponent
insistent
that
the
A-l
rating
be
the search.
not critical enough to warrant im- than had been scheduled.
since that time many points had
Clayton Brenner.
granted.
mediate attention. The Senate, Sligh spoke of his conferences
However,it was finally the Grand
been revised. The classification
County
Clerk
Either
Hettinger.
Mayor
Robert
Visscher
explainwith
George
Meany
on
labor
probwhich was waiting for House acin
Haven Coast Guard Boat that got
involved 520 mimeographed pages
County
Treasurer
James
Boyce,
ed that many tots in the area do
tion on the unemployment compen- lems, a situationwhich had been
to the youths about seven miles off
defining and classifyingall city
not me.>t qualifications for the 'new Register of Deeds Edwsrd C. Port Sheldon. The Holland boat
sation Issue, quickly followed the widely publicizedsome m o n t hT
BATTLE CREEK (Special)
positions,and the pay plan had
Strandt,
County
Surveyor
Don
E.
lower chamber’s example and re- ago. He commented on the relucA-l classificationand invited all
arrived at the scene about five
32 pages of rates, recommendaHolland's Legion All - Stars were
Allen
and
the
two
candidates
for
cessed.
tance of many businessmen to
persons interested to the next
minutes later and took the Chriito
tions and survey data.
The Senate had been spending its testify on problems.He said this eliminated from zone play in the meeting of the Planning Commis- drain commissioner,Dari R. Jen- Craft in tow.
Revised plans were recently apnings
and
Joe
Rozeboom,
will
give
time debating a proposal to give was particularlytrue in hearings Legion tournament here Tuesday sion Thursday,Aug. 2, at 8 p.m.
They arrived back in Holland
New
telephone
numbers
are
in
proved
by all departments and
brief talks and meet the voters.
the Secretaryof State power to for the Taft-Hartley bill.
Harbor at 1:45 this afternoon, the
with a 10-4 defeat by Sturgis in in councilchambers.He said Planstore for all Holland telephone cus- boards other than tlje Board of
Other
informative
talks
will
be
refuse to issue driver’slicensesto
youths
tired,
cold
and
hungry',
but
The NAM currently has 21,000
ning Consultant Scott Bagby would
tomers, Michigan Bell's manager Public Works which for several
persons with bad driving records. members representing industries the afternoon game.
have charts available showing lot given by Probate Judge Harold F. otherwise no worse for the wear. Andrew G. Sail has announced. years has determinedits own pay
The locals were defeated by dimensions,etc., and would be glad Weston and the two candidates for
The measure met stiff opposition, of all sizes.
Next spring, when the change scale. At one time it had been
however, from Republicans and
General subjects for discussion Ann Arbor, 6-3 in the morning to answer all questions on such Circuit Court commissioners, Miss
takes place, the telephone number- geared to Consumers Power Co.
was sent back to committeeto die. were tax reduction($7.4 billions game of the double elimination zoning matters.
Leila Boyce and Frederick D. Mcing system for Holland, Zeeland The fact that BPW pay rates have
Donald,
all
non-partisan
office
Hits
a year), federal budget reduction tournament.
The request apparently stems
and Macatawa becomes part of a been higher than other departseekers.
($6.4 billions a year), first general
from a fear that two-family houses
Eastmanville
nation-wide numbering plan, the ments has been a bone of contenWhile Holland got the hitting and
overhaul of tax
in 50
may be allowed in A-2 areas. Meanmain feature of which is that a tion for several years.
pitching
last
year
to
advance
into
Dies at Her
years, stabilizationof the dollar,
while, the PlanningCommission’s
name becomes a part of the tele- Aim of the PAS study was to
and progressin eliminating gov- the finals of the zone play, this recommendationthat the proposed Local Man Acquitted
phone number.
provide the framework for equal
GRAND
(Special)
ernment competition.
year the locals got only spasmodic A-2 zoning be maintainedfor the Of Morals Charge
All Holland numbers will begin compensation for similar work
Two
polio cases have been reMrs. Rebecca Ann Withey, 90,
Guests were present from
area was received and filed.
with the name “EXport,” followed within the municipal service, beported for Holland.
died at her home at Eastmanville Holland, Zeeland, Spring Lake, attempts at each.
(Special)
Council also okayed a renewal GRAND
James Van Norden II, seven- by five numerals.At the same sides providing the means for reWednesday evening following a Grand Haven and Coopersville. In the second game, Holland
contract with Scott Bagby for con- After deliberatinga half hour Fri- year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. time, Zeeland and Macatawa num- warding employes for continued
long illness.
George D. Heeringa,president of made only four hits while the win- sulting services for the fiscal year day, a Circuit Court jury found
James Van Norden of 132 Walnut, bers will be changed to include good or outstanding service, as
She was born R e b e c ca the Holland
of Com- ners collected 10 hits off three beginning July 1. 1956, for the sum Simon Paauwe of Holland not guilis a patient in ButterworthHos- the names “P R o s p e c t” • and well as adjusting the plan to meet
Rainsburrough in S a ginaw,' on merce, presided and G. W. Holland hurlers.
of $1,800 payable $150 monthly for ty of a charge of gross indecency. pital in Grand Rapids. There is “EDgewater," respectively. The future conditions.The plan atMarch 16, 1867. She lived in the Haworth gave the invocation.
The winners scored two in the
John Daining of Ho Hand was no paralysis.Jimmy was taken ID
up to 180 hours of professionalserchanges will allow telephone cal- tempts to establish salary and
Nunica area for 63 years and
first off starter Tom Aye, who was
vices during the year. Additional chief witness.He had been brought Sunday and was admitted to the lers in all three communities to wage rates which compare satismoved to the Eastmanvillearea
replaced with nobody out by Ron
to
Grand
Haven
on
a
writ
of
hatime, if desired, will be paid at
hospital Monday.
dial each other direct wi t h o u t factorily with those of other public
three years ago. She taught for a Gerrit Wiegerink, 66,
Kuyers. Kuyers worked until the
beas corpus from Ionia where he
Diane Moore, four - year - old using a special code. Special codes and private employers of the area.
number of years at Sullivan and Succumbs in Grand Haven eighth, giving up five runs and the rate of $10 per hour.
Councilman Laveme Rudolph of Ls being treated as a criminal daughter of Mrs. Katherine Moore now in use no longer will be necAny "increases" in the plan are
at Moreland. Her marriage took
seven hits.
the second ward and City Mana- psychopathic person. The original of 298 East 13th St., also is a pa•
a matter of adjustment, not of pay
place in August, 1892. Her husband GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Jim Kaat, who lost the mornger Herb Holt were appointed to complainthad listed the alleged tient in ButterworthHospital A letter informing local tele- raises. Some city employesreceivdied in 1943.
Gerrit Wiegerink,66, died unex- ing contest, finished up and was
where her case was described as phone customers of the change ed no increases but there were no
contact property owners in the offense as Aug. 1, 1955;
Surviving are one da u g h t e r, pectedly of a heart attack Mon- nicked for three runs and one hit
Serving on the jury were Jake a mild one. The onset was Saturvicinity of 324 West 12 St. to see
will be written to each telephone decreaseseven though the revisMrs. Florence Griswold of Nunica, day at his home on Comstock in the final two innings.
Ver Lee, Blendon. Clarence Umlor, day and she was hospitalized
a son, Percy, 10 grand children and Rd., route 1, Grand Haven. AlKaat and Dave Klaver sparked if there would be any objection Chester; Leo Brown, Crockery; Tuesday. Weakness was reported customer, Sail said. In addition, ed pay plan in some cases lowfor the county welfare department
he reminded business customers to ered some existing figures.
18 great-grandchildren.
though he had been ill since Feb- the local hitting, each getting
Carl Boes, Olive; Harvey Tinholt, In one arm and shoulder.
to use ’he city-owned house at that
remember the coming change The final block in the BPW matThe body will be at Kammeraad mary, his death was unexpected. home runs to right field.
Park;
Jacob
Busman,
Polkton,
when ordering printed material ter concerned five paychecks,
Funeral Home until Saturday noon
He was born in East Saugatuck Kaat’s drive in the second with address for distributionof surplus Albert De RIdder, Port Sheldon,
which displaystheir telephone three for meter readers and two
when it will be removed to the on March 17, 1890, and lived in Jim Kool and Dan Bos aboard, foods from the Federal Commodity Alfred Wiggers, Zeeland township, Earle Van Der Kolk
number.
for clerical helpers which City
Methodist Church in Nunica. Serv- Grand Haven most of his life. In scored the first three runs and Credit Corp. This distributionBernard Kammeraad, John WellCottage Owners’ President About a month after the tele- Manager Herb Holt refused to sign
ices will be held there at 2 p.m. 1912, he married Mary Dean.
Klaver’shit was the other tally. would take place two days a month ing and Mrs. Cornelius
phone number
next because they did not conform to
with the Rev. Hartwell Gosney ofRon Komejan and Bos made the to welfare cases and some border- Naagtzaamof Grand Haven and
Wiegerinkwas a member of the
Earle Van Der Kolk was re- spring, Sail said, Michigan Bell the pay plan. According to city
line cases which it might prevent
ficiating. Burial will be in Nunica Second Christian Reformed Church other two Holland hits.
Earl Beerbower of Holland.
elected presidentof the Macatawa
will introduce direct distance dial- charter,the city manager and
Cemetery.
in Grand Haven. He was employed
Sturgis was slated to play Kala- from going on relief. Use of this
Park Cottage Owners Association ing in the three communities.
property
would
be
on
a
month-tocity auditor signs city paychecks.
by the Story and Clark Piano Co., mazoo this morning and the winat a meeting Friday at the MacaThis will make it possible for these
All wage changes are retroactive
Arbor. month basis and the welfare de- InjunctionSought
and later by the Bastain Blessing ner will play
tawa
Bay
Yacht
Club.
1
1 Drivers Appear for
customers to dial many of their to July 1, the start of the city’s
Co. before his retirement last Jan- Kalamazoo defeated Ann Arbor partment would maintain the proOthers named to serve with him
perty including keeping the lawn To Prevent Picketing
own long distancecalls without fiscal year. The cost of installing
uary.
Tuesday afternoon, 6-5.
Driver Re-Examination
are Alvin Anderson, vice president; requiring the assistance of any
in
good
repair
and
assuming
utilithe compensationplan amounts to
Besides the wife, he is survived
Line score:
GRAND
(Special)
Robert Evans, secretary and operator.
$55,090, according to Public AdGRAND
(Special)
by five daughters: Mrs. Carl
R ties costs.
A hearing will be held in Circuit Clarke Field, treasurer. Also on
ministration Service. This figure*
As a result of hearings before Bethke, Robinson township; Mrs. Sturgis ... 200 122 030 - 10 10 1 Council approved an agreement Court Monday on a temporary in- the board of directors are Wayne
is broken down as follows:general
Lara Syverson of the Drivers Serv- John Swiftney of Grand Haven; Holland .. 030 100 000
2 between the city and Ward and junction to retrain picket atttion at
Barkwell, George Good, Bud Ver- Henry J. Nyhof Dies
city, $16,225;library,$825; hospiices Division in Grand Haven Mrs. Donald Rosso, Mt. Clemens; Batteries: Darby, Reid (4) and Evelyn Hansen providing that the the site of a new super market at
dier, Charles Bradford and Harold
tal, $23,100; Board of Public
Of Heart Condition
Tuesday afternoon, nine persons Mrs. Joe Ludema of Clarksville, Strang; Aye, Kuyers (1), Kaat(8) Hansens may remove the so-called Fulton and Ferry Sts.
Van Tongeren.
Fabiano garage from the alley line
Works, $14,940.
were given six months’ probation. and Mary, at home. A son, John, and Altena, T. Stoel (9).
The Injunction Is sought by C. The associationprovides for poHenry J. Nyhof, 46, of
between Eighth and Ninth St. run- J. Steketee and Associates of Kent
To help meet this increase in
They are Clifford M. Kruis, 22, lives in Grand Haven, and another
lice protection of the cottages, Columbia Ave., died unexpectedly the hospital’soperational budget,
ning from Rivfu- to Central. The County against Muskegon Building
Kudsonville; Karl Gustave Sund- son, Aldrich, died in 1942. Two sisRicky Vender Meulen
agreement provides that the Han- and ConstructionTrades Council beach and walks care, sand re- Wednesday evening following an the Hospital board took action at
quist, 56, route 4, Holland; Donald ters, Mrs. Gertie Ramaker and
Mrs.
Sena
Achterhof
live
in
Holsens
may recover the $2,000 cost AFLCIO and Milton Anderson, moval and general upkeep of the extended illness. Death was due to its monthly meeting this week to
Jay Schuiteman,22, route 2, ZeeHas Party on Birthday
park. About 100 attended the meet- a heart condition.
land,
and
two
brothers.
John
and
increase the hospital rates $1 a
of the garage in the event a public business agent.
land; John Allen Hodson, 22, route
ing at which discussion was held Mr. Nyhof was born in Alberta, day effectiveAug. 1.
1, Marne; Herbert William Simon, live in Grand Haven and
Mrs. Gordon Vander Meulen, 157 alley is established as a special
The bill of complaint points out
on the light and water utilities Canada, In 1910 and came to Holt described the new plan as
Huizing, 30, Jenison; Joe Jellema, East Saugatuck respectively^
South Division, entertainedMon- assessment project. Removal of the that there is no labor dispute besituationsince the hotel has been Holland In 1922. He was employed a uniform pay and classification
45, of 279 South Wall St., Zeeland;
day evening at a birthday party garage would allow alley travel tween plaintiff and its employes,
torn down. Practically99 per cent as plant engineer at Holland Color plan for all departments and
James Irving Richardson, 24, Winners Announced
in honor of her one-year-old son, and also allow the Hansens .to and that picketingaction is for the
of the cottageowners at Macataw* and Chemical Co. He was a memboards of the city and said it was
Grand Haven; Marvin Daniel
Ricky. The room was decorated build an addition at the rear of purpose of preventing delivery of
belong to the association.
ber of First Reformed Church.
the first time that the city has had
materials by supplierswho are optheir store.
Holleraan,31, Hudsonville,and For Women’s Golf
in blue.
Surviving are his wife. May;
such a plan.
David Jenison, 19, Jenison.
Refreshments featured a decor- Of four bids submitted on side- erating under contractswith untwo daughters, Linda and Lorie
Duane Arthur Bellmer, 22, Hud- Nonie Haefner led the 18 -hole ated birthday cake with one walk construction,Council approv- ions. Plaintiff charges that the Mrs. Anna Kamstra
Beth; a son, William James, all
shooting
in
the
Women's
Golf
Aspicketing
is
an
attempt
to
force
ed tow bid entered by L. J. Mannes
sonville,had his license suspecdcandle.
at home; a sister, Mrs. Joan Koole Zeeland Names Yntema
Succumbs
at
Zeeland
sociation
play
Tue
sday
at
the
union organization in plaintiff's
ed for 30 days, and Arend K.
-Attendingwere Mr. and Mrs. at a total cost of $1,338.21.
of
Alberta, Canada.
Council also okayed two contract firm when such employes have no
To Planning Board
Brouwer, 79, route 2, Holland, was American Legion Country Club Richard
Dale and
Funeral serviceswill be held
Zeeland (Special) — Mrs. Anna
course.
She
fired
a
low
gross
of
desire
to
do
so.
given instructions.
Dickie, Mr. and Mrs. S t e ven modificationsfor the new hospital
Kamstra, 52, of 44 North Centen Monday at 2 p.m. at D y k s t r a
ZEELAND (Special) - C. J.
Vander Meulen, Ruth, Maryanne, addition, one for the Lamson Corp.
Two who failed to appear were 100.
nial St.. Zeeland, died Wednes- Funeral Chapel with the Rev. Yntema was named to the Zeeland
Florence
Tahaney
had
a
low
net
Klaas Van Dyken, 76, of 178 East
Arlene and Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. to raise the conveyorbelt to pro- Niles
Proposes
day in her home followinga heart Raymond Van Heukelom officiat- Planning Commission,at the City
14th St, Holland, and Edward H. and Dorothy Klomparens the few- David Vander Meulen. Mr. and vide for takeoff of soiled dish trays
ing. Burial wiU be at Riverside
attack.
est putts.
Council meeting Monday night,
Lamedline, 19, Coopersville.
Mrs. Justin Scholten,Mary, Randy from vertical conveyor at a cost of Cat in Electric Rates
She is survived by the husband, Cemetery, Saugatuck. Friends filling the vacancy caused by the
In the nine-hole event, with a and Carl and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon $1,213, and the Illinois Range Co.
six-hole elective, Edie De Vries Vander Meulen and Ricky.
NILES-A proposed reduction In Otto; a son, Clarence of Zeeland: may meet the family at the funer- death of Henry A. Geerlings.
to change dimensionsof the hot
al chapel Sunday from 2 to 4 and
Pflir fays Fines
electrical rates by the Niles Board two daughters, Mrs. Abe Prins of
In other action, the council votwas first and Ann Elenbaas,secfoqfl service unit at the mechnical
7 to 9 p.m.
Hudsonville and Mrs. Bouke GorGRAND HAVEN (Special)-Lyn- ond. Mabel Smith had the fewest
of
Public
Works
will
come
up
for
ed to construct a new sidewalk on
conveyor at a cost of $448.
Boat Capsizes
wood Eugene Homeyer, 19, and putts.
final action at the regular City ritsma of the Netherlands; five
the north side of Central Ave.
Gary Lee Thomas, 20, both of
grandchildren, and two brothers Pays f2S Fine
A small outboard motor boat
from Taft to Lee Sts. General sideCouncil meeting next
Lansing, each paid $25 fine and
and three sistersof the Nether- GRAND HAVEN (Special)- walk repair all over the city will
capsizedin the channel Wednes- Pays Fine and Costs
night.
Douglas Man Dies at
$5.10 costs in Municipal Cpurt Monday as it was being towed in by
Althoughthe cutback would re- lands.
Hazel Bailey, 39, of 17 West 10th
Harold E. Camp, 19, of Fruitport, continue according to schedules
day on a charge of contributingto Grand Rapids Hospital
the cruiserHoliday IL Mike Moore, SL, paid fine and costs of $24.70 sult in the toss of some $30,000 per
The deceased was bom in The paid $25 fine and $5.10 costs in drawn up by council.
the delinquency of a minor. City
about 13, of Grand Rapids who op- when she pleaded guilty in the year, board members feel lower Netherlands and came to Zeeland Grand Haven Municipal court
Council also received application
police, who ihade the arrest at
FENNVILLE (Special)—Rudolph crating the outboard was pulled Municipal Court Tuesday to a rates would attract more custom- about seven years ago. She was a Tuesday afternoon for possession for constructionof a
12:15 Am. Sunday at the North Miller, 44, of Douglas, died Friday into the 42 - foot cruiser and the charge of being under the Influence ers and result In increased usage member of First Christian Re- of beer in a motor vehicle. The tion at the corner of
Shore, allege the pair had fumish- evening at Butterworth Hospital of Coast Guard was called to pull of liquor at Pine Ave. and 12th of electricityby present custom' formed Church where her husband arrest was by city police on North Main Sts, the buildingto cost $17,ers, •
td beer to a 19-year-oldgirL
a brain
1 the boat, in and right it
is custodian.•
Seventh St, July 16,
000.
SL last weekend.
(Special)

State

Gty Council Wednesday

Rep. George Van Peursem today
called Gov. Williams’ proposal to
change unemployment payments to
handle the present unemployment
situation a step toward the destruction of the merit system of
employers’ taxes for unemployment funds.
Under the present system, he
said, the tax rate paid by employers is derived from the amount
of unemploymentthe employer
has caused, with the least stable
employers having the highest
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Zeeland Hands Dutchmen

Pvt. 1-c John Joostbems,son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Joostbems,
who spent a two-week furlough at
his parents home, left last Friday
ZEELAND (Special)- Dave
to return to his post at Fort BelGrotehuis.
a 17-year-old Hudson*
voir, Va. He has nearly completed
two yean, of service,expecting to ville Unity ChrisUan High School

Church was at Kollen Park

in night'to

Douglas Flower Show

Farm News

Scheduled July 28-29

mm

Third Straight Loop Loss

receive his discharge in October. hurler handcuffed the Holland FlyThe Adult Choir of the Reformed ing Dutchmen, 9-J her. Tuesday

Ottawa County
Richard Machlele, County
Agricultural Agent

DOUGLAS (Special) - CompetiAnyone Interestedin seeding the tion is expected to be keen in the
wheat variety trials can see them sixth annual Douglas Flower Show,
at the George Chittendenfarm scheduled July 28 and 29 at
Douglas Village Hall
located on the comer of Leonard
Eighty - two - year
old Mra.
and 138th Ave. There are four Augusta Jensen of Douglas will be
Fines in
varietiesof wheat grown on these seeking her fourth consecutive
Kent trophy, which is presented
plots : Genesee,a white wheat and
three red varieties:Knox, Pennell annually to the person winning the
# Justice
and Seneca. Because it is im most ribbons at the
This year’s show, sponsoredby
possible to get a good threshing
sample of grain in this field we Douglas Garden Club, Is planned ZEELAND (Special) - Twentythought it advisible not to hold around the theme “Wide, Wide six persons appeared before Zeetwilight meeting. However, World,” and one of the divisions
land Justice Hilmer C. Dickman
George tells me he welcomes any- will feature arrangements incorporating
material
with
an
internalast week to pay fines for traffic
one who would like to take a look.

26 Persons Pay

Supervisors Will

-

Zeeland

give the Zeeland Oiix
Holland last week Tuesday even- their first win in the second half
at
Eventual New Road in
ing for a cooperative basket pic- of Southwestern Michigan Baseball
nic. More than 25 were present
Suburban Park Area
League.
for the event. The director. Dr.
Young Grotehuis allowed eight For a ‘Formality’
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - H. W. Tenpas and accompanist, hits, but xept them scattered and
The Ottawa County Road Com Miss Fannie Bultman were pre- never was in trouble as he gave
mission Thursday approved the sented tokens of appreciation from the Holland nine its third straight ALLEGAN (Special)- Although
there is little questionbut what
purchase of the old interurban the group. Miss Lois Lugten and loss in second half play.
the outcome will be the same,
right-of-waywest of Holland which Mrs. Elwyn Maatman were in
•
Zeeland now has a 1-1 second
Allegan county supervisorswill
is owned by the Board of Public charge of arrangements.
half record.
hold a special session July 31 to
Works of Holland.
Mrs. Ben E. Lohman. who has
tional flavor.
violations.
A seven-run uprising in the fifth “legally consider” the question of
The purchase followed a period been at Holland Hospital for many
A new quack grass killer deve- Another featured division will be Those paying fines and costs ininning, on only one hit by the Chix
where and how a county medical
of study which included a meeting months and recentlyunderwent
loped ihis past year shows some one in which materials native to
cluded
of township and city officialswith surgery there, and sufficentlyre- broke up the game.
care facility will be built.
promiseingresults. I had occasion Michigan, and especially to the
The
hit was a single by Howie
Miss
Marjorie
Zickler
July 9 the board, voting by sethe road commission.It was the covered from her illness to be reJusto Manuel Gonzales, 25, of 117
lake
shore
area,
are
used.
Dune
to spray some quack grass areas
De Jonge. Four walks, three errors cret ballot, went on record as fageneral concensus that interests turned home during the past week.
Mrs. Ada Zickler,263 West 14th
grasses, pine cones, driftwood and Fairbanks Ave., careless driving,
this
spring
and
every
spear
of
and a couple of sacrificies brought voring an Otsego city site for the St., announces the engagement of
in this suburban area would best
Mrs. Herman Kuiper of Grand
quack grass is killed as of today. evergreensare typical of the ma- $18.30; Edward Joseph Domltrobe served if the road commission Rapids and Mrs. John Kuiper of home the tallies.
proposedmillion - dollar hospital. her daughter, Marjorie, to Orville
terialswhich area artists plan to
The
final
two
Zeeland
runs
were
vich, 19, Detroit, reckless driving,
obtained this right of way. Attend- Chicago were visitors at the home
They also approvedconstructionof Tien, son of Mrs. Alyda Tien of Thismalerial is called Dalapon.It use in these arrangements.
can safely be used in vineyards,
$64.30; Lewis Richard Marcellus,
ing the previous meeting were of Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen scored in the ninth. Ron hlamt a 140-bed unit, rather than the 120 668 Central Ave.
The
show,
which
annually
atraspberry patches, blueberries at
singled and was driven home by a beds originallysuggested.
26, Grand Rapids, speeding, $22.30;
County Engineer Henrik Stafseth,
Miss
Zickler
will
be
attending
tracts entries from many lake
last Friday.
double by Gene Talsma. Howie De
Road Commission Chairman L. W.
The board convened again Tues- Lindenwood College at St. Charles, the rate of 10 pounds per acre in shore communitiesin Allegan, Ot- Lester Walter Videan, 21, Grand
Several members of the Juniorearlyspring
and
10
pounds
per
acre
Jonge
singled
to
score
Talsma.
Lamb, City Manager Herb Holt, High ChristianEndeavor group
day to set up machinery for the Mo., in September,where she will
tawa and Van Buren, counties, Rapids, improper passing, $10.30.
in the fall. Spot applicationsproHolland scored its first run in the special election which would be reDwayne Dykhouse, 25, GrandSupervisor Dick N i e u s m a and
be studying music. Mr. Tien is atwill include six major classes,acand their sponsors, Mr. and Mrs.
second inning. Ron Van Dyke walk- quired and learned from Prosecu- tending Davenport BusinessInsti- bably would be most effectiveand
ville, defective brakes, $10.30;
Trustee Albert Brinkman.
cording
to Mrs. Jack Simmons,
Bernard Voorhorst were at Park
the most economical way of taking
ed and was driven home on a long tor Dwight M. Cheever that anPaul C. Dozeman, speeding, $5;
Ultimate purpose of the right of
tute in Grand Rapids where he is
tliis year's general chairman.
View Convalescent Home in Zeesingle by Jerry Prince, aft^r Mau- other, special session would be taking a professional accounting care of quack grass.
way would be to develop another
Flower arrangements,table decor- Donald Vander Laan, 21, Hudsonland to conduct a program of deroad in Park township which has
rie Witteveen had sacrificed.
ville. speeding, $9.30; Eugene Amrequired first.
ations, house plants,specimens, a
course.
votions and meditation during the
Last year. 3.700 persons were
a minimum of east-west roads.
Bob Van Dyke tripled in the
borski. Grand Rapids, speeding,
Cheever had been advised of the
class for juniors and a special inkilled and 310.000 injured while
In other business, the commis- past week.
$16.30; Marvin C. Marcus, 24,
eighth inning to score Tony Went- need by Fred M. Thrum. Lansing
vitational
class
are
included.
•
At the annual business meeting
at work on farms. This makes
sion instructedthe engineering deGrand Rapids, speeding, $24.30;
zel. who had singled, and then Van attorney retained as legal consultfarming the most dangerous oc
partment to advertise for bids for of Hamilton School, held during Dyke scored on a wild pitch.
Frank Bylsma, Grand Rapids,
ant for the million-dollarbond iscupation in the country. We want
improvingMarquette Ave. south the past week, one new board
The winners made six hits. Howie sue. A petition signed by 14 board
reckless driving, $34.30.
to call to your attentionthat next
of Everett St. in Waukazoo. A member was elected. Henry Glenn De Jonge and Ron Damstra each members called for the special sesMarvin Sidney Ondersma, 27,
3
Jailed
hearing had been held to hear ob- Albers, replacing FrederickJohn- had two, Ken Wicrsma and Ron sion for July 31. Cheever said the
week— July 22-28 is Farm Safety
Grand Rapids, expired chauffeur's
jections. Bids will be opened July son, who has served the board as Klamt one each.
Week. The National Srdety Counlicense, $4; Larry John Van Noord
special session was deemed nesestrustee for the past nine years.
cil estimatesthat farm accidents
26.
17, route 3, Zeeland, stop sign,
The Dutchmen banged out eight ary because it would be called by
Other
routine
business
was
conliquor
The commission also ordered
annually cost the American far$7.30; Leon E. Barrenger, Grand
hits. Wentzel. Ron Van Dyke and petition, rather than the chairman
plans and specificationfor a new ducted w-ith John Kaper presiding. Prince all had two and Dwayne
mer
$1,500,000 and since accidents
Rapids, speeding, $5; Robert E.
of the board.
bridge crossing the east branch of Discussionon the recessory expan- Teusink and Bob Van Dyke had
are expensive in loss of time and
Three young men received 45- Ruffe, 25, Grand Rapids, speeding,
Before
adjourning Tuesday, the
Rush Creek on Port Sheldon Rd. sion, which faces the district be- the other hits.
suffering,the theme of the week day jail sentencesand a sharp $9.30; Gerrit Kooienga, 51, route 2,
board voted, 28-2, to go on record
in section 24, Georgetown town- cause of increased enrollment and
is especially fitting “Safety Pays reprimand from MunicipalJudge Zeeland, defective muffler. $7.30;
Line score:
as opposing all CIO requests for
ship. Temporary repairs are being the problem of the high school
All Ways." Every family should Cornelius vander Meulen at a trial Verletta Ruth Dutell, Mounted
R
H funds from Congress for the relief
made to the damaged bridge deck situation for students above the Holland ...........010 000 020-3 8
take time to discuss hazardous in MunicipalCourt Tuesday after- Route, Zeeland, -consuming alcoof
unemployment
in
depressed
to allow limited loading in the next elementarygrades was one of the
practices and situationson their noon on charges of furnishing hol on a public highway, $31.20;
Zeeland ................000 070 02x-9 5 areas. The resolution was in refew days. This bridge is about 55 highlights of the meeting. At
farm. Money spent in clearing up liquor to a 14-year-old girl and Howard Oudemolen, 22, 389 West
Batteries:Prince, Grissen(5) and sponse to a request from the CIOyears old. There are several others board meeting after the regular
safety hazards should not be con- drinking on a public highway. The 21st St., consuming alcohol on a
Van Dyke; Grofehois and Wier- Political Action Committee for supof the same age badly in need of swsion officers weie elected
sidered an expense but an invest- alleged offense occured July 3.
public highway, $32.10 and 15 days
sma.
port of such measures.
replacement.
follows. President, John Kaper;
Remanded
to
county
jail were in jail and improper lane usage,
ment.
The board also authorizedthe
secretary,Harvey Schipper; treasLouis Earl Dunn, 21, route 1, Fenn- $17.10.
salaries committee to meet with
urer, Richard Brower; trustees,
Home
gardeners who are looking ville; Carl Eugene Kendrick,25,
James McCormick Den Herder,
county
officials
regarding
a
new
Miss Graters Gaest
James Busscher and Glenn Albers.
for fruit trees to fit the size of their New Richmond, and Albert May- 31, 234 Lakeshore Dr., stop sign,
18,
Jailed
salaries scheduled on the opening
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Robinson and
gardens can take a look at dwarf nard, Jr., 17, route 3, Fennville.
Of Honor at Shower
$7.30; Nelson Van Koevering, 44,
day of the October session.
children, Brian and Brenda of DeIn pronouncingsentence, Judge 132 Lincoln Ave., stop sign, $7.30;
apple and pear trees. These small
Approval was given by the board
Miss Ruth Elaine Vander Ploeg
Miss Darlene Groters, bride- troit were visitors at the home
sized trees are particularly well vander Meulen added the words Dick Rozema, 52, Grand Rapids,
to the bond obtainedby Don E.
elect of Elwood Plaggemars,was of Mrs. Robinson’sparents, Mr.
Traffic
Mr. and Mrs, Theodore Vander suited to small gardens where “at hard labor” for the trio which stop sign, $7.30; Henry Rozema,
Allen who was appointedcounty
honored guest at a shower Friday and Mrs. Harry J. Lampen, durPloeg have announced the engage- space is limited or as ornamentals was not represented by counsel. 29, Hudsonville, stop sign, $7.30;
surveyor, June 19, to fill the unevening at the home of her grand- ing the past weekend.
Two youths learned the hard expired term of MacDougal who ment and approaching marriage of on the lawn or along the shrub In his summation, Prosecutor Leon A. Heyer, 62, Grand Rapids,
mother, Mrs. Bert Groters, 832
Mrs. Charles Ingalesbee of Alle- Way Tuesday night that it doesn't
their daughter, Ruth Elaine, to L. border. Dwarf trees are not re- James W. Bussard also charged stop sign, $7.30; John Fisher, 26,
died after serving 58 years in the
Butternut Dr. Hostesses were Mrs. gan will be the new teacher at
pay to race their cars, side by post. Allen is also a candidate for Michael Carson, son of Mr. and commended for planting in perjury on the part of the three Grand Rapids, stop light, $9.30;
Nelson Groters, Mrs. Gene Coney Valley View School, located near
Mrs. Thomas Carson of Johnson orchards intended for commercial defendants."Never before in all Donald J. Jager, 24, Jenison, stop
side, down county roads.
the job in the August primaries
and Mrs. Eugene Groters. ^
my experiencein court have I sign, $7.30; Edward Hoonhorst, 18,
Hamilton, west, on the townline
City, Tenn.
fruit production. They are shallow
Roger Bruursema, 18, route 2, on the Republicanticket.
Games were played and prizes road. She replacesthe former Bev• Western TheologicalSeminary rooted, inclined to be short rooted hetfrd such trumped up stories,” Hudsonville, speeding, $24.30.
Hudsonville, pleaded guilty this
awarded to Mrs. Fred Buursma erly Veen, who taught there last
will lx? the scene of the Aug. 11 and are essentiallyadapted to the he said. Testimony of the trio had
morning to reckless driving while
and Mrs. Dick De Loof. Gifts were year.
been contraryto that offered by
wedding.
garden. Details on selectingdwarf
racing and was sentenced by Park
presented to the guest of honor and
Dr. Richard Oudersluys of WestThe furture bride is a graduate apple and pear trees are included three girls involved in the case and
Township
Justice
C.
C.
Wood
to
Citizens
a two - course lunch was served ern Theological Seminary conductof Hope College. Her fiance is a in a new State Universityextension two other witnesses.
two days in jail and fined $54.
by the hostesses.
The defendents asked leave
graduateof East Tennessee State folder now available at the county
ed both services at the Reformed
The driver of the other car, a 16Invited were the Mesdames Church the past Sunday. At the
College and is attending the gradu- extension office. Informationon to appeal. Judge vander Meulen
John Groters, Dick De Loof, Ike morning service Mrs. Robert Ny- year-old youth, was cited to Prosaid appeal would be granted on
ate school at Michigan State UniStay
planting and care of the trees is
Meyer, Ken Etterbeek, James hoff and Mrs. Harlan Jurries sang bate Court for action. His drivproper application.Meanwhile,the
versity.
also part of the folder. The folder
er’s
license
was
taken
away
imMeyer, Calvin Nykamp, James a duet and at the evening service
jail term would be effective.
is numbered F-136 and was written
ZEELAND (Special) — Citizens
Groters, Don Van Den Belt, Fred Mary Ellen Wolters of Overisel mediately and Bruursema was
ALLEGAN (Special) -Twentyby staff members of the MSU DeBuursma, Casey Groters, Roger was guest soloist, also providing cited to the Secretary of State for are asked to remain in their homes
seven Allegan County 4-H’er* joinpartment
of
Horticulture.
and
off
the
streets
even
after
the
revocation of his license.
Groters,Harold Mast, Don Brewer,
ed with more than 1,000 other mema few numbers preceding the serThe two were arrested by Ot- all - clear is sounded in Zeeland's
John T. Groters, John Chris pell
bers and leaders from all over
vice during the “Moments of Mutornado
alert
Friday
evening.
tawa
County
deputies
after
neighRobert Lamberts, Bert Wierenga
the state and watched eight of the
sic” period. On Wednesday evenbors living on 160th Ave. com- Civil Defense Director Peter WolJohn Klein, Andrew Klein, Bercounty groups win special honors
ing of this week a reception and
plained of the racing. Previously thuis, in saying that the success In
nard S wierenga, Jake Kroll. Marlast week at the 38th annual Michfellowship hour are scheduled for
The Rev. Van Gronigen had as Defeats
when deputies arrived the racing of the alert depends as much on
garet Plaggemars, Bert Groters
igan 4-H Club Week held at Michthe Rev. and Mrs. Ivan Deckert,
his
subjects
on
Sunday
"The
Comthe citizens as on the workers
vehicles were gone.
and Misses Casey and Bertha
igan State University.At the fourGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Beckman and Sheryll Brewer, all missionarieson furlough from This time the angry neighbors themselves, said that the all - clear Roy Soabolt, 40. Hart, pleaded mand for Proper Worship,” and
Elzinga-Volkerssmacked home day educational and recreational
Africa. Announcement was also chased the cars until they were siren is a signal to the workers to
“The
Inescapable Hand of Israel’s
of Holland; Mrs. Harry Beekman
a run in the bottom of the ninth event all 68 counties from the lowguilty to two charges in Justice
and Mrs. Bob Wright of Allegan; made of the annual Women’s Guild close enough to obtain license report to their stations.He asked F.J. Workman's court Saturday God.”
inning Tuesday night to win a 4-3 er peninsula were represented.
outdoor meeting tonight with JunThe Rev. Christian Vanden Heu- A league Legion baseball decision
numbers which they turned over that citizens remain in their homes
Mrs. Pete Groters and Rita of Hud
Winners from Allegan County inafternoon,
following
a
three-car
ior Girls’ League as special guest.
vel of Grand Rapids, a former over H. E. Morse at Riverview
for approximately 15 minutes after
sonville; Mrs. Gerrit Groters, Mrs
to deputies.
cluded Edward Barton, route 2.
crash
Friday
night
on
the
viaduct
the all - clear. Radio station WHTC
pastor, will have charge of the
Chuck Recab, Mrs. Bill Woldering Camp Geneva delegates this week
Park.
Plainwell, who was a winner on
Holland will advise the people on US-31 north of Ferrysburg.
service Sunday evening, July 22.
and Mrs. Robert Coleman of Mus- from July 16-23 are Calvin Lohman
Mohr, Elzinga-Volkers’short- his Achievement Booth, and Linda
On
a
reckless
driving
count,
he
whep they will be welcome on the
This will be a pulpit exchange stop, singled to drive in Veldhuis, Johnson, of route 5, Allegan, who
kegon and Mrs. Henry Groters of and Burton Brink. More than 50
young people will have attended
streets again, as well as giving paid $75 fine and $4.90 costs and with Rev. Van Gronigen.
Grand Haven.
who had walked with the winning was a winner with her clothing
the Bible Conferences there from
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian De Roo run. The score at the end of the outfit.
Plans have been completed for them informationon the alert, oh a charge of furnishing beer to
a minor, he paid $50 fine and $4.90 announce the birth of a son on
the local church during this sum- the school reunion which will be Wolthuis said.
Four-H Gub Week is described
regulation seven innings was 3-3.
Women of the Moose
The alert is Zeeland's participa- costs. Unable to pay immediately Wednesday, July 11.
mer.
held Saturday,July 21, at
The winners scored three runs on by Jack L. Parker, Allegan Counhe
was
taken
to
the
county
jail.
His
Mrs. Harold Wesseling is serious- school. A program of sports vAll tion in the nation - wide spot alert
Mr. and Mrs. HerschelWeaver three hits in the third while the ty 4-H Club Agent, as an award
Chairmen Plan Season
ly ill at her home.
be carried out later in the after- scheduled by the National Civil De- 20-year-old companion, Gerald announce the birth of a son on Morse nine picked up single runs trip to those 4-H members who
Mr. and Mrs. George Swiers of noon and entertainment is promis- fense in 76 cities. It will be held Beardsley, wps released from July 2 named Alan Jay.
Committee chairmen of Women
have done outstanding work durin the first, fifth and sixth.
Municipal hospital during the weekGrand
Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. ed for the evening program. The between 7 and 8 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. John Baetsma anof the Moose, chapter 1010, met
The
victory gives Eizinga-Volk- ing the past year. The only comnounce the birth of a daughter,
Monday evening at the Moose George Lampen of the local area following are serving the various In addition to the city's fire end.
petition events durine the week
ers a 3-2 record and Morse, 0-5.
James Paul Blaney, 22. Grand Sharon Lynn, on July 3.
home. The meeting was conducted were Sunday guests of Mr. and committees;program, Mrs. Albert siren, the Holland township fire
were the dress revue in which
Max
De
Jonge
was
the
winning
July 25 is the date set for enrollBrandsen and Mrs. Bill Hirdes; siren will also be sounded. Wolthuis Haven, who was involved in a fourby Mrs. Gladys Gordon, senior re- Mrs. Ray J. Maatman.
36 finalists were chosen to return
pitcher,
giving
up
three
hits
while
Spending several days of vacation sports, Dora and Siena Kraai; said both sirens are being used car crash on the bridge near ment of children attending Allengent.
the winners had four hits off to the state 4-H Gub Show in
to
make
sure
that
everyone
in
the
Ferrysburg Friday at 11 p.m., paid dale Christian school.
New Horizon bulletins were giv- at Glenn Lake near Traverse City parking, Connie Vanden Bosch and
September, the selection of eight
Brink.
en to each chairmen and dates during the past week were the Manley Kuite; grounds,Franklin area can hear the full-minutewail $50 fine and $4.30 costs in Work- Mrs. Peter Kroll and Mrs. Henry
achievementbooth winners who alAusthof had charge of the nursery
were arranged for the chapter cal- Floyd Kaper and Harvin Lugten Veldheer; seating, Ep Mulder, that will open the alert. The all- man's court.
so compete at the state show for
Also appearing before Workman on Sunday morning.
ender for 1956-57. The Membership families. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Lug- Jake Jacobsen and Harm Kuite; clear signal will be an up-andfinal honors, selectionof Danforth
was Adam Banasiak,68, route 1.
Christmas Tree project was ex- ten, Betty and Tommy also spent lighting, Fred Veneberg and down sounding of the siren.
The Sunday school teachers are
and Prairie Farmer award winAlthough
workers
wall
report
to
plained to the group.
Grand Haven, who paid $20 fine invited to attend the Bible class at
a couple of days there.
Claude Boers. The Mothers Club
ners and State Service club memAttending were Mrs. Luann AdThe Women's Missionarygroup wall provide hot food and confec- entrances to the city for the pur- and $1.30 costs on charges of un- the conferencegrounds on Wedbers.
kins, Mooseheart alumni; Mrs. of the local Reformed Church en- tions. Reunion officers for this pose of establishingbarricades in lawfully driving around a barrier. nesday evening.
Laura Wissink, Moosehaven; Mrs. joyed a noonday basket picnic at year are president Floyd Kraai case of a real disaster,there will Banasiak was arrested July 12 in
Mrs. Gerrit Bussis returned
Sally Seidelman, library;Mrs. Kollen Park in Holland last Thurs- vice president,Richard Nykamp be no actual barricades set up and Robinson townshipby Fam Hart- home from the hospitallast week,
Florence Victor, social service; day, with about 25 attending.After secretaryMrs. John Rowhorst traffic will not be interferedwith, well. Sr., of the county road com- but continues to receive treatThree representativesof the Un- All-Stars
Mrs. Donna Timmermans, child dinner Mrs. Norman Van Hueke- correspondencesecretary, Mrs Police Chief A1 Bos said today. mission after Banasiak allegedly ments. Mrs. George Vanden Bosch ited States Corps of Engineersarcare; Mrs. Mildred Schippa, home- lom presided at a business session. John Smith; treasurer, Nick De
drove around a barrier onto a has also returned home from the rived Tuesday from Detroit
making; Mrs. Mary Kavathiss,hos- She also led the group in devo- Witt.
freshlyprimed tar road at Lincoln hospital after surgery. Her recov- to attend the meeting of the Board
Circuit Court Hears
pital; Bea Johnson, ritual; Mrs. tions. In charge of arrangements Mrs. Carrie Rozema entertained
ery is satisfactory.
of Public Works at 9 a.m.
Rd.. and 112th Ave.
MargueriteCulver, publicity. Un- for serving were Mrs. Ben Kooiker, at dinner last Wednesday Mrs Accident Case Tuesday
Next Sunday Mrs. Henry Geerts
Members of the Board, who were
Harry Hoffman, 43. Grand Rapable to attend were Mrs. Betty Mrs. John Klingenbergand Mrs Simon Ten Brink, Mrs. Ed Styf
BATTLE CREEK (Special)-The
ids, pleaded innocent in Municipal and Mrs. Harvey Talsma will be all present at the meeting, disFleming, Mooseheart;Mrs. Gene Louis Poll and conducting a few
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) - A
Holland American Legion All-Stars
cussed
in
full
detail
with
the
three
nursery
attendants.
Court
Monday
to
a
drunk
driving
and Mrs. John Morren, all from
Rhinehart, membership.
jury trial brought by Aetna In- charge, followingan accident early
games were Mrs. John Smidt and Ottawa.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De Roo en- visitingengineers the project per- were defeated Tuesday by the
Mrs. Gordon served refresh- Mrs. Henry Wedeveen. Members
surance Co. representing Saturday on Waverly St., where his tertained a large number of re- tainingto the dredging of a channel Ann Arbor All-Starsin their first
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bultman
ments.
the Sprague Storage C0 of Deof the group are planning to attend and daughters from Holland were
car left the road and hit the im- latives on Saturday evening. July in Black River and widening the game in the double-elimination
A regular meeting is scheduled
troit seeking $8,000 judgment
the annual Mission Fest in Zee- supper guests at the home of Mrs
bedded mail box of Jack Billups, 7. A wiener roast was enjoyed turning basin. Appropriations for tournament,6-3.
this evening at Moose Home.
against Willis Potgeter.Jenison
Holland jumped to a 1-0 lead in
the project have been made by
land, instead of holding the reg- Sena Redder and John. Sunday.
Grand Haven police officer. He was by the group.
was being heard Tuesday in Cirthe second inning when Kool walkular meeting in August.
The Ottawa County Migrant Mis- Congress.
Mr. and Mrs. Pasco Carrol have
unable to furnish $209 bond. HoffIt Just Doesn't Pay
The Earl Kennedy family have purchased the farm formerlyoc cuit Gurt.
man, however,did plead guilty to sion service sponsoreda film en- This project makes it possible ed and scored on an error. After
The suit is the result of an acbeen vacationing at Big Star Lake cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Ed Curths
a charge of driving without an titled “Menacing Shadows” on Fri- for larger boats to tie up to the Ann Arbor had scored twice in
cident on M-50 a quarter of a mile
To Ignore Barricade
Board of Public Works’ dock at their half of the fourth,the Stars
near Baldwin and also at Green At the school meeting held last
operator’ » license and paid $10 fine day evening in the local church.
east of 68th Ave. in Allendale
the James De Young plant. It al- struck back in the last half, hits
Lake
south
of
Grand
Rapids.
week.
Manley
Kuite
was
elected
David
Estrada,
missionary
to
the
and $5.50 casts.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Township, on Jan. 26, 1934.
so will provide for maintenance by Ron Komejan and Joe Howard
An
executive
board
meeting
of treasurer of the school board,
migrant
workers,
spoke.
Harvey Van Dam, of 500 West
Plaintiffclaims repairs to the
of the channel and turning basin plus a walk and fielder’s choice
the
Hamilton
Music
Hour
Club
was
replace
Peter
Jacobsen,
whose
Main St., Zeeland, has learned it
Edward Dyer vehicle which was Grand Haven Radio
by the federal government.
being good for two runs and a
doesn’t pay to Ignore a highway held at the home of Mrs. George term expired.
involved, amounted to $1,931 and
The Board of Public Works in 3-2 Holland lead.
Recent Bride Feted
Lampen
last
week
Wednesday
Mrs.
Jennie
Vander
Zwaag
acbarricade.
loss of the use of the tractor and Station Goes on Air
its regular meeting at 4 o’clock
Ann Arbor, however, got the lead
At 10:15 p.m. Tuesday, Van evening to appoint committeesand companied Mr. and Mrs. John trailerto over $3,000.
At Surprise Shower
Monday discussed this project right back again in the fifth with
Dam decided to take new US-31 make plans for the activities of the Vander Zwaag of Crisp to Grand Potgeter’sgirl friend, riding with GRAND HAVEN (Special) along with other routine matters. a pair of runs, then added single
Mrs. Lester De Free, who was
and went around a barrier at 1956-57 season, which opens the Rapids Wednesday where they vi him at the time of the accident, Grand Haven's new radio station,
tallies in the sixth and eighth to
Stone school. All went well until he last week in September. Sugges- sited Mrs. Charlie Vander Zwaag. was fatally injured. She was Miss WGHN. went on the air for the married June 9, was guest of honput the game out of reach.
Summer
Committees
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Nieboer
were
or
at
a
surprise
shower
given
Fritions
made
by
the
State
and
Nafirst
time
Monday
on
1370
reached the city limits at Robbins
Arlene Bronkema, 20, of CoopersLine score of the first game:
entertained
at
the
home
of
Mr.
kilocycles. The 500-wattstation will day evening by Mrs. Jay Busscher, Appointed hy Lodge
Rd. There his car hit a pile of tional Federation of Music Clubs
Ville.
game:
route
2,
Zeeland.
gravel and broke a front axle as were presented and also District and Mrs. Dick Vander Wilk in Holoperate
from
6:30
a.m.
to
8:30
p.m.
Before the afternoon session,the
Ann
000 221 010-6-6-2
Gifts were presented and games I A regular meeting of Erutha Rewell as springing both front Federation projects. Mrs. Bert land Wednesday evening.
parties agreed to a consent judg- every day except Sunday when it
010 200 000-3-5-5
were played. Duplicate prizes were bekah Lodge was held Friday evewheels.
Brink heads the program comment of $2,000 without costs in will be on the air at 8 a.m.
A1 Santure and Bill Halliday.
City police investigated.
mittee and with her assistantswill
It is located at 238>i Washington won by Mrs. William Boeve, Mrs. ning at the lodge hall. Mrs. Ruth
favor of the plaintiff.
Two
Men Pay Fine!
Jim
Kaat, Dykema (7); and A1Henry Den Uyl and Mrs. Thomas Durfee presided.
prepare the year books to be disSt.
tena.
tributed at the first fall meeting. In Grand Haven Court
Bob
Runyon
is president of the Smith. A two-courselunch was
Plans
were
made
to attend the
Andreasen Appointed
Son of Local Residents
Present at the meeting were, Presnew Grand Haven Broadcasting served.
chest meeting at EaM Casco Sept.
Invited were the Mesdames Pet- 4.
ident, Mrs. Lampen; vice pres- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
CO., and Bob Kirby, general manTo ResolutionsGroup
Eight Plats Registered
Gets
Patent
for
Gadget
ident, Mrs. Brink; secretary, Mrs. Robert A. Reid, 22, of Grand Rapager. Stockholders in the firm are er Prins, Louis Timmer, John
Committees for the summer GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Carl C. Andreasenof Holland, Dale Maatman, treasurer, Mrs. ids, paid fine and costs of $30.10 in
Wayne H. Schutmaat of Elkhart, H P. Wulf of Spring Lake, Joseph Timmer, Harvey Diepenhorst, Hen- were appointed as follows: August, Eight plats were placed on record
one of Michigan’s 46 delegates to Donald Lohman, board member, Municipal Court Monday morning. Ind., son of Mr. and Mrs. George Deeb of Grand Rapids, Runyon ry Den Uyl, Mary Dombos, Thom- Mrs. Virginia Orr, Mrs. Lucille at the Registerof Deeds office
the NationalRepublican conven- Mrs. Marvin Kaper; Mrs. H. D. He was charged with being drunk Schutmaat of 24 East 14th St., has and Kirby.
as Smith, Lee De Free, William McBride, Mrs. Pearl Van Dyken, Tuesday for an all time record.
tion in San Francisco Aug. 20 to Strabbing, substituting for Mrs. and with drinking on a public been issued a patent for a comBoeve, Andrew Boeve, Arthur De jim Crcrwle and Mrs. Belle Ket- Four are in Georgetown Township
24, has been appointed to the con- Floyd Kaper, board member, who street early Sunday morning.
Jong, Howard De Free, Cornelius chum; September, Mrs. Jeanette
binationgas pressure regulator and
covering, subdivisions in Baldwin
vention’sresolutions committee. could not be present. Miss Della John W. Maurits, Grand Rapids high temperaturesafety control. Two Vehicles Collide
De Free and the Misses Ann Tim- Cranmer, Mrs. Nora Harris, Mrs. Heights, Sunset Acres, Harmon
This means he will go to San Fran- Bowman, librarian,was also un- hotel address, charged by city polWayne is project engineer spec- Two vehicles were damaged mer and Yvonne Busscher.
Edith Moomey, Mrs. Ada Johnson Root and Poskey’s subdivsion No.
cisco a week earlier than he ori- able to be present.
ice with issuing a check without ializingin gas control equipment Monday afternoon when they coland Mrs. Jennie Keller.
L Two in Grand Haven Townships
ginallyplanned to attend preliminRep. Ben E. Lohman expected sufficientfunds, paid a $15 fine and is employed by Penn Controls, lided at Douglas and Aniline Aves. New Municipal Court
Refreshments were served by cover the South Channel subdivary meetings. Michigan's other re- to be at Lansing this week for a and $9.70 costs. The check was Inc., of Goshen, Ind., to whom the Involved was a station wagon drivNILES-City Council has given Mrs. Durfee and her committee. sion and Deremo Subdivision No.
en by Howard Andrews,26, Grand
presentative on the committee is special session of the legislature. cashed at a Grand Haven hotel on patent is assigned.
1. One in Spring Lake is the Linncontractors the go-ahead to start
Rapids,
and
a
pickup
truck
driven
Mrs. Helen Dean of Detroit area.
Feb. 31. Maurits first entered a
The device combines both regMinnesota has 30,000 miles of view subdivisionand other in
work
on
a
new
$76,000
municipal
Andreasen is chairman of the OtA race in which horses are en- plea of not guilty and later chang- ulating and safety functionsin by Karl Slayer, 31, of 44 West court building"ltT wmV' a "glass I fishing streams in addiUon to its Wright Township is the McClure
tawa County Republicancommit- tered before they are born is ed it. A five-dayjail sentence was the controls of gas burning appli- 31st St. Ottawa County deputies
----.....
‘ 11,007
Subdivision.
front, one-story
structure.
estimated damage at $500.
ances into one valve assembly.
called a futurity race.
suspended. ' .
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STORM CLOUDS —

Heavy black clouds that
seemed to appear out of nowhere Friday afternoon gave many residentsan uneasy feeling as
they gazed skywards. Recent tornado warnings
were still fresh in their minds. Meanwhile
temperaturesdropped from 76 to 71 degrees in
five minutes. Rain began fallingas the clouds

VFW

Takes 13th

moved over the city. The Port Sheldon area reported heavy rain and hail but little damage.
A few minutes after the rain the skies cleared
and the sun came out again. The photograph

Victory; Avenge
Earlier Defeat

2Men Injured

ware company .here. His
Lillian, preceded

A

double by

Lum Veldman In

the bottom of the 11th scored Jay

Hoffman, who had singled, and
gave the Vets win No. 13 in 14
starts, a 1-0 decision over second
place Hulst r ot he r s in City
League Softball action Thursday
night at Van Tongeren Field.
The victory avenged the earlier

him

wife,

in death. He

is survived by

a daughter, Mrs.
Emerald Cassada of Lawrence;
one granddaughter, one sister and
one brother.
Mrs. Walter Cius was taken to
Douglas hospital Monday where
she is scheduled to remain for
the week as a medical patient.
Mr. Cius spent a few days here
and took their two youi^est chil-

As Cars Collide
t

GRAND HAVEN

-

^Special)
are in Municipal Hospital at Grand Haven and a third is
in jail charged with reckless driving after a three-car collision on
US-31 north of FerrysburgFriday
evening.

Two men

Roy

or grass is graonor in your

mmm

without a souvenir,nabbed this 4H4-inch, 14-

own back yard and not always on tho other side
of the fence. At toast that's what Bill Baker
found out Tuesday night riaht off the dock at
his Jenison Park home. Baker, who last week

pound pike off his dxk. It took him about half
an hour to land the fish and he was aided by
Ed Nyland, a neighbor. A couple of lamprey
eel marks are noticeable on the fish.

returned from a 200-mile northern fishingjaunt

(Verne Hohl photo)

Ganges

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wlghtman
received word from their
daughter,Miss Doris Wightman,
Slated July
that she has arrived safely at
Members of the Holland Cham- Jamaica where she will begin a
ber of Commerce have been in- six weeks experience in interna^
vited by Grand Rapids Chamber tional living. This being a project
of Commerce to attend the anThe progress of area study reof the Lisle Fellowship. She will
port on school districtproblems
nual “Salute to West Michigan"
on the afternoon and evening of be joined there by other students was presented by Supt. Walter
July 26 at Spring Lake Country from various parts of the United Scott at the monthly Planning ComStates and foreign countries.Miss mission meeting Thursday at 7:30
Club.
The afternoon will feature golf- Wightman flew from Chicago to p.m. He pointed out the complexiing, speedboatand cruiser rides. Miami where she enjoyed a few ties and need for close cooperation
Golf starts at 12, and 2 p.m. The days sightseeingbefore leaving on between City Council and the
speedboat and cruiser rides on the trip to Jamaica.
Board of Education.
Spring I^ake are free of charge. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stillson are
It was decided that October and
The dinner is being prepared by spending this week at Albion where November meetings of the plancooks of Spring Lake Country they are attending a laboratory ning Commission will be set aside
school workshop at Albion College. to bring members of City Council
Club.
The evening will conclude with The course is being sponsored by and, Board of Educationtogether
the Ganges Methodist Church. with the Planning Commission for
a floor show.
The charge for any Holland While their parents are gone, Judy joint discussion of metropolitan

26

. (Sentinel photo)

a former Fennville business man.
He was associated with a hard-

BLUER

have

began to blanket the sky.

Funeral serviceswere held at
Watervliet Methodist church last
Friday for Stephen T. Curtiss.83,

IS

Chamber Salute

looks west on Eighth St. just as the heavy clouds

Fennuille

i

fiwJt

Seabolt, formerly

of

Rockville, HI., and now working
for a pipeline company in Hart,
was jailed after being treated at
the hospital for face lacerations.
Still in the hospital are Jerald
Beasley. 20, formerly of Edwards-

BRIXE LANKHEET, nine months old,

figures in three sets of
four generations in his family. Top photo shows Bruce with his
father, Howard Lankheet;his grandmother, Mrs. Hattie Lankheet,
and great grandfather,Hermon Ensing, 82 years old. Middle photo
shows Bruce and his mother, Mrs. Grace Lankheet;grandmother,
Mrs. Henrietta Berens, and great grandmother,Mrs. Gertrude
Meppelink, age 80. Bruce and his mother are pictured in bottom
photo with his grandfather,Henry Berens, and great grandmother,
Mrs. Gerrit Gebben, 76 years old.

Stillson is visiting in the home of
is $6 plus green fees for
problems.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwln Perkins and
those wishing to play golf. ReserChairman Willard Wichers exJimmie
at
the
home
of
Rev.
and
dren to Chicbago to stay with rela- ville, 111., now employed by the
vations should be placed with the
plained that revised drafts of the
season 2-0 setback given the league tives. The three oldest children pipeline company in Hart, and a
Holland Chamber office no latter Mrs. H. C. Alexander.
proposed zoning ordinance are be-,
Mrs. Gordon Babbitt entertained
than July, 20.
ing worked out with Planning
leaders by Hulst Brothers and add- are staying in the Bernard passenger in Seabolt’s car, and
at
a
party
Saturday
afternoon
in
John Bos, 55, route 1, Spring Lake.
Consultant Scott Bagby, City Ated another plank for the Vets in Marfia home.
honor of her daughter Carol’s
torney James E. Townsend and
the march for the league cham- Mrs. Alvin Rasmussen and Beasley received cuts about the By Arnold Mulder
eighth birthday,which occurred on
Consulting Attorney George Sidpionship.Hulst Brothers, defending daughter, Mary Lou, spent Mon- head and eye and Bos has a posJuly
8.
Eight
of
Carol's friends
well. Some action is expected withchamp, is now a distant second day at East Lansing where Mary sible chest fracture.
A writer named Fred Rodell but by the same token his conwere present enjoying games, conLou took an aptitudetest. She
According to State Police Offi- has published a book about the tempt for others is just as great.
in the three next months.
with a 9-5 record.
Zeeland Hospital births last week tests, opening of gifts and refreshplans
to
enter
Michigan
S
t
at
e
cers,
who
investigated,
the
SeaThe . commission also considerIn the opener, Raphael’s got out
United States Supreme Court When a small potato is named to
ments.
Sunday
dinner
guests
in
the
include a son, Jon J., to Mr. and
ed a referralform City Council on
of the three-way tie for the cellar University this fall. They were ac- bolt and Bos cars collided head-on that serves to deflate the widely the Supreme Court he normally reDr. and Mrs. when Seabolt was passing im- held romanticnotion that some- mains a small potato, in the au- Mrs. Jason Schrotenboer, 228 S. Babbitt home were Carol's grand a request from residents in the
with a 3-0 shutout against Mobil- companied
Division; a daughter, Ruth Ellen, parents, Mr. and Mrs. William southwest section of the city for a
William
Nelson,
Mrs.
Nelson being properly over the yellow line. The
gas Dealers on a two-hitter by Ron
how when ordinary lawyers be- thor’s opinion.When a truly great
Northgrave of Fennville, coming
a MSU alumna.
thinl car, driven by Buford Jolly, come members of that court they man, like the late Justice Oliver to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holwerda,
Kalmink.
change from the proposedA-2 to
to enjoy Carol’s birthday with her.
Hudsonville;
a
son
Calvin
Jay,
to
Norman
Kee
and
Walter
Hanson
48,
Grand
Haven,
then
struck
the
A-l zoning. Ths section is boundTwo of the best pitchers in the
automatically change into legdl Wendell Holmes, has the luck to
The
Ganges
Bridge
Club
met
area, Veldman and Leroy Brower have been released from the Bos car from behind. Jolly was deities. Rodell’s title is simply be named to the Supreme Court, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kragt, Hamil- Monday at the home of Mrs ed by Central and Maple Aves.
ton; a daughter, Joyce Elaine, to
tangled in the Vets - Hulst game. Allegan Health Center where they not injured.
"Nine Men,” and his subtitleis he becomes a b 1 e s s i n g to the
Broadway instead of Mrs. Fred running from 28th to 32nd Sts.
Jacob Bos, 65, of 1020 Eastgate "A PoliticalHistory of the Su- American people and to mankind. Mr. and Mrs. George Grasman, Thorsen’s home as originally plan- Bagby felt that A-2 zoning is more
Each pitcher gave up four safe- were both medical patients.
Byron Center; a son, Daniel Mark,
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Carlson St., Muskegon, riding with his preme Court from 1790 to 1955."
ties.
"Nine Men" Is a stimulating
ned.
dessert luncheon was reasonablefor the area because
to Mr. and Mrs. James Besteman,
For nine innings, Brower was and three children have returned brothers,John, received scalp and
The author, who obviously knows book, but it is not a book for leserved followed by an afternoon of the many small - size lots, and
Hudsonville; a son, Norman Jay,
the commissionwill recommend to
doing the best job. He gave up to Sioux Falls, S. D., following a fbrehead lacerationswhich requir- more Supreme Court history than gal romanticists.
of bridge.
to Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Ter Haar,
just ont hit, a double to Bill two weeks visit here with the ed 18 stitches.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Decker City Council that the area remain
nine out of 10 spellbinders who
route 3; a son Dann E., to Mr. and
families of her brothers, Bernard
Police estimated damage be- give the impression that a SuFranks in the third inning. •
and family went to Kalamazoo A-2 in the new zoning ordinance.
Mrs. Paul Heyboer. 118 E. WashIn the 10th, Brower was nicked and Joseph Marfia. They also vis- tween $500 and $600 was sustained preme Court justice is a kind of
Sunday where they attended a Attending the n. eeting were
ington,Zeeland; a daughter, Judy
for a single by Lee Veldman and ited relatives at Allegan,Kala- by each vehicle.
Harrington family reunion at the Chairman Wichers,Mrs. William
disembodiedmind and is not subKay, to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer hqme of Mr. and Mrs. William G. Winter, LaVerne Serne, Stuart
mazoo and Casco.
then came the fateful 11th.
ject to the prejudices of human
Boersma, Grand Radpids; a son, Harris*. There was a large group Boyd, Laverne Rudolph, Bagby,
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell
Veldman scattered four hits, one
beings, documentshis record with
Randy Jay, to Mr. and Mrs. Ray- present from Florida,Casco, South Scott and City Manager H. H. Holt
each in the third, fourth, sixth and and three children of Mason came
a wealth of legal history that is
First
mond Weener, route 2, Holland; Haven and Fennville among other
seventh innings but Hulst couldn’t Tuesday to spend a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ives and convincing. At least it is convincand a daughter, Patricia Ann, to places.
former friends.While living here
move the baserunners around.
ing as to the main point, whatVeldman's blast came after he Mitchell was superintendentof the family spent the Fourth of July ever may be said about details. Holland Furnace won its fifth Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Funk, Door.
Among those enjoying picnics at
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harlow
Zellar
straight game and took over unOther recent admittanceswere: the AUegan County Park the
hau struck out three times previ- state game area at the Todd farm.
Like
a
Supreme
Court
justice,
disputed first place in the RecreAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Mrs. Mary Fris, 68 E. 28th St., Fourth were Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Dornan at Wolf Lake, Muskegon.
ously. In all Brower fanned 19
Rodell has his own prejudices.
batters and Veldman struck out 16. of Glenn are parents of a daugh- Herman Steketee of California That main point is that a ation B softball league with a 5-1 Jean Stevens, Allendale; Pauline Westveldand the families of their Thursday were Mrs. Bernard R.
Franks, Hoffman, and the Veld- ter, Patricia Lynn, bom June 24 visited Albert Redder all day Wed- Supreme Court justice is only a victory over Downtown Sendee Ann Vander Kuy, Kalamazoo; Lois three daughters, Mrs. George Donnelly, 80 West 24th St; Thomas
Thursday night.
Gruppen,32 E. McKinley, Zeeland; Glupkers of Holland, Mrs. Alva Pecott, 923 Washington, Grand
mans got the Vets’ hits while Les at the Allegan Health Center. Mrs. nesday.
lawyer. Nine times out of ten he
Nyenhuis made two for Hulsts and Dornan was the former Dawn Sandra Kay Nieboer of Holland has had a village background and Jay Van Wieren hit a three-run Josie Kraker, Allendale; Mrs. Ted Hoover of this place and Mrs. John Haven; Mrs. Martin Barth, route
Bob Vork and A1 Bosch, one each. Dineen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. spent a few days with her grand- hence has developed a village men- homer for the big blast of the Westing, route 5 and Ruth Lanning, Bast of Fennville,who joined them 3; Mrs. Gertrude Mulder, 485 East
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Niegame. Ray Morren was the win- Loyal, Okla.
Charles Luplow.
in the evening at -the Hoover home. 24th St.
tality. Almost ten times out of ten
ning pitcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kee are build- boer last week.
Jennie Oudermolen , route 3; Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wightman DischargedThursday were Mrs.
Raphael’s put over three runs
he was a politician before he beLocal relatives attended the wedin the fifth on three hits to take ing a new home on the road leadcame a justice, and his elevation Fris broke into the win column Dale Nienhuis, route 2, Zeeland; were dinner guests the Fourth at Henry Vandon Berg, 491 Lincoln
ing to the Woodland Shores sub- ding and reception of Miss Harriet to the Supreme Court usually does for the first time Thursday by Henry Kuipers, 109 McKinley. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ave.; Mrs. Grace Jonker, 187 West
the first game win.
Jansen and Rynderd Kooiker in
beating Bohn Alumnnum, 10-7 and Zeeland; Bert John Berghorst, 87 Wightman of Holland.
16rh St.; Mrs. Walter Welch and
Leroy Tooker singled and scored divisionon Hutchins Lake.
not turn him from a "politician ’
Dinner guests Thursday evening baby, route 2, Zeeland; Mrs. Nelon Herb M a a t m a n' s double. Mrs. Anna Morse and son, Cleon Graafschap Friday evening. The into what is known as a "states- Graafschap brought its won - lost Lawrence, Zeeland; Mrs. Donna
record to 3-2 with a forfeitwin over Van Hoven, 59Vi E. Central. Zee- in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ami son Pedersen and baby, route 4;
Kalmink walked and scored o n and his wife, were hosts at a pic- couple has purchaseda new home man."
land; and Ted Kragt, 498 Gordon, Miller were Mr. and Mrs. Cleon Mrs. Donald Michmerhuizen,62
Rich Wolters sacrifice fly and nic dinner at their home Sunday. north of Holland on US-31.
A corollary of Rodell’* main Bethel Church.
Plummer of Cedar Rapids, la., and South 112th Ave.; Mrs. William
League standings through Holland.
Maatman came home on G o rd Present were the families of S. The descendents of the late Mr. point is that most presidents,
M. Newman and Wayne Wright of and Mrs. Ana Hamstra held a even the greatest like Washington July 12:
John Alan Dykema, route 3; Mr. and Mrs. HamiltonMiller and Chadwick and baby, 286 West 14th
Plaggemars single.
St.; Mrs. Jack Barnes, New RichL Florence Padding, 738 Plainfield, daughter Linda.
Mobilgas got one single in the Grand Rapids; Donald Johnson, family reunion at the home of Mr. and Lincoln, often appointed men
fifth and another in the seventh Dexter; Dr. William Nelson, and Mrs. John Hamstra on Inde- to the Supreme Court for purely Holland Furnace .. .................
5
0
Zeeland; and Mrs. Bess Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Serene Chase of mond; John Kooyers, 15 West
Benton Harbor spent their vacation Main st., Zeeland.
route 2, Zeeland.
but didn’t threaten. Bill Fortney Arcadia, Calif., Alger Lee, Hol- pendence Day. There were 101 political reasons,not because their Berean Church ... .............
4
1
last week at their farm home.
Hospital births include a daughmade the first hit and Bruce Ming land; Kirby Gooding, Ganges; people present from Fremont, Way- appointees were legally and tem- De Nooyer ............................... 4 1
Fred Thorsen is not well this ter bom Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
William Woodall, Saugatuck; Lynn land, Conklin, Grandville and this
the other.
peramentallybest fitted for the Downtown Service ................4 1 Man Pleads Not Guilty
week and is confined to his bed. Ebon Drain, route 3, Fennville; a
Kalmink struck out 10 batters Johnson, Allegan; Henry Johnson, area. A potluck dinner was served job.
Sixth - Gra-Bell .. .................
4
1
Mrs. Gertrude Walker had as son, Vernon Dale, bom Thursday
while losing pitcher John Van Louis A. Johnson and Ctrl at noon.
Graafschap
............................3
2
To Conversion Charge
Thus Washingtonnamed John
guests last week Mr. and Mrs. to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Brouwer,
Walter.
Iwaarden fanned four.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hassevoort Marshall to the Supreme Court Western Foundry .. ................. 1 3p
Roland Foster of Napierville,111. route 4; a son, David John, born
The winners picked up six hits Mr. and Mrs. Richard and sons were entertained at the because Marshallwas a bulwark Bethel Church
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
.................
1
4
Friday they motored to Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
with Tooker having a perfect three Jonathas, Mrs. Eva Richardsand home of Mr. and Mrs. Keith NieLouie K. Carroll, 45. Toledo, Ohio,
for the Federalistparty whose po- Bohn Alumnimum ................1 4
for three. Maatman, Wolters and Mrs. Lillian Bale drove to north- boer in Holland Heights Tuesday ll 1 c al philosophy Washington Fris ..............................
pleaded not guilty in CircuitCourt Midland where they visited at the Whitehead,155 Glendale Ave.; a
4
.................
1
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert son bom Thursday to Mr. and
Plaggemars had the other safe- ern MichiganSunday. At Hart they evening.
wanted to advance. Marshallhad Vet ’B’ ............. .............. 1 4 Friday to a larceny - by - conties.
visited their cousins,Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Marvin Ridlington,84% East
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Jones and only scant legal training,but his Maplewood Church ................0 4p version charge and his $500 bond Phillip and family.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sutler have Eighth St.; a son, James Oliver II.
Line scores:
Charles Campbell; at Pentwater children from Battle Creek Visited appointment was fortunatefor
was continued for trial during the
p Must play postponed game.
sold their farm near South Haven bom today to Mr. and Mrs. James
R H another cousin, Mrs. Katie Reed Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brady Monday America; as a weak young nation
October term.
and are planning to leave with MacKechnie, 135 West 34th St
Raphael's ..... 000 030 0 - 3 6 and also visited friends at evening.
Carroll,
former
sales
manager
we needed particularlyto be protheir family soon for Californiato
Mobilgas ....... 000 000 0 2 Ludington.
Mrs. Albert Ives entertainedher tected against the revolutionary Miss Myra Saunders
for a super market freezer plant,
live. They are at present at the
Batteries: Kalmink and WlodarTuesday evening supper guests sistersat her home one day last mob tendencies of the day. Propwas charged with taking $680 from
Honored at Luncheon
home of Mrs. W. G. Mullen on the Minors Pay Fines
czyk; Van Iwaarden and Essen- of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Walter, Sr., week. They are Mrs. Dale Murphy.
other employes under a bonus and
erty needed protection, and Marlakeshore. Mrs. Mullen is the
berg.
were Mr. and Mrs. Carl Walter. Mrs. Harlow Zellar and Mrs. dare
For Possessing Beer
The Henry Ter Haar home at commission plan. He allegedlyde- mother of Mrs. Sutter.
shall went all out to protect it
H Jr., Mr. and Mrs. William Woodall Zellar, all from Muskegon.
in terms of his own personal prej- 1165 Beach Dr. was the scene of posited some of the money in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Atwater
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Hulst ............. 000 000 000 00-0 4 and two children, Mrs. Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hafkemeyer of udices.
a 1 o’clockluncheon Thursdayhon- Grand Haven State Bank under Jr. and two children of Manistlque
William Valkema, 20, 8520 Nor
Vets ........... . ..... 000 000 000 01-1 4 Woodall, Miss Florence Sewers, all North Holland spent Saturday eve"Salesmen's
Bonus
Club"
and
oring
Miss
Myra
Saunders,
an
But the precedentshe and his
spent a few days last week in the 10th St, Grand Rapids, appear
Batteries: Veldman and Beck- of Saugatuck,and Mr. and Mrs. ning with the Nieboer family.
later withdrew the sum which he home of the former's parents, Mr.
court establishedwere sometimes August bride-elect.
in Grand Haven Municipal Cou
man; Brower and Vork.
Richard Jonathas.
of doubtful value in later year* , The two - course luncheon given allegedlyused as part payment on and Mrs. Cha les Atwater. Sr
Friday on two charges. F
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Moore of
a
promissory
note
with
the
same
when the railroadswere protected by Mrs. Otto Van Dyke and Mrs.
They were en route to Texas to possession of beer in a mot
Auxiliary Hears
St. Petersburg,Fla., have been
by the Court in their career of ex- Ter Haar was served at individual bank.
visit friends.
spending the past week visiting her
A preliminaryexaminationwas Guests from Wednesday to Sun vehicle he paid $20 fine and $5.
Convention Reports
ploitation.Rodell points out that tea tables, decorated with place
costs and on a speeding violati
sister, Mrs. Kenneth Hutchinson
Members of the Veterans of For- at one point in railroad history cards and clusters of ageratum, held before Associate Municipal day of last week in the home of $25 fine.
Mr. and Mrs. S^ven Roelofs and and family, also with relativesat
Judge
Edward
P. Kirby Thursday Mr. and Mrs. John McVea were
six
Supreme
Court
justices
had
eign
Wars
Auxiliary
had
a
reguarranged
in
miniature
swan
plantMr. and Mrs. Richard Brummel Lansing.
City police made the arrest
motored to Sugar Island In north- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Soreghan lar meeting Thursday evening at been railroad attorneys before ers. An auretum corsage was pre- afternoon and the case was bound the latter’s sister and husband, Mr. Harbor Ave. July 6.
to Circuit Court.
that
in
decision
after
decision
they
and
Mrs.
R.
I.
Malmstrom
of
the
VFW
club
house.
sented
to
the
honored
gpest.
Gifts
ern Michigan last week Friday of Chicago were callers Wednesday
George LeFevre,18, of 730 La
Chicago.
Mrs. Kenneth W. Russell, Mrs. interpreted the constitutionin fa- were arranged in and around an
morning. The Roelofs returned of Mr. and Mrs. John Klungle.
Dr., Muskegon, paid $25 fine ai
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye and son
old-fashioned wishing well.
home the next day and the Brum- Mrs. John Klungle entertained Douglas Harmsen and Mrs. June vor of their former employers.
$5.10 costs in the same court tt
Jerry were dinner guests Thurs
Rodell's thesis Is that a Supreme
Games were played with prizes Farewell Parties
mel* returned Wednesday with Mr. Wednesday for the first birthday Nordhof, delegates to the departmorning for possession of beer
day
evening
in
the
home
of
Mr
and Mrs. Alfred Ter Haar, who anniversary of her d a u gh t e r, ment convention June 21-24 at Bay Court justice is merely a man, awarded to Mrs. Lawrence De Honor Missionary
a motor vehicle.He also was j
and Mrs. Chester Wightman.
spent five weeks vacationing at Patricia.Those present were Mrs. City, presented reports on the con- ordinarily a lawyer, who drapes a Cook, Mrs. Marvin Dobbin, Mrs.
rested by city police alleging t
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Starring
spent
robe over his coat and pants. 'Hie John Marcus, Mrs. Ted Boot, Mrs.
vention.
Two farewell parties have been
Sugar Island with Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
offfense July 7 in an alley ba
and ion,
On July 22, a caravan will go coat and pants are still there, and Lester Klaasen, Mrs. Garrett Ven- given in honor of Mrs. Lorraine last weekend on a northern vaca- of the Kroger store.
Raymond Brummel.
Stephen of Grand Rapids; Mrs.
tion
trip.
what
is
under
the
coat
and
pants
from
Holland
to
Eaton
Rapids
to
der Borgh and Mrs. George Kooi- Meiste, who will leave here in
Edwin Cotts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nies, daughters,
September to return to her mission Mr. and Mrs. Alva Kieman of
Jack Cotts, is spending the week and Pamela, Holland; Mrs. G. spend the day at the VFW Nation- is the same as what is under the ker.
King Saud of Saudi Aral
coat
and
pants
of
any
other
citial
Home.
Members
will
take
their
Guests
included
the
Mesdames
work in Nigeria. She has been South Haven called on Ganges takes top honors for elegance
at a 4-H camp at Lansing. He was Edward Wark, Mrs. L. Z A.rndt
friends
Tuesday
of
last
week.
zen.
The
assumption,
widely
held,
lunch.
Ted Boot, Clarence De Graff, Hen- spending a one-year-furloughin the
one of 28 delegates picked from and Mrs. Clarence Miller. .
wheel*. He has a fifty-foot mobi
The Auxiliary family picnic will that he is above party is an illu- ry De Weert, Marvin Dobbin, Les- United States.
Ottawa county to attend the camp.
palace, made by a U.S. trail
be
held
July
26
at
6
p.m.
at
Tunsion.
ter Klaasen, George Kooiker, LestMrs. Meiste is the wife of the Driver Issued Ticket
The Women's Missionary society
concern, for visiting distant si
No, the book does not "debunk" er Kuyper, John Marcus. Charles late Arnold Meiste, who was killed
nel Park. The food will be prepa»
had a dinner in the Fellowship InvestigateBreak-In
Wilford H. Wright, 28, Cleveland jects.
ed
by
the
committee
in
charge
the
Supreme
Court;
Rodell
4s
far
Ottawa
County
deputies
Friday
Miller, William Saunders, Lincoln in action while serving with the Tenn., Thursday night was issued
Hall at Forest Grove last Thursday. They had planned to go to began an investigation into a burg- and will be purchased by mem- too well informed to do that kind Sennett, Neil Steketee. Garrett Army in Germany.
a ticket for following too close
KoUen Park but changed plans be- lary at Demberger’sGrocery Store bers at the picnic. Members are of a job. But be does believe that Vander Borgh, William Vande WaOn July 10, the Lohman family after a truck he was driving ramon Butternut Dr. Thursday night. asked to notify Mrs. Don Japinga, the members of the Supreme Court ter, Fred Van Lente, Rein Visscher gatheredat Hamilton Community med the rear of a car operated
cause of the weather.
read the election returns and that and Arte Weller of Holland, the Hall to honor Mrs. Meiste. On by Jay Peerbolt, 22, Holland, at
The Forest Gpove Farm Burea An unknown quantityof bq»r, wine, chairman,by July 24.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
The Auxiliary is meeting only their decisions in the main are Mesdames Lawrence De Cook, July 6, Meiste relatives honored the curve on M-40 near 48th St
had its annual picnic Friday eve- cigarettes and candy bars were
HOLLAND/MICHIGAN
ning.
taken. Entrance was gained onie a month durir? the summer. geared to those returns.
John Hertel and Charles Nederlof her at Overisel Community Hall. Allegan County Deputy Henry
27 East
The author'sadmiration for some of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Lamont At each party, cash gifts y/ere pre- Bouwman said damage to the car
' Several local young people are by forcing a screen and breaking Next regular meeting will be held
Gilbert Vanda Wafer, Mgr.
Aug. 7.
attending Camp Geneva this week. a window.
Supreme Court justices is great, Dirkse of Grand Haven.
sented to the g^st of honor.
was estimated at $200. v
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Endeavor
Sunday, July 22
The John Jeans Loved
and Later Johns
John 19:25-27;John 21:20-25
By Raymond E. Weiss
To the leader: This Is the fourth
in a series of topics on the lives
II frail
of Bible characters and later
Christian leaders. See the comments on one for the first two
topics for suggestions as to how
The Hone of the
Holland City Neva
Publishedevery Thun- to develop this topic.
Jlay by Tht Sentinel
TTiis week we will consider John
'Printing Co. Office 54-56 and later people who like John
ehth Street.
HoiWest Eighth
St
were close to Jesus. What is neediand. Michigan.
Entered as second class matter at ed among young people is to walk,
tha post office at Holland.Mich., with the Lord Jesus in their daily
under the Act of Congress.March 3.
lives. Try to bring this out in this
ism
Telephone— News Items 3193
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191

The publishershall not be liable
for any error or errors In printing
any advertisingunless a proof of
such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him In time for corrections with
such errors or correctionsnoted
plainlythereon:and In such case If
any error so noted Is not corrected
publishersliability shall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such advertisement.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One

topic.

Introduction: People are of differing dispositions and sensitivities. In the church all these blend
together to more perfectlydo the
work of the Lord. John was evidently different from the other disciples in some ways. John teems
to have had a deep understanding
of the feelings and emotions of the
heart and soul of a man. This may
be the reason he endeared himseif
to the Lord Jesus and was called
the "disciplewhom Jesus loved.”
If we are going to be like John
we must respond to Jesus’ love for
us and learn to love (I John 4:10-

year. $3.00; six months. Ef.OO;
three months. 31.00 single copy. 10c.
Subscriptionspayable In advance and 11'.
will be promptly discontinued If not

Let's notice some things about
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by John—
reporting promptly any Irregularity 1. He was not perfect and thereIn delivery.
*
write or Phone 3191.
fore, not always loving. He was
very much like us in this. Once
CHURCH BUILDING BOOM
he wanted to call down fire from
The statistical approach to re- heaven on a village that wouldn't
ligion is not very satisfying. There receive Jesus. (Lk9:54ff) Another
is always the uncomfortable feel- time he was seeking a high position for himself. (Mk. 10:35-10).
ing that membership figures, even
Jesus had to rebuke him for these
attendancerecords, do not reflect things.
the depth or sincerity of religious
2. He wasn’t the most vocal dis-

"

And He Got A Dandy Speckled Trout

Man’s Unconquerable Mind, by

By PHIL RICH
God’s Lake* area, Manitoba.Caslim but lively bode Is professor nada. July 9 — Dr. W. D. Towsley
of Greek and Latin at Columbia of Midland at last has his trophy
University,a man at many talents speckled trout. It’s the same one

•

W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher

Midland Doctor Went After Trophy

Gilbert Highet— The author of this

which include playing piano duets
with his wife (who is an author
of popular fiction1 writing book
criticism for Harpers Magazine,
and lecturing on the radio.
Perhaps this versatility accounts
for the pleasant manner of this

!

;w

v

m:
V -if

BEAUTIFUL BUILDINGS — Stockholm’s Town
Hall is one of the most beauliful municipal
governmentbuildingsin

all

of

Sweden. The huge

banquet hall has walls of gold mosaic and seats
hundreds of guests at one time. It Is typical of the
outstanding architecturejn Sweden.

Sunday School
Wilsons on Move Again-This
It’s

Time

Enchanting Scandinavian Area

Bv Matthew J.

Wilson

STOCKHOLM. Sweden. July 8
(Special)— Again the Wilsons are

much like our American hotels.
The rooms are large and the service is fast and friendly.
For extra treats we bought deli-

Lesson
by C.P. Dame
Belong to a Great Company
Hebrews 11:32-40; Hebrews 12:1-2
(Based on cobyright outlines

he has been talkingabout for years
and he wants to have It mounted
and. placed up at the Denmark club
in his cabin.

The "brookie” as they

call

specks up here weighed In at over
six pounds; was 23tt Inches. It was
book. It is scholarly,but also fas- caught within three hours of he^
cinating. Unlike many scholarly by motorized freighter canoe in the
books, instead of making you Island Lake river, a fast, large
sleepy and filling your brains and clear piece of water.
But to get back to the start. Wib
with cobwebs, it has the effect of
a good clean wind blowing away Towsley, Howard Arbury and I
from Midland and W. A. "Bill”
the wooliness.
Here again are presented some Butler from Holland started off
startlingfacts to disturb equanl north for this far north spot on
mity. Highet tells us that the June 27 after lunch. After gatherGreeks were in many ways more ing for dinner at St. Ignace we
mature than ourselves,that though drove on west on US-2.
surrounded by barbarians they
It had been raining tome and
were not afraid as we are; that was dark. Butler was driving his
they had no color barrier and no spanking new Plymouth and I rode
social omationalbars to their cul- with him. Following us were Wib
ture. Far more people could read and Howard in my Nash.
and write in 750 A.D. than in 1750; Hit 40-Poiud ‘Porky’
the slaves of 200 were infinitely
Near Gladstone while rolling
better off than the serfs of 1100, along about 45 or 50 miles an hour,
the slaves of 1850 or the prisoners a large black object suddenly apof war in German war camps In peared right in front of us
the last war. There were no cen- thought it was a deer but it later

sors and knowledge was\ much
more widely disseminated than at
the present day. He maintains that
we have learned much from the
produced by the Division of Christ- Greeks and still could learn more.
ian Education. National Council of
Highet examines carefully the

We

speck which weighed 3% pounds
and was about 20 inches long.
Fish weighed accurately
weighed it on accurate
scales — they always look bigger—
and this app- *red to be a giant!
Up here they throw back the 11*
inch trout The fish are round and
fat and a trout of 11 Inches is
much heavier than Michigantrout.
Only two fish to a pefton per day
and only one hook to a bait — no

We

live bait allowed. If the old lunkers

put up a battle, you'll lose some
as we did. We threw back a lot and
some of them just ran after the
artificial bait but didn’t hit.
To try somethingdifferent. Jim
Smith suggested that, in that our
complexionswere taking on some
red. we might be able to try lake
fishing in God’s lake. So after a
hearty breakfast with eggs, bacon
or sausage, cakes and ample syrup
and toast topped off with coffee or
tea, we took the jeep down three
miles and went by canoe an hour
down the lake to the mouth of a
river. This is a vast country and
the lake itself is a beauty — filled
with hundreds of islands, rocks,
stretches- of sandy beach and huge
boulders together with flat rocks
and rugged rocky shores in a lot of
the shoreline.

Fiah Strike on First Cast
turned out that it was a 40-pound
The walleyes and northern were
porcupine. In trying to avoid it, the
striking from the first cast and we
left front wheel hit the critter, and
hauled them in by the dozen. We
over we went in the ditch. Wheels
counted and estimated that we
to the sky!
caught at least 100 fish. Only
Next I recall was that Dr. Towsenough for lunch were taken. Fresh
ley stood by handing me a pill and
walleye as cooked on the beach by
wrapping a large bandage around
my head. Bill was given similar Bernard are hard to beat. They
are, we all agreed, the finest of
first aid for a lacerated left leg.
all eating. And we had them daily.
Off we went to the hospital for
On the lake we only had two
further repairs. If you must have
guides — Lawrence and Bernard.
a wreck. It is convenient and greatThey were both top grade guides
ly appreciated to have a doctor and Bernard, especially, knew how
and insurance man along.
to untangle a line, fix a reel or
Dr. Wib wasn't long getting Surrun a camera. Both were superb in
geon William A. LeMire on the job
their job of filleting fish.
and shortlyat St. Francis Hospital Weather has been hot up here.
in Escanaba th«ty were putting us Rain very little, though we did alback together.Dr. Towsley drove ways carry rain coats and pants
me to the hospital and Trooper and it was cold enough for heavy
Charles Weirman of the Gladstone shirt, long underwear and a hoodpost took Howard and Bill to the ed army ski - troop K jacket while
hospital after the wrecker picked motoring on the lake. But the dryup the car. Bill had eight stitches ness has resultedin dozens of fires
in his leg and I had 19 in the all over. These can be seen from

touring some countries new to
them. We left Holland and took cious strawberries, fresh cherries tlje Churches of Chris^in the U.S.A. rise of knowledge and suggests
and used by permission.)
the first of our many boat rides of and California Sunkist oranges.
three possibilities for its future.It
the summer by crossing from
Our first bus tour was Drotting- Some chapters of the Bible are can expand, he says and many
Ludington to Manitowoc by car holm Palace, the summer palace greater than others. All readers signs point to that splendid conferry. We drove to Minneapolis for of the Swedish kings for many of the Bible know that Hebrews summation. In this connection he
the International Conventionand generations.The palace was copied 11 is one of the greatest chapters has a heartening word to say about
Contest of SPEBSQSA June 13. after Versailles.TTie most in- of the Bible. Our lesson text is libraries. No library,however
(Sort of like going to big Scan- teresting thing we saw was the taken from this famous chapter small, he says, is useless.The
dinavia by way of little Scandin- Little Theater. This was started and a few from the 12th chapter. smallest collectionof books may
belief.
ciple, but bore his witness in other avia in our own Northwest.)As by King Gustav III in 1752. He It is good to be reminded in this contain unique treasures or inspire
Yet evidence is piling on evi- ways. Outside of the above stated usual we enjoyed the contest and wrote plays and music and also lesson that in spite of the many a genius."It is a protectionagainst
dence that the United States is instances for which John is not to meeting old friends and delighted, acted in the playlets. Many French divisionsof the Christian Church irrationalism, force, time and
undergoinga profound resurgence be commended we do not find him of course, in seeing our own artists came to design the scenery those who are Christ's belong to death.” A town, or a church or
of interest in religion.Both in saying too much. After Pentecost chapter members from Holland— and some of their drawings are a great company.
a school without an adequate limembership and. attendance, when he is with Peter it is Peter Bill Diekema, Clarence Jalving, a still there. Unfortunately,the
brary is only half alive. Books
American churches have made who speaks (Acts 3:1, 4. 4:13, 8: new InternationalBoard Member, king was shot by a count and the I. Faith is important. It is worth a;e, he sa^ys, a protectionagainst
noting that the author of Hebrews
great advances since the start of 14). He is the companionwho.
theater was closed for over one magnifies the faith of the heroes the growing flood of useless and
and Bill Bowman.
World War II. Contributions to though silent, shows himself to be
distractingappeals to our surface
We left the conventiondoings hundred years. -When the theater
churches also have advanced a partrer.In this way he is an en- early June 17. I forgot to state was examined it was found to be he writes about, not their works. attention— rapidly written magaThe- list mentioned in this chapfaster than the nationalincome.
couragement to the one who that at all of our conventions the in good condition except for a ter includes judges, prophets and zine articles, torrentsof talk, talk,
One of the most convincing in- speaks. Ibis type of person— one singing must be hot because we terrific layer of dust covering
talk pouring from the radio.
kings. Although these heroes had
scalp (and a fancy medical-man the air. Moss and subsoil are so
dications of the revival of re- not taking the forward place, but
again experienced 102 degrees of everything. It was reopened using faith they were not sinless people, He speaks too of the strange haircut).We were ^so banged up powder dry that the “least spark set
ligious interest is the fact that one who is one in heart with his
unfathomablehappinessof thinkheat. We drove via the new Ohio the same scenery and seats, but they had their weaknesses and
some in addition.
them off. Some of the fires are
church building is underway at a fellow Christian worker— is much
super highway and the Penn- the old candlelights are gone be- shortcomingjust like we have. ing, of seeking knowledge for its At the hospitalit was nice to see started by careless campers and
record pace. Religious groups in needed in the Christian church.
own
sake.
Describing
the
amazsylvania highways to Philadelphia cause they are fire hazards. Very These heroes had faith in God and
Gene Worth and Jim Ward of the others by lightning.Little attempt
the United States put up new build3. He was close to Jesus. When and then to New
ingenious meth<ids of shifting in his promises and in his activity ing possibilitiesof the human Escanaba Press, who called on us
’
seems to be made to control the
mind,
and
its
tremendous
unused
ings worth 760 million dollars in other disciples left Jesus. John
We had a very nice crossing on scenery and backdropswere used in this world.
before
they
had
cleaned
up
the fires. Fortunately they do stop at
potential,
showing
how
pure
a
hap1955. That is 25 percent more than stood by (Jn. 19:25-27).John had
the S. S. Mauretania of the Cunard and the sound effects were very
Although these heroes lived in piness is thinking and learning and gore, and offered aid. By 2 a.m. some of the large lakes or after
in 1954 and nearly 100 million more been with Jesus as one of the inLines and spent two days in Lon- realistic.
a heavy rain.
the Old Testament times they were stretching the mind, one feels it we were bedded down.
than government economists had timate three at many holy times don photographing spots we missed
saw the Palace Guards
Take
off In New Car
At Gold Mine Camp
would
be
impossible
for
anyone
nevertheless
saved
people.
They
foreseen.
in Jesus’ life. cf. Mt. 17:lff, Mk. on our last trip, plus the addition changed at StockholmPalace. The
Next day by noon, Bill had a
Barney Lamm moved in to God's
trusted in God's promises— and one to consider this expansion anyThis year, church building worth 5:37f, Mk. 13:3ff and Mk. 14:33f.
of Stereo. Flew from there via soldiers in khaki were replaced
of these was that God in his own thing but a much-desired goal. yet. brand new car and we were off for Lake Mine when the gold mine
about 900 million dollars is ex- The last night of Jesus’ life bethe Scandinavian Airlines to with some who looked like Ger- good time would send a Saviour. as he goes on to show in the Hurley. Wis. The followingday, folded up and uses it for a fishing
pected. Some optimistic forecasters fore the crucifixion he was next to
Gotherburg and arrived in Scan- man Grenadiers. An excellentband
These people belonged to the com- second possibility, there are people June 29 we were In Kenora. On- c&mp. It is well suited, too, for
think the coming decade will see Jesus (Jn. 13:23). Check your
dinavia for our first visit. Never of the Guard gave a concert aftertario, on schedule ... but a bit lake trout fishing. So we came
pany of God’s people just as we who do not feel that way.
the boom hitting seven billion dol- Bible for other special times John
before, outside of the Netherlands, wards.
The second possibility is that the the worse for wear and tear. The here, flying down from the base
do. There is only one true Church
lars. The total anticipatedfor 1956 was with Jesus. This closeness
Stockholmhas nice suburbs and
have we found such cleanlinessand
camp on Kanuchuan Rapids with
of Christ to which all believers human mind may commit suicide. Kenriciahotel has cabins on the
is 10 times what it was a decade brought a closeness of heart. We
never such go<41 food. After a many cooperative apartments. We
shore
of
a
small
lake
and
here Bernard Bland. Bernard had been
In
this
connection
the
author
sugago.
may be close to Jesus today. In winter in South America we find it discovered a strange thing. Under "belong. There were redeemed
fishing with Bill and me. Lawrence
we spent the night.
Some of the boom reflects popu- his word the Holy Spirit reveals
people in the Old Testament times gests that increasing leisure nnd
refreshing to be able to eat any- Socialism the rent depends on
As
6 a.m. rolled around we took Chubb was with Wib and Howard,
the
rising
standard
of
material
lation growth. Some of it is com- Him to us and we can know Him.
just as there are redeemed people
thing and drink tap water without the size of the family. Scales range
comfort is the greatest enemy. He off in a Grumman "Goose” on the but Lawrence stayed at the base
ing now because building was held In prayer we can speak to this
from 20 percent deduction for two now. The redeemed of ail the ages asks how will mankind employ its trip to God’s lake with Flyer Red camp and they got a new guide at
any fear of illness.
off during the war. It is too early one we have cofe to know. As
belong
to one household— the houseGotheburg is a main seaport children up to 70 percent for seven
Kiteley. This was the first leg of the mine, Tommy Trout.
to assess its full significance. But we walk according to His will He
hold of God. Christ died for Abra- leisure?
They do get some good lakers
and
our
hotel was extremely children,but after that there are
The
third
possible
future
for
the a 500 - mile flight which was to
it is reasonable to suppose that, is with us (John 14:21). If you
ham, Moses. David and Jeremiah
modern and fine in every respect. no deductions. We also found that
mind
is
that
human
thought
will take us to Kanuchuan Rapids first. hereabouts. We saw some good
at least in part, it shows an in- would be very close to Him learn
as well as for John and Peter and
The bathroom shower conviences housewivescan take a two-week
be deliberately and forcibly con- Here there is a camp and a good egtehes, and we had some fair
creasing concern with man’s rela- the verses which particularlytell
Wesley.
are more practical than ours. An vacation from home. They can go
trolled. This, he points out is hap- one presided over by Mr. and Mrs. catches, but no whoppers as judgtionshipto God in a disturbingand of Him and help you know Him
II. The redeemed often suffered
overhead
shower, a hand shower, to a state owned rest home while
pening now in some parts of the James D. Smith. The camp is on ed here. In our two - day stay, we
puzzling world.
and think about them all during a wonderfulsterilizedbrush and a nurse takes care of their home for their faith. This lesson tells world-not for the first time in his- the three mile - long rapids which occupied a house deserted by the
us about the sufferingsof the be- tory— and is not confined to Comthe day. Study what John says plenty of hot water are furnished, and family.
miners but fixed up for fishing. It
empty into God's lake.
EXIT THE EGG SHELL
lievers. Many of them suffered
about love in I John.
Sweden
has
many
homes
for
munist or FacLst countries. The
but visitors should bnng their own
The setup is really deluxe for the had all the electricfixtures;taps
Modern technology is hastening Other Johns: This week instead
greatly.Not only did they suffer feeling of superiority which insoap because it is a scarce article. children and the aged which are
far north. They met us at the dock and conveniences but they weren't
the day when a city child won’t of seeking well known people,
but they were also scorned and vades some people who have band- with a jeep and wagon for baggage working as the power line run
state
controlled
and
appear
to
be
While awaiting our morning bus
know what a real egg looks bke. have several speak on the lives
slighted by their contemporaries. ed themselves together in a group,
trip through the city, I visited a very beautiful.
and customersand we rode up a down here from Kanuchuan rapids
Plastic packages for eggs have of people in your community whose
Many
of Ut^se people had no stand- whether they consider themselves
We
have
tried
some
of
the
local
few hundred yards to the cabin some 40 miles had gone on the
taken the place of the egg shell. lives show they walk with God. Try men’s room and for the first time resfaurants and the food is deli- ing in society or in their world.
"the elect” or "the party” or which is on Beaverhill lake. This blink. But it was comfortable here
in my life found a woman attendSuch egg packages are already on to have those who are to speak on
cious. The only trouble is that one God thought highly of them— he "God’s People” and who feel that place was and is the site of the and there were good beds.
sale in Ithaca, N.Y., and parts these lives talk with these people ant. But I learned that this was soon outgrows his clothing. After thought that the world was un- their particular group holds all
powerhouse which supplied power Besides we had good food in the
of Maine as part of a test of personally and find out how they quite customary. In fact, the men Denmark, where, they say. the worthy of them. God and the world knowledge of truth and virtue,
dining room — especiallythe fish.
for the God's lake gold mine which
and
women
take
baths
in the
consumer reaction.
keep close to Him.
It was prepared and served by Indo not agree.
holds
the
seeds
of
such
tyranical
food
is
even
better,
I
wonder
how
went
out
of
business
some
years
same room and all of the atThese plastic packets contain 12
dian women. The old town had
These heroes showed their faith control of thought. The reason is, back.
tendants
who
scrub
backs
are we will be able to stagger aboard
compartments, each ho.ding an
in times of suffering and persecu- says Highet, that all our lives we
As a result of having ready wa- some 50 workmen, it is said, and
women.
However,
the
guide
told our ship in Naples in late Octegg or two. A machine breaks
tion. They were willing to suffer have been puzzled and a teaching ter power, the cabins have electric there are evidences of some big
us that they are motherly, older ober.
open the eggs and drops them into
Stockholm is built on many for their faith. In our days but which seems to satisfy our wonder, heat and lights; good cots and are money having been spent. A lot of
women
Dr. M. E. Osterhaven was guest
individual compartments, which
the machinery has been salvaged
islands. We walked through the old few Christians in our land suffer answer all our questions holds a
are then machine-sealed with minister at the Reformed Church The people of Sweden are quite city and visited the old Rtdeerholm for their faith— in some other lands strong fascinationfor many people. cleaned daily and new towels fur- but scads of it is rusting away on
nished . . . just like a hotel. Even
friendlyand many speak excellent
Sunday.
strong film.
Church where many kings are believersreally suffer. The sacri- If this forcible control of the human have an inside toilet.And one can the spot.
The Rev. and Mrs. P. Alderink English. We learned that all
These egg packets are convenient
The gold mine 1,200 feet down Is
buried. The streets are narrow and fical spirit is not prominent in mind is not to come about, what walk to a shower with hot and cold
for the housewife who need no were at Camp Geneva the past soldiers,and most of the bus or hilly. We visited the City Hall church life today. A thoughtful to do to prevent it? Highet feels
reputed to have produced a million
water.
longer worry about breakage, buy- week as Counsellors and teachers. tram personnel speak English. The
and a half clear for the owners.
which is really something- to be- reading of this chapter ought to that as usual, the Greeks had a
This spot was to be our base for
guides
on
bus
or
boat
tours
speak
Eight
girls
and
boys
attended
ing bad eggs, or disposing of egg
There
are several shafts and conword
for
it. It is that "everything
impress
upon
our
minds
the
truth
hold. We saw many lovely rooms
other trips to come, one over God's
the Camp Geneva Conference four or five languages with apshells.
passes into mystery’’— all cannot lake to the old mine site and the necting tunnels between. A couple
and
much
fine
wood
carving.
I that if the Old Testament believparent ease. It makes us feel like
Farmers find the plastic pack- last week.
are a mile long. The gold-bearing
believe that the lovelist room that ers were willing to suffer for their be known, and is not intended to other, up the God’s river. While
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van Nooed dunces because our knowledge of
ages a boon because they offer
drift was said to be low grade and
be
known.
If
we
hold
to
that
beI have ever seen is the Gold Re- faith we who live in the more enthere we also added a trip to Hudan opportunityfor disposing of and sons have returned home from foreign tongues is so limited.
ran a considerable distance under
lief we shall not be too greatly
ception
Room
in
the
City
Hall.
It
lightened
NewTestament
times
son's
bay
...
but
more
of
tha.
In Gotherburgmany of the newthe lake. George Solburg is com"pee-wees.”Two of these small a trip to Northern Michigan.
influenced
by
some1
mode
of
is finished in a gold mosaic that and in the day of fulfillment
later.
Miss Ardith Kunzi of Blendon cooperative apartments have large
pleting the liquidation.The mill
eggs may be placed in one comthought which seems to promise
is perfectly beautiful.It has the should surely give proof of our
Fishing Good In Rapids
was a ball type and enough iron
partment.In addition,the farmer was an overnight guest of Miss lawns for the children to play on. history of Sweden and it also ina complete answer.
faith.
When you cast into these waters balls to load many a cannon toneed no longer be concerned about Phyllis Van Klompenberg last Sweden Ls an example of a Social- cludes a mosaic dedicated to the
Contraryto many thinkers who
I. Faith is essentialto Christ- assert that man himself is respon- of Kanuchuan rapids, you can al- gether with dozens of mine cars
ist country and so far the plan
the consumer debate of white- Wednesday.
friendly nations of Sweden. A ian living. It is not easy to live
most expect to see a fish following lie there abandoned. Metal sheathLocal relatives attended t h e seerm b work. However, I have not
sible if his mind is limited and
shelled versus brown-shelled eggs.
prominent corner for the U. S. in- the Christian life. The writer comthe lure even if you don’t catch ing has been sold or carried off.
talked
to
any
of
those
who
may
stagnant. Mr. Highet feels that
But pity the poor child who will Bowman reunion held at Tunnel
cludes skyscrapers, the Statue of pares the Christian with a runner,
one. It’s sure your Cree Indian Fishing ReplacesMining
most of the waste of intellect is
never be able to hope for a chick Park last Saturdayafternoon and have to foot the bills.
Liberty, our flag, a cowboy and an like the runner the Christian must
guide will have his eyes riveted to
We
have
found
that
the
tram
and
This old mine was in operation
evening.
caused by society and by three
instead of a yolk inside the shell.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Rhee bus service is good. We have seen Indian. England has ocean liners lay aside every weight— the things main agencies, poverty, error and the water when you retrieve your about 12 years, it was stated. A
He must also learn, as children,
and France is depicted by the that hinder whether they be good
cast.
commercial fishing business also
deliberate limitation. When you
have been learning for a genera- and sons enjoyed a few days with many blondes of both sexes and
Eiffel Tower. We noticed that there or bad. There may be some nice
Our first day around we tried thrivesin this area as the lake last
they
all
look
healthy
and
well
have read this book you will ieel
tion or so, that bossy is not a milk relativesin Indiana last week.
is no mosaic for Russia, and of all thing* that trouble us in our Christthat you are carrying a neglected the rapids — three miles of wild year produced 600,000 pounds of
bottle.
Dinner guests at the H. Bowman scrubbed. We lunched at the Bohome Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. tannical gardens and had open- the flags flown in the city you ian life. In addition there are the treasure within your skull and and wooly water which goes rolling fish — mostly whitefish.A brand
never see the Russian flag. Our sins— “the sin which doth easily maybe you will be moved to down to God’s lake from Beaver- new freezing plant just finished,
C. J. Rittenger of Grand Rapids faced sandwiches, coffee and
guide said that Russia is not con- beset us." £ome one has said that
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
Bolt
and
chil- dessert which were extremely
blow the dust off it and polish it hill lake. We hauled in the north- burned recently. Aside from this,
in
sidered
as
a, friendly neighbor. "the besettingsin is the upsetting
erns and walleyes galore. Most of the Hudson’sBay Company maindren of Grandville and Ted Bow- good. There was plenty of butter
up! P.G.E.
them were toned back, except for tains a store; buys furs from the
on the sandwiches which may be Sweden trades with Russia, but no sin.” We all have some besetting
man of Sanford, Fla.
one seems to like them. The sin— if we do not know what it is
a few of the perch-pike which we Indians and stores them here. Pete
Ted E. Bowman spent the week- the reason that the Swedes have no
saved for lunch. Big brook or Burton, who used to work in the
end with his parents,Mr. and surpluses as we do. During a Swedish Parliamenthad 18 Com- the members of our family do Surprise Shower Given
Several wives will be at Mackmunists two years ago, but today know. This besettingsin should be
speckled trout live in this fast, mine, stayed here when things foldMrs. H. A. Bowman. He is attend- reasonablypriced lunch, we enFor Miss Viola Johnson
inac Island to welcome their sailor
there are only six.
cold, roaring stream and we fish- ed. He married a squaw, a woman
laid
aside.
joyed
popular
and
opera
music
ing Northwestern Univeriityat
husbands across the finish line
Tonight we will visit a very "'e must run the race with
with a fine personality,who manEvanston, 111., fa- three weeks. He, furnished by a fine orchestra.
Miss Viola Johnson, July bride- ed hard for them.
of the Chicago to Mackinac lading
Our guides were a couple of ages the dining room at the fishing
There are many busy shipyards famous eating place and so the patience.We need patience in our elect, was guest of honor at s surwith
his
family
will move from
race next weekend.
and we saw' ships from many na- pounds creep up. Last night we home life, in our business affairs, prise shower Thursday evening Crees. The boats were big 200- camp. By her, Pete has four sons.
Yachts from Macatawa Bay Sanford. Florida to Nashville,Tenhad a lovely dinner in the hotel in our socisl life, in our church
nessee. In Septemberhe wiC be an tions being repaired.
given by her mother, Mrs. J.H. pound freighter canoes, powered by He looks after things for Barney,
Yacht Club entered in the annual
and drank Schnapps for the first life. In fact in all spheres of life.
10 - horse outboards on their traps in the winter and does some
On
the
Fourth
of
July
we
started
Instructor of Naval Science at
Johnson at Hamilton, route 1.
tailing classic definitely will be the
square tails. To go into God’s lake commercial fishing. It has been 17
the interesting three-day Gota time. It is made from potatoes and How .do we get it? By looking at
Vanderbilt
University
in
NashGifts were presented and games
Whisper, HUaria and Revenge with
Canal trip to Stockholm. Because hat a faint touch of anise. It is Jesus, “the author and finisher of 'were played with duplicate prizes you can ride off on the jeep and years since he has been ‘‘outside”
ville.
a possibditythe R&rantoga will enpotent and surely warms the our faith” who endured the cross awarded to Mrs. Joe Brinks, Mrs. trail road some three miles or if or to the city — i. e. Kenora.
William Huigenga of Grand Rap- of some damaged locks it was
ter.
tummy!
you have good nerves you can Golds Traps In Winter
necessary
for us to take the 155and despised the shame associated Sidney Lankheet,Mrs. Jay Breaids
called
on
Jake
Zylstra
MonWhisper is skippered by Hollis
shoot the rapids and even come Pete also owns the camp on the
mile
trip
to
Toreboda
by
bus.
with the cross and rejoiced in do- ker and Miss Johnson. A twoS. Baker, Hilaria by Hugh Schad- day afternoon.
back up this roaring bit of tumbl- God’s river and operates an 80There
we
boarded
a
small
boat.
It
Local
relatives
and
friends
attending
the
Fathers
will.
And
now
course
lunch
was
served
by
Mrs.
Twirling
Contest
Held
delee and Revenge by Charles Bising foam providing you have a mile traplinein season. Two of his
rained
all
day,
the
boat
had
no
the
Lord
Jesus
is
seated
"at
the
ed
the
funeral
services
at
GrandJ.
H.
Johnson,
Mrs.
Fred
Vos
and
tell.
couple of guides — one to watch boys, 14 and 16, act as guides and
At
Washington
School
right hand of the throne of God.” Mrs. Edward James Johnson.
The boats leave Chicago Satur- ville last Saturday for Edward outside protection and the cabins
in front as the bow - man and were out "on the river” with a
were extremely close. But we were
This throne will nevfcr be vacated.
Guest; included the Mesdames keep you off the rocks and bould- party all of whom got their limit.
day noon and will finish late Sun- Nykamp.
A
baton twirling contest was
well
treated
and
the
food
was
1. Faith in trying times is pre- Joe Brinks, Sidney Lankheet, Henday, Monday or even Tuesday, destaged at the Washington School
ers as big as a car is long and Marrying a sqiu^ is common
plentiful and good. We usually ate
ry Tubergan,Jr., Henry B. Breapending on winds.
some larger and millions smaller. practice among the men who
playgroundFriday morning. Kay cious.
Jaycees Set Up Stand
in
smorgasbord
style
and
could
2.
A
religion
that
costs
little
ker,
Laveme
Overbeek.
Jay
BreuLeaving Sunday to meet their
Second day on the rapids we took choose to live way up north. In the
Keane and Merry De Waard are
have all we could eat of cheeses,
means little.
ker, Justin Johnson, Donald John- along lunch and ran the rapids. first place, few white women are
husbands at the finish line will be As New Sommer Project
the twirling instructors.
fish, salads, hot meat, and coffee.
3. The believerswho suffered for son, John Gruppen, Henry Johnthe Mesdaroes Hollis S. Baker,
Winners in the three age groups
After catching a flock of northerns likely to choose the rugged life
son, Andrew Johnson, Fred Vos, and walleyes, we finally lunched which Is commonplace and easy
John Uhl. Richard Walker, George Part of the old Hotel Macatawa We stopped at the interesting were: Nancy De Waard first, Mar- their faith inspire others.
Good, Robert Currier. Sydney has come to life again with the old town of Yadstena where we gie Pontius second, Jill Hilbink 4. The church of today has her Edward James Johnson, Hattie on a big flat rock along this ice for the Indians.The Indians fit into
William Jesiek, Jack newest Junior Chamber of Com- visited an old castle dating from third; Diane De Waard first, Sally martyrs.
Timmer and the Misses Arlos cold stream. We had taken some the wilderness and are naturally a
1. Hugh Schaddelee. Char- merce summer project underway. 1049 and St. Bridget’sCathedral Kontange second. Sharon Unruh
5. We belong to a great company Brinks, Marilyn. Betty, Judith and trout in the two • pound class for part of it. A lot of the Hudson's
BisseM and Charles Parrish. A concession has been set up on about 1300. We sailed through the third; Lilly Elsinga first, Lorry which challenges us to be great. Viola Johnson and Donald Brinks. food.
Bay Company men are married to
the site of the old dormitory of delightfulBaltic Archipeiligo,Sod- Leop second, Gail Van Raalte
Mrs. Nick Wierda of Florida was
Wib was out there casting a bit squaws. Our guide, Bernard,who
distribution of seeds and the hotel by the Jaycees.
ertaeje Canal and Lake Maglaren third.
New York Harbor boasts 24,000 unable to attend.
while the Crees were doing up the had as his father,an Englishman,
of statistical 'nfor- All profits from the stand wiU^ with its many islands.It was a
Judges were Connie Norlin and annual arrivalsand departures of
dishes rfnd making ready to de- who worked for the Hudson’sBay
for much of be used by the organization for lovely and really worthwhile trip. Patty Walderink.
ocean-goingvessels discharging
The BadlandsNational Monu- part again on the roaring water Company and mother, a squaw, is
. spent by the Depai.- their Youth Activityprogram. Don We arrived in Stockholm and The next twirlingcontest will be and picking up cargo and passen- ment in South Dakota contains We heard him yell. He had one a top grade guide and seems to
Agnculture in Its early Scholten And Dick Deo Uyl are checked into the Malmen Hotel held at Lincoln Playground Fri- _____
gers, more
______
than
r any
_ . other
______ port
_____
In 120,000 acres of fantastically erod- and a good one In fast water. After love the country and the outdoor
co-chainnen.
which we found ^ be modern and day, July 20.
| the world. Each month 1,000 ships ed eafth and rock.
in. A life be live«.
a 20 • minute fight it
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Ambassador Reaches His New Home,
Describes Family and French

19, 1956

Area Republicans

Town

Greet Candidates

By lArry

Sledentop
with an incrediblyrich history, and
(Larry Siedentop,a Hope College yet a history that can communi
student, U apending the summer ate, with the twentieth century—
in France as Holland's Communi- if people take the time and trouble
ty Ambassador. This is his second to listen.
letter, his first since reaching
That afternoon the group left
France. Editor)
Paris for Grenoble, where each of
us was to find a new home. TTie
Dear Holland:
So very much has happenedsince trip was to require eight hours,
I last wrote that the problem of and, as French trains do not genwhat to tell you has been intensi- erally inclbde a dining car (which
fied several times. But choose one are too expensive,anyway), we
must, and I hope that my account traveled "French style." That I:,
each family brings its own proviis a coherentnarrative.
sions, and people climb aboard
The ship arrived at Le Havre as
the train with pieces of F r e n ch
scheduled, on June 30, and debarbread two or three feet long,
kation formalitieswere quickly
cheese, and wine.
carried out in this port, which has
been thoroughlyrenovated since With this sort, of feast and the
varied French countryside to dithe war.
A special boat-trainto Paris was vert us, the eight hours disapwaiting for us. and my first experience with European trains was
satisfactory,indeed. They are fast
—this one covered the considerable
distance from Le Havre to Ptrls
in little more than two hours—
and they seem to observe their
timetables very scrupulously.
was, of course,
hunched over the windows during
this trip to get a first view of the
French countryside.The thing I
found most remarkable and most
differentfrom the U. S. was, beyond the inevitable evidences of
age and war damage, that every

mm

At Coffee Kletzes
Cobo and Leonard
Talk to Residents;
Picnic Slated Later
Holland’s

downtown was

abuzz

with RepublicanactivitySaturday
with the appearance of Michigan’s two gubernatorialcandidates
—Donald S. Leonard meeting with
the citizens in Mary Jane Restaurant and Detroit Mayor Albert E.
Cobo and his followers in Holland

Leonard,former Michigan State
Police commissioner who has been
in Holland on

peared. Moreover, our curiosity
was not dampened (or better,
dirtied)by soot from the smoke,
because this train, like more and
more trains in France, was electrified.We were dutifully thankful!
It would be folly, however, to

many

previous occa-

sions, arrived here Friday night

and was on hand promptly at *9

a.m. He even found time to pay a
few visits in the immediate vicinity such as police headquarters
and The Sentinel.
ignore the tension that developed
Everyone
as we approachedGrenoble, as we
There was considerablymore
approachedthose unknown people
hoopla in the Cobo appearance.
Worker* Display TrammlMlon
who were to be our hosts for a
Arriving 35 minutes late, Cobo
month. Once arrived and into the
headed a caravan of some IS cars
all splashedwith postert. There
station, the tension was immediateworkmen and ply them with drink- ment Driver Services Thursday afwas even a small band on a truck
ly dispelled.With face anxiously
ing water and soft drinks. Some- ternoon in Grand Haven.
s
Service
which gave forth with some snappy
peering and smiling at the same intelligent woman and was formertimes youngsters follow the workThey were Charles De Jonge,
martial music. The musicians were
time, our families stood in groups ly a professor in the "lycees." Patent Given for
men all around the neighborhood
My
French
brother,
Claude,
is
from Grand Rapids.
home had a garden • and that awaiting us ,and they lost no time
Jr.,
17, of 335 West 14th St.; Lino
for days.
2-1, and a student in the Faculty
every foot of land appeared to be in making us welcome.
Many local Republicans paid Repairs All
Loptz, 27. of 228 Maple Ave.; DavOn
occasion,
a
workman
must
of Sciences at the University of
utilized to an almost agonizing devisits to both coffee kletzes and
After making hasty arrangescrounge for himself when he id De Neff, 16. of 247 West Nth
Grenoble, studying to become a
gree.
chatted with the candidates— both
ments for a group meeting later
Henry Fendt. proprietorof gets thirsty on a hot day, although St., and Frank Van Dyke, 22, of
Darknesssoon fell, however, and that week, each of us was quick- hydraulic engineer. Claude is on
of them seasoned politicians when Fendt's Auto Service, Dan Wright, usually the good wife at home sees
The Commission of Patents re- it comes to meeting the public.
it was not long before we became ly whisked off to his respective vacation now and serves as my
1369 Bay View, all of Holland, and
mechanic and transmission man, that he had a thermos bottle.
companion.
Like
most
F
r e y c h
involved in the suburbs of Paris. new home.
cently announced the granting of
Leonard's arrival in Holland and Tony Taber parttime assis- Once some workmen filled their Melvin De Young, 19. Spring Lake.
students,he is unable to work durThe trip had proved rewarding, exMy family is a member of the
a patent to Benjamin Poll, presi- Friday night climaxed a week of tant, are pictured with transmis- jars from an outside faucet of a Rudolph Steve Sabo, 22, Grand
cept that we found our faces, hair, old and proud bourgeosie, and, as ing the summer, simply because
dent of the Holland Transplanter strenuousactivity throughoutthe sion jack which these mechanics private residence. The owner Haven, received a 60-day suapenand^clothes covered with soot from such, it is representative of an of the lack of jobs.
state. He spent Monday in Oakland use in repairing automatictrans- turned off the water.
My new sister. Francoise. is 18, Company, covering a plant carsion.
the 'smoke of the train, the result
county. Tuesday in Macomb coun- missions.
important segment of the French
and
she
has
just
completed
three
Ronald Roger Zant, 18,.iGrand
of avid window gazing.
rying
arm,
which
is
the
"heart”
ty,
Wednesday
in
Livingston
counnation, a segment which has inIn event of the transmission' slipIf you're the picnicking kind
Haven, and Stuart Dustin Rose, 25.
In Paris, we stayed that night fluence far out of proportion to its weeks of concentrated study for of a mechanical type transplanter.ty. Thursday in Branch county,
ping, leaking oil or any other operaher baccalaureate. This entails a
route 1, Allendale,were placed on
at a small French hotel (most size.
The above picture shows Mr. Thursday night in Van Buren tion failure, Fendt’s are equipped and who isn't — just be careful
vigorous series of written and
probation for six months.
hotels here are not French, but
county,
Friday
in
Muskegon
county
Poll standing beside f a' -tractor
The members of my family are
to help you. Their prices are rea- about the foods you pack and the
Daniel Veenema, 18, Hudsonville,
are for American tourists), locat- cultured,well-read,and extremely oral examinations which are open mounted type transplanter which and Saturday in Ottawa and Kent
sonable and they can repair all length of time that elapses before failed to appear.
ed opposite the entrance to the conscious of beauty, both in its to the public (and some of which Is one of 10 different models man- counties.
types of automatictransmissions. you eat them. State health authoriSorbonne, the historic University traditionally artistic forms and in I witnessed), and the fact that it ufactured at the local plant locatCobo arrived by plane in Grand In case it is beyond repair they
is comparableto two years of colof Paris.
nature. This is unmistakablyevied at 341 East Seventh St. Poll Haven at 8:15 Saturday and had have guaranteed rebuilt units in ties warn of the upswing of foodWe walked that night, and were dent in their home. The house is lege in the U. S. demonstrates the is holding one of the new plant breakfast with some 125 Republiborne poisoning during the sumstock which can be installed in a
quality of public education in
at least able to collect some glam- a spacious town villa about two
carrying
arms,
as
well
as
the
old
mer months. Mostly, hot foods
cans
in
the
Eagles
hall.
His
enthushort time.
orous impressionsof the proud kilometers from the c e n t e r of France.
And
I cannot think of a happier style arm formerly used and now siastic reception there threw his
In
addition to all types or re- should be bept hot and cold foods
city.
Grenoble,and, although undoubtconsidered obsolete. Sales of the carefullytimed schedule for a loss
In the morning several of us edly the height of fashion when choice for a city than Grenoble Holland Transplanterhave more with the result that his arrival in pair service, FendJ's also carry cold. Be careful of creamy salads
itself.Although Grenoble is one of
on a burnt ing an<1 painting serv- or custard - filled pastries.They
rose early and went to hear mass it was built 50 years ago, it is
the flattest cities in France, im- than doubled since the new type Holland was more than a half-hour ice. If you have any trouble drop
in the celebrated cathedral of now somewhat faded around the
aren't recommended as picnic fare.
mediately about the city limits of plant holder was introduced in late.
over and see the boys. They will
Notre Dame. Chance was with us, edges. This is true of a whole line
there arise on all sides the wes- 1954.
be glad to discuss your problems And don't store your food in car
Both
candidates
took
occasion
as a special service of High Mass of homes along the "cours de la
The hew plant carrying arm auto- Saturday to comment on t h e with you. Fendt’s Auto Service is trunks or under boat seats. Both
tern ranges of the French Alps.
was being celebrated that Sunday, liberatin," and it reflects, I think,
Excursions into these mountains matically takes hold of the plant unemploymentsituation, one of located at 344 West 16th St. Their locationsgive germs the warmth
officiatedby the Archbishop of the fight of the old middle class
they need to grow, multiply,manu
not only provied a relief from the while the machine conveys it to its the strongest points used by the telephone number Is 66660.
Paris. I cannot begin to reproduce in France to retain its position
facture their poisons and spoil the
heat of the city at any time, but proper setting positionwhere it is Democratic opposition.Leonard
the effect of the chanting of the against the invasion (here in the
also an endless opportunity to see released and dirt is packed around said from the beginninghe adfun of a family outing.Of course,
hidden boys' choir, the deep, emo- form of modem apartmenthouses)
the plant. Both larger and smaller
nature at her best.
if they'rein an Ice chest, it’s okay
vocated a thorough study into all
tional strains of the tremendous of the working class.
in those locations.
Intellectuallife at Grenoble is plants can be transplanted proper- the facts before introducing any
organ, and, finally, Notre Dame
The house itself is three stories sharpened by the fact that per- ly by this new invention.
changes in current legislation. The
itself. This vibrant structure is not tall, and not one of the spacious
haps the best provincialuniversity . Poll has been affiliated with the
jiff for the day:
in any sense a museum, but is, rooms lacks an original drawing, in France is situated here, and Holland Transplanter Co. since its governor's plan, he said, was un"If you refuse me." vowed the
Arrang* that special busirealistic
and
could
upset
the
state's
It's newcomer time in Holland
as signs outside remind visitors, a reproduction, or some other
the city also proudly lays claim origin in 1929.
ardent swain on bended knee, "I
ness appolntmsnt at Tha
economy very easily.
again, and during the month of
a house of God. It is a structure object of art, althoughmany of to recognitionas the birthplaceof
shall die."
Blsr Kelder. Air-conditioned
Cobo,
whose
backers
are
emJune,
City
Hostess
Huldah
Bethem lack the modem mechanical
with only nationallyadvert
She refused him, and 72 years
that enigmatic, fascinatingwriter,
phasizing that he is a 10-time win- quette called on 10 new families
conveniences.The family spends Stendhal.
tleed beverages, open tor
later he died.
ner from city treasurer to mayor in the area.
much of its time together in the But other things I must save for
your eonvanlenca from noon
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Anthony
J.
Marina
home, and finds no difficultyin
in Detroit, also said he does not
until midnight
another letter or for the fall.
amusing itself without television!
favor the governor’s plan. He ad- and three children of Detroit have Several Drivers Have
Until next time, then,
Perhaps the only typical thing Au re voir.
vocates a business-likeapproach moved to 967 College Avo. Mr.
Licenses Suspended
about my new family is that they
to governmentproblems along with Marina is a foreman at General
at
Larry Siedentop.
at homt and
GRAND HAVEN (Special) are Protestant, whereas the Procareful study. "If unemployment Electric.
Five drivers had their operator's
testantsare a district minority in
ALMA (Special)—Dr. Stephen S. mounts, we must* meet this emer- Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Yates and licenses suspended for 30 days
France. There are about 5,000 Progency like any other and do the two daughters of Ontario. Canada,
Nisbet, chairman of the Board of
testantsare a district minority in
best for the state as a whole. are living at 57 West 12th St. Mr. when they appeared before Lars
Trustees at Alma College, has anO. Syverson of the State Departin Grenoble.
Yates is with Scotts,Inc.
nounced the appointment of Dr. Government is no different from Mr. and Mrs. Bill Estrand and
As individuals,the family is no
any
other
kind
of
business."
’ Robert D. Swanson as the new
less interesting.Father is a moBoth candidates pointed out that two children of Thief River Falls.
president of the Presbyterian
dest. graying gentleman of about
Michigan's
compensationlaws Minn., are living at 130 West 33rd
LongfellowPlay School had a Synod College at Alma, lie will
Scrappy says:
50 whose reticence does not conalready are the most liberal in the St. Mr. Estrand is a salesman with
ceal a keen intelligence and sense special "On Wheels Day" Friday. assume his new duties on nation, and any new laws must be Ace Hardware Co. in Chicago.
September 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom W. Beadles
of humor. He is the "inspecteur” More than 50 entriescompeted.
Scrap — A 2 billion dollar industry out
YOUR HOSTS*
approached from the total state
Winners in the various divisions Dr. Swanson comes from the Me economy-rot totally influenced by and daughter of Louisville,Ky.,
of the primary schools in this
RAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE
of something that "just happens."
"aviondissement"(a French ad- were: Tricycle parade, Jackie Of- Cormick Theological Seminary in the automotive trade which re- are living at 116 West 32nd St. Mr
Beadles is employed with Swift
ministrativedistrict), and such is ten, Mike Victor,Doug Padnos and Chicago, where he has been vice
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI
presents some 16 percent of the
and Co.
his reputation in this field that he David Fredrickson:junior bikes. president and associate professor
employment.
ZEELAND
Mrs. C. C. Wieland and son of
was chosen by UNESCO to conduct Jeanie Chester, Suzie Wise, David of homiletics for the past seven
Akron have moved to 44' j West
a
year's study in Indo- China, a Steggerda, Jeff Scott. David Bark- years. Born in Sioux City, Iowa,
always buying
materials
CLOSED SUNDAYS
he was graduatedfrom Park Col- Receives Cuts, Bruises
study which led to a thorough re- man and Susan Streeter.
17th St. The son is a salesman.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stuart and
form of the educationalsystem Large bikes, Cheryl Valkema, lege, Parkvilec, Mo., with a bachelor of arts degree in History In Two-Car Collision
two children of Grand Rapids have
there.
Linda Stuits, Karen Tuls: baby
in 1937. After studying at the Unimoved to 304 West 18th St. Mr.
Just as Father reflects his origin
carriages, Marilyn and Paula
A Grand Rapids girl received Stuart is assistant manager at
120 River Ave.
Holland,Mich.
in northern France. Mother comversityof Iowa, he returned to his
Midle, Mary Kay Barkman, Mary
minor injuries Tltursday afternoon Vans Food Market.
pletely lives up to the fact that
alma
mater
as
director of physiVan Kampen, Karen and Barbie
when a car in which she was a Mr. and Mrs. Delbert G. Jacoby
she was bom in southern France,
Van Otterloo:most original, Mary cal education for one year.
passengerand another car collid- and two childrenof Cleveland.
in the Midi. She is vivacious,liveand Mike Oonk (grand prize). The new Alma president attend- ed on the I-^ketown Rd., near Ohio, are living at 26 East 29th
ly and deeply conscious and proud
ed
McCormick
Theological SeminSPECIALIZE
Martha and Susan Scott, Lms and
Laketown Township Park.
St. Mr. Jacoby is with General
of her heritage.She, too, is a very
Joan Ten Hoor and Jill Speake, ary graduating in the class of 1941. Mildred Jonker, 18, of Grand Electric.
Larry and Garry Speet, and Woody He received the Doctor of Divinity Rapids, was treated by a local
Mr. and Mrs. Don McDowell of
Steketee, Richard Jipping and Degree from James Millikin Uni- physician for ruts and bruises. Grand Rapids are in an apartversity in 1950. Dr. Swanson disSteven Rods.
Driver of the car was Robert ment at 100 East Eighth St. Mr.
On Wednesday the children en- tinguished himself as an outstand- Wolters, 18, route 1, Holland.
McDowell is with Hart and Cooley.
joyed street roller skating. Holland ing minister when he became pasAllegan County Deputy Henry
Mr. and Ms. Oscar F. Kissell of
tor
of
the
Second
Presbyterian
police officers blocked off the
DRIVERS
Bouwman said the accident occur- Evansville, Ind . are living at 125
streets and music was provided by ^*iurc^ Tulsa. Okla.,
red when a car o p e r a t e d by
He served the U. S. Navy as a Clarence Gilreath, 41, route 1. East Ninth St. Mr. Kissell is asNelson Bosman.
sistant manager at the Kresge
chaplain
in
the
Pacific
Theater
This week's activities include
drove out of a driveway into the store.
softball Tuesday and Thursday, during World War H. In 1946 he path of the Wolters car.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Vnnden Heu///^NO CLOUDS
treasure hunt Tuesday, roller became the Dean of Students of
344 WEST 16TH ST.
Bouwman said the 50 model vel of Detroit have purchased a
PHONE 6-6660
McCormick Seminary and in 1949
7y REQUIRED skating Wednesday,pet day Thurs- was elected vice president of the Wolters car was a total loss while home at 393 Lincoln Ave. Mr. Van-,
day and doll day Friday.
damage to the Gilreath '50 model den Heuvel is a retired salesman.
• LOW PREMIUMS
school.
car was estimated at 5300. Gilreath
• CONTINUOUS POLICY
Dr. Harold C. VandenBosch re- was issued a ticket for failureto
There have been quite a few
cently appointed acting president yield the right of way.
sty ms die past week and one naEverybody's Happy when MAPLE
• SEMI* ANNUAL PREMIUMS
will remain at Alma as an assistturally wonders what the people do
^
• PERSONALIZED SERVICE
GROVE Milk
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Vander Mott ant to the new president and to
served. Junior
in those acres of tents at Holland
and son David enjoyed a week's direct the public relations and Hamberg Pays $25 Fine
state
park
during
such
violent
/ Their even diitribution of witer
Rock-bottom ratct— by ijmiag to
knows there's nothing like o cold
vacation at Silver Lake near Hart. developmentprogram of the
I and faultlettoperation auure
cloudbursts.
In New Chris-Craft Case
fomrt only cartful “tea expcmire'*
incrtaied production at loutr
Herbert and, Homer Parish of College.
gloss of milk ond Mom knows
Officer Dennis Ende whose famArim*. S*ving*—by iaoiof jmt
com on row cropi,paiture,or- Washington, formerly of Bass RivGRAND HAVEN (Special) - ily has been camping at the park
/ chard, op garden.
that MAPLE GROVE'S process of
«at “coctinwom policy"aa lot*
er, called on friends here SaturJames Hamberg. 25. of 1703 Perry gave this answer:
Open House/Style Show
day.
m yoa keep tbe tame car. Two
TRCMKMOOUa
"You put your wife and kids in
St., Holland, pleaded guilty to a
keeping milk cold from the cow
eary-to-budget paymeati matmd
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing and Held at Macatawa Park
simple larceny charge before As- the car and YOU stay in the lent
grandson,
Bobby
Lowing,
attended
to you mokes it the safest milk
of om big yearly bil. Sanrke—
sociate MunicipalJudge Edward and try to hold it down!"
the silver wedding anniversary of
Miss Margaret Strouse of the P. Kirby Thursday afternoon and
1.000 agent! and dmam repcopossible.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Swift near Martha Shop at Macatawa Park paid 525 fine and 55.40 costs.
There's nothing so interesting1o
Urtatfra to gh»e yon feat fcfcmRy
Cedar Springs Saturday.
was hostess to a group of 200 perHamberg was charged with tak- youngsters during the summer as
bdp anywhere yon go.
Mr. and Mrs. Orley Bennett of sons Wednesday from 7 to 10 p.m. ing certain boat parts from Chris- construction of some kind in the
East Lansing spent last weekend The Evanston and Chicago woman Craft Corp. in Holland over a neighborhood. Whether it's laying
YllT jNTff ft k—w fttr
(and Soda Bar)
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. showed Miami fashionsat the open seven - month period in 1955, the a curb, surfacing a street, cutting
STATE FARM Agtnf
MICHIGAN AVE.
PHONE 2137
Harry Bennett
house.
down
a
tree
or
moving
a
house
value not exceeding 550.
Mr. and Mrs. Oiville Richards,
Assistingas hostesseswere Mrs.
it's a signal for the youngsters to
••••••••••!•••••••••••••••
The
new
complaint
charging
simBen Vai\ Lente, Agent
Mr. and Mrs. El wood Mc- Arthur Tazelaar. Mrs. Richard ple larceny was issued Wednesday gather, accompanied by bicycles,
177 ColUf* Ave. Phont 71)1
Millan and baby of Spring Lake Den Uyl. Mrs. William Nies, Mrs. after Chris - Craft agreed to with- dogs arjl goodness knows what.
•4
MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
and Mrs. Lawrence Lewis of Mill- Frank Johnson, Mrs. Wallace Van draw conspiracy complaints Mostly, these youngsters are well
ington, Mich., were recent visitors Regenmorter, all of Macatawa
Chester L. Baumann, Agent
against both Hamberg and Ken behaved and stay back reasonable
P.O. BO 212
at the Charlie McMillan home.
Park and Mrs. L. F. Lautermilch Wright of Holland following an of- distances from the operations.
1)5 I. 35»k St. Phona 6-8294
Mr. and Mrs. Lomie Troost of of Evanston, formerly of Germany. fc: by the two defendants to des- Sometimes they have to be told.
P.O. BOX 212
Ktprmnronve*
Grandville spent last Thursday The Ken Holiday string trio troy the boat involved in the alThen there are times when
youngsters
practically adopt the
here with their former classmates, played during the evening. Mrs.
leged conspiracy. This cancelled
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing.
Virginia Speaker of Chicago, sister
a scheduled two - day trial on the
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Smead and of Miss Strouse,’ sang several
joint cases.
two daughters, Patty and Sandy, selections.
spent Sunday evening with their
Models in the fashion showing
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Dennis were Mrs. Trudy Vander Hill, Mrs. Central Park Damaged
of Bauer.
Don Sc hoi ten, Mrs. Alfred GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Huizen Kinkema, Miss Allison Kinkema City police are investigatinga reof Orlando, Fla., formerly of Bass and Miss Pat Duffy. They showed port of damage* to Central Park
Serve our qualify delicacies for dessert, and you'll win your
River, called on relatives and sportswear, beachwear, casuals when a car apparently entered the
friends here last week.
and evening wear.
family's approval. No trouble at all and less expense than
park from the court house corner
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Snyder, Guests were resorters from the at Fifth and Washington,crossed
baking! Take some home today!
Quality • SaaioiiMd
Sr., of Spring Lake, spent a week's area and many local people who toward the fountain, then angled
vacation at the Frank Snyder home came in spite of the weather con- to the north before leaving the
and visited other relatives here. ditions. «
park at Fourth and Columbus.The
Park departmentreported that a
140 RIVER AVL
PHONE 34M
384 CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 2677.
Cicero was called the
Bats have very efficienteyes, water hose and coupling were
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Garden Setting
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FOUU HOLLAND HIGH SCHOOL students are

Marailje, 1603 South Shore Dr., Holland; Joe

among students from throughoutthe state who
are attending Workshop Conferences for high

Druker, Grand Rapids; Robert Beauchamp,
advisor from Pontiac High School; Jack

school editors and publicationsstaff members at
the University of Michigan's Department of
Journalism. Pictured, left to right, are Louise

Huizenga, 157 Vander Veer. Avc., Holland, Karen
Young, 128 West 13th St., Holland, and Richard
Oudcrsluys, 181 West 11th St., Holland.

‘

Mr. ond Mrs. Rodger Barveld

I

(Penna-Sasphoto)
Ver Hey, Kenneth Van Null assisted the
Mrs. Jack groom as best man and Harold

Joey Good Wins

Zeeland

Duck Farm Goes

John Murray, art instructor in

Miss Elizabeth Ann
the Zeeland Public Schools, attended the fifth annual graduate art
daughter of Mr. and
Sailing
Acterhof and Willard Van Dyke
educationworkshop at Michigan To
Ver Hey of route 4, became the
were ushers.
State University from June 26 to
Joey Good was the only double
bride of Rodger Barveld in Pine
The bride’smother chose for the
July 13.
GRAND HAVEN (Speciap
winner in the weekend sailing racCreek Christian Reformed Church wedding a pink sheath dress of
Mr. and Mrs. Gorrit Petroclje After a year of litigation,the duck
es on Lake Maeatawa.
Tuesday, June 26. The groom is linen and lace with pink and white
and sons of North State St. visitGood won the Saturday and Sun- ed relatives in Holland Marsh, farm property of John and Anna
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert accessories. The groom's mother
day races in the Nipper Class.
Ontario, Canada, last week. They Prawdzik on Spring Lake has
Barveld, 250 East 15th St.
wore a beige and brown print dress
Jim Field took the 110 class on also traveled to Niagara Falls.
The Rev. Gerald Van Den Berg with white accessories.They had
been turned over to Heidema
Saturday but was second to John
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Hamilton
performed the double ring rites in rose corsagps.
Brothers of Holland by court orBeeman on Sunday. Paul Harms
a garden setting with palms, bouA hundred guests attended the was first in the lightningsSatur- of Colby, Kansas, were recent visitors with their mother, Mrs. Del- der.
quets of roses and a trellis arch reception in the church basement.
day and Sunday the Marsiljes won. ia Vencklasenon West Main St.
Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek cardecoratedwith roses. White satin Jerald Gebben and Miss Elaine
Saturday'sresults in order of
At the noon luncheon meeting ried out the court order Saturday
bows with rose buds marked the Barveld served as master and misfinish — Nippers. Good, Timmy of the Zeeland Rotary Club held
morning. He barricadedthe
pews. Miss Marcella Gearhart pro- tress of ceremonies. John GarveWalker, Tommy Baker, Jim Spen- last Tuesday, the guest speaker
Prawdzik property with a cable
vided organ music and Burton Hil- link and Carol Rozema were in
cer. 110's, Field, Beeman, Jim was S. Paulus,. manager of the and turned over the keys to the
son sang "Because,”"I Love You charge of the guest book. Mr. and
Boyd. Lightnings. Harms, Jane Waukazoo Inn. He was introduced Heidemas. He said a guard would
Truly” and ‘"Hie Lord's Prayer.” Mrs. Harry Kortman served punch Boyd. Eric Collins.
GOP County Chairman Carl Andreasen,Cobo,
by Supt. of schools, Julius Schip- b? posted to enforce the order and
GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES IN HOLA floor-lengthgown of chantilly and Lucille Barveld and Mrs. RogSunday's results in order of fi- per. During the winter months Mr.
John Martin, Harry Wetter and Mayor Visscher.
LAND
It was a busy day for Republican
protect Heidema nights. His action
lace was worn by the bride. The er Ensing arranged the gifts. As- nish — Nippers. Good, Spencer,
Paulus is lecture manager for the was ' based on a writ of possesGrouped around
md Candidate
Candidt Donald S. Leonard
politicians in Holland Saturday when both
fitted bodice featured a scoop neck- sisting about the rooms were Judy
Baker and Leslie Verdier. 110's, School Assembly Sendee of Chision issued by Circuit Judge Rayline and long sleeves and the full Prince. Gladys De Ridder. Lois
at a kletz in Mary Jane Restaurant (lower
candidates paid visits here. Top picture shows
Beeman. Field, Jim Boyd. Light- cago and he spoke to the club
mond L. Smith, authorizing the
Hoek,
Sue
De
Young,
Betty
Bosma
skirt
was
fashoned
with
lace
Mayor Robert Visscher (right) presenting
picture) are Mrs. A. Hubble Loomis, Donald
nings, the Marsiljes,Collins, Jane on the different personalitiesand
change of ownership in mortgage
panels. Her fingertip veil was and Shirley Dekker. Among out-of Boyd.
Slighter, J. Frank Duffy, Jr., Leonard, Art
problems of the entertainers who foreclosure.
Detroit Mayor Albert E. Cobo wifh engraved
held by a lace crown featuring seed town guests were the bride’s sister
travel for the Assembly Sendee,
Peters and Judge Fred T. Miles. Later in the
wooden shoes at a coffee kletz in Holland
The Holland firm plans to subpearls and sequins. She carried a and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
across the nation. About 95 perArmory. Left to right are State Sen. Clyde H.
day, both candidatesattended a fifth district
New
Holland,
Pa.,
Kaipers
divide the 68-acre farm which has
white Bible with a light green or- Goathaug of Bremerton,Wash.
cent of the service is for high
some 3.300 feet of lakcfront propGeerlings, State Rep. George Van Peursem,
GOP picnic in Kent county. (Sentinelphotos)
For their wedding trip to the
chid corsage. Her pearls were a
school assemblies. It was announcFamilies Visiting Here
erty. The Heidemas expect to tear
Badlands and Black Hills of South
gift from the groom.
ed by Ford Berghorst. club preThree Kuipers families of New
down the present buildings.They
Miss Jacqueline Ver Hey, who Dakota the bride wore a cocoa
sident, that the remainder of the
attended her sister as maid of brown sheath dress, beige linen Holland. Pa., are currently visit- summer meetings will be held at had started civil action last July
Nutt, Prince
honor wore a sea foam green gown duster, matching accessories and ing their parents and friends in the Holland Country Club, begin- for a judgement of 510,000 and
Big
ejectment of former owners. Last
'of faille and nylon chiffon. The a green orchid corsage. They are Holland. Mich.
ning July 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kuipers and
fitted bodice featured nylon chiffon now at home at 1658 Ottawa Beach
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dik and February the court ruled in favor
pleating and back detail of the full Rd. The bride is employed as a children,Kristi, Kevin, Kandy and son Jack Brian are leaving this of the Heidemas,and the latter alAirpark
A doll, stuffed animal and car
Kirk arrived Saturday and are week as educational missionaries. lowed nearly five months for payskirt was a draped tail of chiffon. secretary at Swift and Co. and the
show rounded out the s-econd
The bridesmaid, Miss Betty Heid- groom is a machinist at Lith-I-Bar spending two weeks here. They They will sene the Christian Re- ment which was hever made.
are staying at the home of her formed Board of Missions. Mrs.
Three years ago Judge Smith
Bill Nutt and Ralph Prince won week’s play at Lincoln School.
ALLEGAN (Special)— More ema, wore an identical gown of Co.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dik, is the former Celia Bruinooge, railed that the operation of the
the modified and stock car fea- There were 125 children entered than 5,000 Western Michiganhorse nile green. They wore large match- Pre-nuptialshowers foe the bride
Bear.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. H. duck farm was a private nuisance
tures Saturday night at Airpark in the show.
followers attended the State Horse ing garden hats and carriedgarden were given by Mrs. Junior TuberMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kuipers Bruinooge of State St. She is a and laid down nine conditions for
gan and Mrs. Harry Kortman, Mrs.
baskets
of
roses
and
other
garden
Speedway, two miles south of First division winners included: Show in Allegan Saturday and Sunand their two children, Kenneth graduate of Zeeland Christian continuance in operation. The rulflowers.Eileen Ver Hey, as minia- John Grossbauer, Mrs. Albert BarDouglas and were awarded Biggest doll, Beth Streur, Shirley day at the Allegan Fairgrounds. ture bride, wore a gown identical veld, Mrs. E. W. Frank and Miss and Kathy, are with her parents School, also of Holland Christian ing came after 64 days of testitrophiesdonated by Benton Harbor Terpsma; smallest doll. Linda
A total of 500 horses and ap- to the bride’s styled by her mother. Betty Heidema. The groom's Mr. and Mrs. C. B. McCormick High and of Calvin College. Mr. mony in a 1952 civic suit started
merchants.
South Shore Dr.
Fraam; prettiestdoll, Sally BoyDik is the son of Mr. and Mrs. by residents on Strawberrypoint.
Mrs. Don Ver Hey. She carried a parents entertained at a rehearsal
Following Nutt home in the mod- Ion and Janice Bowen; story book proximately 1,000 owners and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kuipers Albert Dik of Grand Rapids and In 1953, the Pratt Food Co. of
party
June
25.
miniature flower basket.
ified feature were Jay Hamberg dolls, Carol Mouw, Vicki Lewis; handlers from 10 states were on
have their three children, Karen he is also a graduate of Calvin Pennsylvaniaforeclosed its mort-#
and Jr. Resseguie while Howie unusual doll. Beverly Rotman; for- hand for the two-day meet.
Bobbie and Debbie here for a visit Colelge. They plan to sail from gage of 540,000 on a promissory
Jimmie Duke, a western pleaVan Dyke and Lanny Herbert were eign doll, Barbara Rackes, Beth
while he is attending Penn State Quelicc to England,then by plane note and acquired the farm as
Luncheon, Shower
second and third in the stock fea- Streur; clown doll, Mary Mouw, sure horse, won the western pleato the Netherlands and from Am- sole bidder at a public auedon
College, Pa.
ture.
sterdam they will fly to Nigeria. July 9, 1954. Later the Heidemas
Mike Fraam, bride doll, Mary Ann sure horse stake. The horse is own- Honor Miss Hansen
ed by James Sugarman of Granger.
Other resultsin order of finish: Roossien, Barbara Nienhuis.
They expect to arrive on the mis- took over the Pennsylvaniafirm's
A luncheon and miscellaneous Admitted to Holland Hospital Five-Minute Hailstorm
Pursuit— Ende, Jr. Terpstra,Art
sion field on July 29. They will mortgage to protect their own inBaby doll, Mary Ha Ik, Bonnie m.
Mak; Dash — Ende, Nutt, Dale Lou Keen; cowboy doll. Danny Bud Leach of Birmingham was shower was given last Wednesday Friday were Karen Terpsma, 30 Damages Borculo Crops
spend their first six months in terests for non - payment of bills.
Nigeria at Saki Biam where they
Adams; First heat— Bob Starback, Brink; cowgirl doll, Sue Ann Boy- winner in the All-Arabian class afternoon for Miss Ginny Hansen West 13th St.; Andrew De Kam,
BORCULO (Special) - A five- will study the Tiv language. Tiv The Prawdziks purchased the
372 West 21st St.; Mrs. Ted De
Bert Veltkamp and Earl Bolks; Ion; girl dolls, Barbara Nienhuis, with his Arabian stallion; Joseph
by
Mrs.
Kenneth
Peirce
and
Mrs.
minute hailstorm Wedpesday eve is spoken by 800,000natives.They property 20 years ago and operatVries, 454 East 18th St.; Mrs.
Second heat— Resseguie. Jay Ham- Karen Blackburn. Judy Schutt and Potuck of Michigan City. Ind., won
ed a club in the 21-room house
Chester Van Tongeren.The party
Ross Williams, 414 Homestead ning caused considerable damage will then move to Mkar where Mr. before going into the duck busiberg and Art Mak; Third heat— Karen Kammeraad;boy dolls, the western riding horse and
was
given
at Mrs. Peirce’s home
to
corn,
pickle
and
wheat
crops
Dik will train native . to become ness. When in full production,the
Harold Ende, Bill Nutt and Dale Bonnie Bums, Linda Bowen; Ted- Charles Erlandsonof Birmingham
Ave.; Frank Owen. 7613 Lakeshore
on Sou.h Shore Dr.
Dr.; Mrs. Gertrude Mulder, East north of Borculo. Several farmers Christian teachers to their own ducks consumed 17 tons of feed
Visscher.
dy bear, James Hop, Peter Fox. was winner in the children'sspeed
A buffet luncheon was served 24th St.; Tony Pontarelli, 1104 feel that half of their season's people. They expect to return home
Stocks - Heat. J. Villiwock.H.
Stuffed animal1?,Kathy Myaard, and action.
daily.
from an attractivetable featuring
pickle drop may be lost, although for their first furloughin JanuThe show is sponsoredby the
Holtrust and Dick Henry; Dash— Judy Wildschut, Nancy Fox; cars.
Prawdzik also faces an embeza pink and silver cloth and cen- Slayton, Grand Haven; Mrs. Mar- they hope that many damaged
ary. 1959.
Larry Herbert. Ralph Prince and Harry Lewis, David Paul Jones. Allegan Elks club.
tered with a large pink satin garet Heidema, 123 Grandview plants will he able to recuperate. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Folkert- zlement charge brought by John
Howie Van Dyke.
Second division winners — Becky
heart with a pink nylon ruffle. In Ave.; Wayne Zych, 337 Lane Ave.
Corn fields were riddled, but sma have returned home from a Baar of the American Chick Farm
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Parker, Barbara Mouw, Diane Rot- Driver Is Jailed After
the center of the heart hung a
most
of the damage was limited Southerntrip. They attendedthe of Zeeland claiming that Prawdman, Susan Walker, Diane De Hoswhite lace bell with clusters of Martin Barth, route 3; Mrs. Cecil to strippedleaves. Some wheat Lions .InternationalConventionat zik concealed or disposed of 2,100
Another Busy Weekend
Merritt and baby, 440 West 22nd
ier , Judy Bruischart,Sandy Accident Saturday
lilies of the valley.Pink roses and
fields, however, were virtually Miami, Fla. They also visited Key chicks valued at 5350. The chicks
Holmes, ' Marilyn Gushon. Susan
lemon leaves outlined the center- S.; Mrs. Harry R. Ash, 644 West leveled, and that crop may prove
Reported at State Park
West, Ft. Meyers. Havana, Cuba were subject to a title retaining
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Bouman, Beverly Geertman, Barpiece. Pink tapers were placed 21st St.; Mrs. Donald Oosting and
to
be
the
most
costly
loss.
and they visited friends in Hop- note or chattel mortgage.
Another heavy weekend at Hol- bara Schutt, ElizabethKamphouse, A 1949 car was completely de- in holders made of pink bows and baby, 886 College; Mrs. Henry
Stones up to an inch and a half kinsville Ken. and Evansville,Ind
molished
and
the
driver
lodged
in
land Stati? Park swelled the sea- Lauren Hop, Sandra Bruischart.
ribbons. Pink heart-shaped place Kortman and baby, 683 Whitman
Canada's first subway, in operin diameter were reported
son's total attendance to date to Linda Fyffe, Dana Fyffe, Billie jail for drunk driving and no opera- mats complemented the decora- Ave.; Brian Slager. 3445 Butternut
farmers. Several chickens were Of every gallon of blood pump- ation since March, 1954, runs four
669,200. state park officials report- Blackburn,Carol Hoekstra.Ruth tor’s license as the result of an tions.
Mrs. Belle McCarthy. 379 West
killed and even cows were display- ed by the heart, more than a quart and a half miles under Toronto'!
ed today.
Garvelink and Doris Garvelink. accident early Saturday at Waverly The guest of honor wore a pink 20th St.; Wayne Zych, 337 Lane
ing bruises.
main throughfare.
passes through the kidneys.
The total attendancefor last Grand prize winners were South and Friant Sts.
corsage, given her by the hostes- Ave.
Driver
of
the
».ar.
Harry
Hoffweek was 72,042 with 14.487 per- American doll. Barbara Rackes;
ses. Gifts for the bride-electwere
Admitted Saturday — none.
sons visiting the park on Saturday African doll, Judy Vander Ploeg; man. 43, of 127 Ransom St.. Grand placed in a large plastic wash
Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
Rapids failed to make a curve as basket decorated with kitchen ac- James MacKechnie and baby, 135
and 13.S18 on Sunday. Friday's to- unusual doll, Carol Mouw.
tal was 8,761.
West 34th St.; Mrs. Clyde Parrott,
Last Wednesday a "Potato Chip the car was travelingwest on cessories.
Invited were the Mesdames Wil- 371 West 25th St.; Walter Kunen,
Campers permits issued to date Day” featured a trip to Centennial Waverly St., went off the side of
now total 1,623 as 373 new permits Park with the leaders.Miss Mary the road and traveled for about 135 lis Diekema, H. P. Harms, Mayo 678 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Margarel
Hadden, Neal Bergen, Peg Mae- Heidema. 123 Grandview Ave.;
were issued last week.
Lou Van Putten and Mrs. Caroll feet parallel with Waverly St.
Norlin.
It hit a cement imbedded tnaii del, Henry Maentz, Clarence Lok- Valdemar Beltran,50 East Seventh
The total value of crude oil. natbox belonging to City Police Offi- kcr, Jay H. Fetter, J. C. Fetter, St.
ural gas and natural gas liquids 1 Minnesota and Wisconsin are cer Jack Billups then continued for Harold Van Tongeren, Joe Rhea,
Admitted Sunday were Mrs.
produced in Texas in 1953 was now the only states prohibiting 27 feet. Hoffman was taken into Peter Van Domelen, Jr., Ed Hel- Harry Brower, 157 East 18th St.;
bing, Charles K. Van Duren, Frank John Flieman, 725 First Ave.;
sale of colored margarine.
custody by city police.
Kleinheksel, J. W. Hobeck, Ran- Mrs. Jake De Fey ter, route 4; Mrs.
som Everett, David Gier, Del Van Jesus Valderas, 305 West 15th St.,
Tongeren, P. T. Cheff, Larry Kolb, Mrs. Alvin Pittman, 293 West 22nd
Don Winter, James Brooks, Wil- St.
liam Beebe, R. A. Boersma, Discharged Sunday were David
Charles Van Duren, Jr., Stuart Showers, Douglas, Andrew De
Boyd, David Boyd, John Van Dam,
Kam, 372 West 21st St.; Mrs. H.J.'
Harold De Vries, William Westrate
Thomas, 557 Lawndale Ct.; Mrs.
Sr., Michel Thorgevsky,Harold
Robert Steketee and baby. 62
Tanis, E. H. Gold, Ed Rackes. A.
West 12th St.; Mrs. Charles Banks
W. Tahaney and James De Free,
W. A. Butler, E. Rodgers, Wil- and baby, 237 WashingtonBlvd.
liam Stevenson,H. J. Thomas, Hospital births include a son,
Henry Geerds and Miss Katie Keith Allen, born Saturdayto Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Boeve, 390 ColKolb.
lege Ave.; a daughter born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Burdette Van200 Present at Picnic
der Kolk, 443 Howard Ave.; a
daughierbom Sunday to Mr. and
Staged by Lutherans
Mrs. Timothy Beerthuis, 98 East

Heidema Bros.

Races

2

-

—

Winners

Win

Named

Crowd Sees

At Doll Show

Features

Allegan

Show

'

Hospital Notes

|

$3.4(>4,800,000.

.

WT

PARKING
PROGRESS - Allegan's $140,000 off-street parking lot, being built along the
Kalamazoo river along Brady and Hubbard Sts..
was rapidly taking shape last week. Much of the
fill for the lot, which will accomodate140 cars, is
being taken from small islands locatfd in the

river. A drag line operated by the Clare Harring-

ton Construction Co., of Fennville is doing preliminary work on the project as a sub-contractor
to Carl Godwin and Sons. The work is scheduled
for completion by late
.

fall

A picnic sponsoredby the Zion 24th St.
Lutheran Fellowship Club for approximately200 members of the
Katie Landman Dies
church was held at Holland Fish
and Game Club Sunday. Games Of Extended Illness
and treats were provided for the
Miss Katie Landman, 52, of 444
children.
Horseshoes, archery and a ball Pine Ave., died early Sunday
game were enjoyed by the adults. morning after an extended illness.
A potluck supper was served at She was born in Holland and had
5 p.m. The committee in charge lived here all her life.
Surviving are her mother, Mrs.
included Mr. and Mrs. A. G Putnam, Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hoover Cornelia Landman, with whom she
Mr. and Mrs. William Kiefer,Mr ll -ed; three brothers, Marinus of
and Mrs. E. Ruddick and Mr. and Holland, Richard of Miami, Fla.,
Mrs. Phil Enstam.
and Kiel P. of Maeatawa;a sisThe next meeting of the Fellow- ter, Mrs. Nellie Vander Hill of
ship Club will be held Sept. 9 at Grand Haven, and a niece, Mrs.
8 p.m. in the church parish hall. James Pearl of Grand Haven.

INTEREST LAGS — When

.

Stanley Saunders,

area Ground Observors’Corps supervisor,put
out a call for volunteersto attend a training
scsslin at Allegan on July 9, the response
was not exactly "overwhelming” according to
Saunders. But Sgt. Louis Greenlee, of the Grand
Rapids filter center, carried out his duty anyway.
In Abe 'audience" were Saunders, Wayne Clawsoni Allegan GOC post supervisor;Michael

Hcltzel,chief observor, Mrs. Greenlee, and Mrs.
Alma Roltsch, of the Griswold Auditorium
staff. Of the 11 GOC stationsrequired In Allegan
county, the post at Allegan, which was constructed a year ago, is one of two not yet
activated.Stations are manned -tit Glenn, Hopkins, lie
Hooper, Wayland. Bradley, Douglas,
Burflips, Hamilton and Shelbyviile.

/
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Owch^ Guy Finds

It Difficult

19, 1956

to Leave German Family

Ikemai’s, Moose

me say no more.
fires in the old cook stove, washtoo?" I asked weakly.
There are people as well as mo- ing clothes on a scrub board,
'Yes, to America. I wish I knew
with the Wullenwebersas an how you Americans always feel so ments to remember — Edo Konig, sweeping,cleaning, baking. Frau
Site for
"adopted son" and at Bonn Uni- at ease with important people. We for example, a 31-year-oldReuter Wullenweber personifiesthe Gerversity as a Rotary Foundationwere all hesitantto talk with "the journalist and my best comrade man Hausfrau's trilogyof Kirche,
and friend in Germany. We had Kuche, and Kinder for her life re- In Softball
Fellow ends this month. I will be great old man."
Of
"Oh," I said, trying desperately known each other only a short volves around her church, her
leaing Germany poor in finances
to smile, "we Americans do tend while when one night, as we were kitchen and her children. A rare
but rich in memories.
Bareman's Service pushed Into
drinking champagne in a little evening in the theatre or an occaThe dock at Lakeshore Cabins
There was a Tuesday noon at to be a bit casual."
Bonn Rotary, for example, when Another day I will never forget Italian restaurant,I told him about sional Kaffeeklatsch at the, neigh- third place again Tuesday night in
has been the mecca for photoI sat next to an elderly gentle- is Dec. 24. My quarterly Rotary a pretty American girl I knew in bors are her only diversions.She City Softball League action with
graphers, both amateur and prosomehow manages to feed her
man. Ignored by the others,he sat check was overdue and I had not Geneva, Switzerland.
10-0 blanking of Mobllgas Dealfessionalthis past week. Cameras
there staring at his napkin. I felt one pfennig for Christmas presents. "Does she have a friend?"he family famously on roughly 45
ers.
asked.
cents a day per person. You can
and equipment were used in taksorry for the "poor old man" so Desperate and dejected I walked
Whbn I said she did, he asked imagine what my year - long visit The Moose took sixth place in
ing pictures of the water skiers.
I asked what he did for a living. the busy streets of Bonn in a gent"Nothing,"he replied. "I was ly falling snow. Four times I pass- "How about driving down to Swit- did to her Intricatepfennig jug- the league with a one-run 2-1 deFrom
Milwaukee postcard
turned out to pasture long ago." ed the Rhein - Ruhr Bank before zerland tomorrow for a cup of cof- gling but she refused any paycompany, a Mr. Cook took shots
daring to enter and ask for the fee?"
ment from her "American son." cislon*over Co. D in the nightcap
"And earUer?"
t that will be used on postcards
"But
it’s
so
far!"
I
protested.
president
—a
Herr
VanSeebach.
*T
was
German
Chancellor,"
he
Instead she often made up the dif- at Van Tongeren Field.
available late this summer or fall.
Bareman’s scored four runs in
Fifteen hours down, 15 hours ference by cutting down on her
"Let’s see if I get this straight,"
said with a twinkle in his eye.
A Grand Rapids news photographthe first inning on two hits, a
I laughed and said, "well, at he said after I had stammered back and 20 minutes for a cup of own portions.
er with two reportersspent Friday
least that’s better than nothing." for five minutes. "Tour check coffee. That’s time enough!"
I will always rememb „• her triple by Ted Schreur and a double
taking pictures for a feature story
"And what are you doing in hasn’t arrived and you have no That trip to Geneva was the be- serving meals: th. biggest and by Ron Be Id us, and then coasted.
on water skiing.
Two more runs came across in
Germany?" he asked.
money for gifts. And it’s the day ginning of a friendship that car- best for Papa — lie's the Herr of
Aurey Strohpaulof the West
walk,
ried us 15,000 kilometers over the house, then me — I'm a guest, the second inning on
"Oh," I said, carrying on the before Christmas."
Michigan Tourist and Resort As'A
sweeping
Autobahns,
dirt
roads
passed
ball, error and single.
"Yes,
that’s
it
That’s
what
I’ve
'leg
pulling"
mood,
"I’m
the
then
Kari
gentlemen
before
sociationand William VandeWater,
and narrow cobblestone streets in ladies, then the girls
American Ambassador to Ger- been trying to
Angela Bill Vryhof’striple in the fifth
\
manager of the Holland Chamber
many.”
"And I suppose,” he asked, "you Edo’s littleVolkswagen.Our trail and Lisl, and what's left — Mama
rove in two runs and a single by
of Commerce spent most of the
"Shake hands, Ambassador."
would like to borrow money here?" led from Switzerland’sAlps to Hoi gets. That's a parable of her life Ben Ebels brought home Vryhof
afternoon Monday getting publicity
land’s canals, from Hamburg’s —going without so someone else for the next three runs.
"That’s interesting. I was an
"Yes,” I said without hope.
information and pictures for the
Ambassador
too. Shake hands, Am"You
know
no bank can do busi- Reepcrbahn to Rotterdam’s harbor can have more. And yet her heart
Ted Schreur's home run in the
association.Chuck Bradford,Jim
bassador," he said hardly able to ness like that," he said matter- and from Berlin's night clubs to is overflowingwith love, humor sixth was the final tally.
Hubbard, Laurie Ann Hohl and
controlhis laughter.
Munich's Hofbrauhaus.Sometimes and gratitudefor "all the blessings Rog Lamar set down the Gasof-factly.
Mary Ann Cook did some skiing to
After a lusty conversation, he
I nodded, wonderinghow I could we slept in swank resort hotels, of my life."
men with just three hits. Don De
an appreciativegroup of resorters.
invited nje to a cup of coffee if ever face the family without a sing- sometimes on cots in waiting
And so in the future when I Vries, Bruce Ming and Lloyd
Also skiing with the group, several
ever I was in Dusseldorf. It had le gift.
rooms, sometimes not at all. To- hear "Germany" I'll think of Dr. Tinholt each had one.
of whom will be entering the Nabeen a delightfulchat and I was
"How
much
do you need?" he gether we interviewedmovie stars,
Schreur and Vryhof led the Barel tional Water Ski Tournamentin
glad I had talked with the "poor asked.
POWs, scientists, cabinet members Luther saying "Shake hands, Am man nine-hit attack with two each.
LaPorte, Ind., in August, is John
old man” everyone else ignored. "400 marks."
and industrialists. Edo wanted to bassador" and Herr VanSeebach Lou Altena, Lou Borgman, Beldus,
Gronberg, a promising young
mi
Walking out of the dining-room
He
reached for his wallet and give me contact with a real cross calling "Merry Christmas" and Ebels and Cork Looman each had
skier.
a Rotarian took me aside. "Do pushed a pile of bills across the sectionof Gorman life and a "won Edo reckoning "20 minutes. That’s one hit
Old timers at Lakeshore are Mr.
you know who you were talking desk. "Better take 500 and be derful year." I must say he did time enough" and Mama Wullen@i§!
and Mrs. Edward Dorsky and
just that!
to?" he asked incredulously.
sure."
weber’s hands tolling for her fam
Stu Baker broke up a 1-1 In the
daughter,Betty Ann of McKees
"Of course, a Dr. Luther. Nice
Before I could say a word he
I will always remember too ily. I'll know that in Germany top of the seventh to give the
Rock, Pa. This is their 17th seachap too."
Wullenweber's hands, a there are people too. I'll know that Moose the
rose and ushered me out. Without
,
son at the resort. Mrs. Dorsky
"And did you know that in the another word, closing the door, he study in perpetual motion. Fifteen Heinrich and Hans and Gretel and
Baker singled and moved around
came with the family in spite of a
1920’s Dr. Luther was Chancellor called,"Merry Christmas!"
hours a day her stubby fingers are Gretchenare pretty much like Joe the bases on an error by catcher
broken ankle.
ond Mrs. Glenn Joy Brower
of the German Reich0 ’’
"Merry Christmas, Herr VanSee- busy picking strawberries,canning and Jim and Ann and Mary who Jay Be re ns and scored on another
Mr. and Mrs. Steve A. Stayko
(Von Melle photo) "And . . . was . . . he . . . per- bach. Merry, Merry Christmas. fruit, sewing dresses, pulling live on my street in my home
Berens error.
of Indianapolisare spending their
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Jay Brower assisted the groom as best man haps ... a German Ambassador A lump in my throat would let weeds, peeling potatoes, building town
The Moose scored first in/4he.
seventh year with the Vans. Mrs. are now at home at route 1, Ham- and Lawrence Bleeker, brother of
third inning. Pitcher Ed
Stayko is a registered nurse. For- ilton, following an eastern honey- the bride, was groomsman.
walked, took second on a wild
mer Hollanders,Mr. and Mrs. Fred moon. They were married June The mother of the bride wore
pitch, third on a single by Fred
Rutgers and sons, now of Fremont 20 in Hamilton Reformed Church a gray and yellow rayon dress and
Handweer and scored on another
are vacationing at the cabins.
in double ring rites performed by the groom’s mother wore a green
After attending the Elks conven- the Rev. Harrison Wingar and the cotton dress. Both wore white acThere is no doubt about the pop- walk. Mr. and Mrs. Howard K. much time as possible in their sum- spending July in the Meengs cot wild pitch by Harv Berens, Co.
cessoriesand had corsages of car- ularity of Macatawa as a vacation Hamm and sons of Kalamazoo have mer home. Harley is currently in tage. Mrs. Osborn is the former D hurler.
tion in Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Al- Rev. Norman Van Heukelom.
Jsy Berens was safe on an erbert Immorato of Newton, N. J.,
The bride is the former Nellie nations and roses.
spot with familiesof three and four taken Knickerbocker cottage for the Army. Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Barbara Osborne, daughterof Mr
ror, in the fourth and scored the
decided on a Michigan vacation Ann Bleeker, daughter of Mr. and The church was decorated with generations spending their sum- the summer.
Butterfieldand son, Tony, of Jack- and Mrs. Percy Osborne of Holat Lakeshore.
Mrs. Harold A. Bleeker of route palms, white gladioli and orchid mers here. Neighbors on the two
Grand Rapids cottagers Include son are also longtime resorters. land. Mrs. Percy Osborne spends lone Oo. D run on an error by
catcher Walt Hudzik.
Other guests at the resort are 1, Hamilton. The groom’s parents chrysanthemumsfor the cere- walks to Lake Michigan and the Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kranenberg, Chicago people have been comgreat deal of time with her
The winners made three hits oft
* Mr. and Mrs. M. Harrison of are Mr. and Mrs. George Brow- mony attended by 120 guests. Mu- lakefrontarrange many family Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bosma and ing to Macatawa for many years. grandchildren at the beach.
sic was provided by Mrs. Harrison events during the summer.
Columbus,Ind., Mr. and Mrs. Wil- er, also of route 1, Hamilton.
Others at cottages for the July Berens. Baker,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Kinkema and Included in the group are Mrs.
Hudzik got the safeties.
For her wedding, the bride chose Wingar, soloist, and Mrs. Myron
liam Klein of Syracuse, N. Y.;
Especially interesting to the daughter, Alison, Mr. and Mrs. J. Alice Klein, Mr. and Mrs. William season are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bullen of a white ballerina-lengthgown and Becksvoort, organist.
young people are the baseball Vandenberg, Dr. and Mrs. Earl O’Brien and family in Bayside cot- Boyd and family of S>t. Louis; Mr. Russ Kempker and Ron Nykamp
Woodward, Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. a matching fingertip veil. She car- A reception was held in the games, the tennis matches and Beyers, The John Van Domelen tage, Mr. and Mrs. George De and Mrs. William Taylor and fam each made hits for the Guards.
Line scores:
R. J. De Lester and Lila and ried a cascade bouquet of white church parlors after the rites.
swimming and fishing.
family, Mr. and Mrs. William Kruif and family of Oak Park, ily of Lafayette in Grove Cottage;
B R
For going away, the new Mrs.
carnations with a lavender orchid
Robert of Lincoln Park.
Cottage owners depend a great Hardy and children.Dr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Townsend Mr. and Mrs. M. Osborne and
420 031 0-10 9
Two families,the Charles Mers- and ivy and stephanotis stream- Brower wore a black and white deal on Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Henry Walkottenand family, Mr. and Dr. and Mrs. John Vanden children of Grand Rapids in Dunelinen dress with white accessories Regenmorter who have been "In- and Mrs. A1 Anderson and family, Brink.
crest; Mrs. Catherine Baird and MobUgas ------------ 000 000 0- 0 3
mans of Mishawaka, Ind., and Mr. ers.
Batteries: Lamar and. VandenMr. and Mrs. Robert Evans and daughter of Lansing in Rudder
and Mrs. E. D. Lewis of Clayton, Miss Lavina Bleeker, who at- and an orchid corsage. The bride, stitutions" at Macatawa for many Mr. and Mrs. George Bigelow, Mr.
Mo., spent several days here and tended her sister as maid of honor, a graduate of Allegan High School years. They know every cottage and Mrs. Joseph Hondorp and fam- family have been spending sum- Grange; Miss Helen Jean Gray tierg; Arizmendez,Van Iwaarden
have made reservations for two wore a soft pink taffeta street- and Allegan County Normal, will and location and assist vacation- ily, Mrs. William Nye and family mers at Macatawa for many years and a group of friendsfrom Grand (1) and Essenberg, Osterbaan.
weeks in August. Mr. and Mrs. length dress and carried a nose- be teaching in the Bumips School ers in many ways. People come and Mr. and Mrs. Simon Eoerema which is quite understandable Rapids in Greenleafcottage and
since Mrs. Evans is the former Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harbert and
B R
Ray Schalk and family of Oak gay of carnations and pink roses. primary departmentfor the second to "Mac’’ from Illinois, Indiana, and son, Jack.
001 000 1-2 3
Lawn, 111., and Mr. and Mrs. V. The bridesmaid, Mrs. Henry G. year in the fall. The groom attend- Missouri, Wisconsin, Michigan and Participatingin many local ac- Marjorie Brooks, daughter of the family of Battle Creek in the Moose
Meadowcroft cottage.
Oo. D ---------------000 100 0-1 2
of the bride ed Holland High and is a graduate Kentucky.
Partin, Marilyn and Virgil of Lake Bleeker, sister-in-law
tivitiesduring the summer are Earnest Brookses, and she grew
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young and
Batteries: Stllle and Hudzik; H.
Orion, Mich., are also vacation- wore a similar gown in blue and of the Orange County Vocational Of the "regulars” perhaps the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradford up here.
Miss Mary Dushane and her sis- family of Clayton, Mo., are spend- Berens and J. Berens.
carried carnations and yellow ros- School in Orlando, Fla. He is em- best known to local people are and their children from Chicago.
ing at Lakeshore.
ployed as a carpenter for James Mr. and Mrs. Simon D. Den Uyl They have a cottage on the Lake ter, Mrs. Ann Nuncr of South ing the month at Merriwood cotMr. and Mrs. Dane D. Morgan es.
tage.. Miss Frances Strang and her
and children of Burlington, Iowa Arthur Olson of Grand Rapids Busscherof Hamilton.
of Grosse Pointe Farms, who Michigan walk. The A. Bondy Bend, Ind., find Macatawa the
sister and brother-in-lawMr. and
ideal
summer
resort
spot.
Mr.
and
waited out the arrival of their new
spend the summer at the Owl's
family of Holland
Mrs. Charlotte Ballweg and fam- Mrs. Lee are regular vacationers
32-foot Chris Craft, which was deNest. The Robert Den Uyl family spends the summer at their new
Geraldine Nykerk and Glenn
ily of Indianapolis are other Ind- at Macatawa. Mr. and Mrs
I livered on Monday.
of Birmingham is spending the summer home on the lake walk
iana people resortinghere. Mrs. C. FrederickStiles of Grand Rapids Voorhorst were the leadars Ifidhp
Other activities at Lakeshoreinmonth of July in Edgeruna cot- while son, John practices water
Lauenstein and Mr. and Mrs. are in the Mapes cottage and Mr Christian Endeavor in the Reformclude the shuffleboardtournatage. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Den skiing. He can be seen every*
Harry Hurd Martin, also from Ind- and Mrs. Elderd Wohlgemuth and ed Church last week Wednesday
ments, rides on the Vans’ cruiser,
Uyl and daughter. Marjorie Kay, morning with his bicycle and lunch
ianapolis, have cottages at the family of Indianapolisare in Mid- evening. TTiey discussed the topic
The Duchess,fishingand the outlive year around in a log cabin on his way to the Lakeshore. He
lakes Cottage.
park.
"A Christian Forgives."
door barbecues.
The Netherlands faces a pro- precious services they perform for at the entranceto the park. The is also participatingin the sailing At Sunset Lodge, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. George S. Everhart,
The Young people of the ChrisPopular with all the young peoboth ,the United States and the Den Uyls are former owners of races at Macatawa Bay Yacht M. W. Jacklln of Lansing are va- year-roundresident of Macatawa tian Reformed Church enjoyed a
ple is the Sligh Ski School, the blem of overpopulation which she Yetherlands."
the Hotel Macatawa which was Club.
cationing.Pittsburgh, Pa., is rep- has her son and family here for picnic supper and outing at the
only place on the lake with ex- tries to overcome through indusMr. and Mrs. S. C. Martindale resented at Macatawa by Mr. and a visit this week. They are Mr.
tom down early this year.
Christian Reformed Conference
pert instructors. Rigid exams were trializationand immigration,acIn their year-round home are of Lansing have their family for Mrs. Gilbert Quick. Claiming and Mrs. Rodney Everhart nnd
grounds last week Tuesday evepassed at the Marine Inspection cording to Peter C. Witte, assistant Republican
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Hubbard, Jr. visits at their lakefront cottage Jackson, Tenn., as their home are children, Gregg and the newlyning.
Office in Ludington at Coast Guard financial counsel to the NetherTheir son, Jim, is spending the often during the season. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. J. Dixon.
baptized Tad of Seattle, Wash.
To Hold Picnic
Fifteen young people of the Reheadquarters for boat operation by lands Embassy in Washington,
summer with them this year. Mrs. James Schmid of St. Louis and
Cottages at the park are In Mrs. Rodney Everhartis the for- formed Church are attending
all the boat drivers. In addition to D.C.
The newly organized South Otta- Rose Campbell arrived early this her parents, the John R. Fosters much demand with July one of mer Nancy Ceeley, who spent sum Camp Geneva this year. They are
these operators’ licenses, the in'triers at Macatawa before her marThe Dutch diplomat with his wa Women's Republican Club will year and is established in Rose- of Benton, 111., are regular resortLarry Rigterink, David Bakker,
the peak months. In some of the
structors must have ratings from brother Hank, who had arrived in hold a potluck picnic Thursday, mary cottage. The Ray Herricks ers at the park.
riage.
Larry Albers, Gloria Top, Sheryl
the American Water Ski Associa- the United States last May, came July 26, at 1 p.m. at the home of of Tecumseh are in their lakefront Mrs. O. J. Conrad of St. Louis, cottages are the Corrigansof St.
The roster of familiesand names
Dannenberg, Bonnie Rigterink,
tion.
cottage.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roger
Cavanaugh
Louis in Stack Arms; Mrs. W. is almost limitless with young peoto Holland Friday as part of a
Mrs. Richard Kearns, 5407 LakeFrom South Bend, Ind., are Mr. of Chicago, W. P. Gjrr of Lansing McCauley of Lafayette, Ind., ple marrying and coming back to Sharon Klein, Lois Top, Marilyn
vacation trip through the Mid-west. shore Dr., located several miles
Essink, Keith Rigterink, Victor
and Mrs. Roy Worden and their in Kemah cottage, Mrs. * Evelyn Merri Day cottage; Mr. and Mrs. Macatawa for honeymoons and to
It was the life dream of Hank north of Lakewood Farm.
Rigterink, Gary Haverdink MariMr. and Mrs. Parkes
N. Witte to leave his father’sfarm
Literature, pins and cards will family. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Car- Logue of Kansas City and Mrs. E. Robert Broderick and family of spend the summers. The Forrest lyn Nykerk, Barbara Voorhorst and
roll,
also
of
South
Bend
are
vacaB.
Wildason
of
Brook,
Ind.,
are
Yeakeys
of
Jackson
have
their
Birmingham
In
Dinghy;
Mr.
and
at
the
Island
of
Texel,
the
Netherbe distributedamong the canvasEntertain on Anniversary
Barbara Albers.
Mrs. Joseph Andrews and family daughter, Nancy, and her new huslands, and come to the United sing workers and a short film on tioning in their cottage, Avalon. vacationing here.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Baum of of Lafayette in Ottawa Hills cot- band, Dick Silverstine of Ann Eight young people were receivMr. and Mrs. Robert Parkes of States. Since his graduation from canvassing procedures will be Old timers at "Mac" include Mr.
ed into the membership of the
and
Mrs.
Frank
Welch
of
LafayClaremont,
Calif., are well - known tage; Mr. and Mrs. Burdette Arbor with them for weekends
West 11th St. celebrated their 25th the Agricultural High School his shown. Music will be provided by
Christian Reformed Church Sunsince
their
wedding
on
June
23
Macatawa rcsorters. He is the Albers and family of Warrensville
wedding anniversaryTuesday by effortsnever ceased to make his a small band playing oldtime cam- ette, Ind.
day morning by making confesSailingenthusiasts Dr. and Mrs. grandson of the author of the pop- Heights, Ohio In the J. K. Miller Brud Martindale and his new
entertainingguests at a dinner par- life dream come true. Through the paign songs. All members are urgsion of faith. They were Jay Kleinbride,
now
honeymooning
in
Bercottage.
Carl
Bccman
and
family
of
Grand
ular "Wizard of Oz." The Howard
ty at the American Legion Country endeavorsand good offices of the ed to bring a guest.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Osborn muda, will be spending some time genberg, George Lohman, Mary
Club.
Netherlands Information Service
Picnickers are asked to bring Rapids carry on their activities Warners of Farmington and their
Ellen Wolters, Faye Meiste, Theland
children of Dearborn ire at the Martindalecottage, too.
from
Maryland
cottage
on
the
lake
sons,
Allen
and
Harley
spend
as
White, silver and pink dominated in Holland, Hank found his way their own table service.Coffee will
Lankheet, Eileen Klassen,
the attractivedecorations for the to the "dream land", as he calls be served. Carl C. Andreasen and
Ruth Nyhof and Carol Klassen.
party. White tapers and a center- it.
O. W . Lowry, county GOP leaders,
The Rev. Abraham Rynbrandt
Mrs. Hebert and Baby
piece of sweet peas decorated the
"There are lots of vacancies will explain the forthcomingfiwas the guest minister In the Retable and other summer bouquets availablein industry in the Nether- nance drive.
Honored at Shower
formed Church Sunday morning.
were used throughout the room. lands”, Witte said, "but those Club officersare Mrs. Bruce M.
The soloist Virginia Top sang "T
Featured was a three- tier anniver- who have long been attachedto Raymond, president; Mrs. N. J.
Mrs. Tom Hebert and baby son,
Trust in God". She was accomsary cake in silver and white.
agricultureprefer to seek a place Danhof of Zeeland, vice president;
Donald, were honored at a stork
at
panied by Marilyn Holleman. In
Mr. and Mrs. Parkes’ son, Bob, in other countries to continue their Mrs. Wendell A. Miles, secretary,
shower Wednesdayevening.The
the evening Tom Keiser had charge
By
Randy
Yande
Water
Koop
is manager.
was in charge of the guest book farming armed with experience and Mrs. Henry S. Macntz, treaof the service. The guest soloist
Probably the only praise a group
Lou
Hallasy is coaching the Ro- party was givetn by Mrs. Amos
Dennis
Wiersma
and
Lester
and their son, Billy, was in charge and skill which they have inherited surer.
of Holland fellows will get this tary and Fred Coleman is mana- Beedon, Mrs. ClarenceGross and Overway of Holland High School Sier Van Dussen sang "If We
of the punch bowl.
from their forefathers."
summer will come in some over- ger. The Kiwanians are coached Mrs. Don Sundin at the Sundin were guest speakers at a luncheon Could See Beyond Today” and
After dinner, the guests played
The 27-year-old farmer advises
head comment such as "nice hit, by Ken Douma with Ken Vender home, 238 West 29th St.
Dr.
Bob
Pierce
Will
and regular meeting of Rotary "Teach Me to Pray." Mrs. Leon
bridge.
every immigrant to bring along
Decorations, in blue and white,
Lynema, organist, accompanied
kid," or "that's the way to pitch." Heuvel is manager. Jay Van Wierclub Thursday at the Castle.
Guests were invited from Fort a wife from his fatherlandto share Speak at Breakfast
en is the Exchange coach and Tony featured a stork, with streamers Wiersma, who was Holland’s re- him.
But
to
these
fellows,
although
not
Lauderdale, Fla., Cincinnati,Ohio, his life in the new settlement. "I
attached to gifts for the guests of
Dr. Bob Pierce, missionary
James Paul, son of Mr. and
presentative to Camp Emery,
Benton Harbor, Jackson and Hol- don’t feel lonesome because the statesman, will be speaker for this said directly,the words of praise Kempker, manager.
honor. Games were played and
Mrs. Wayne Folkert, and Mark
will
show
them
they’re
improving.
camp
operated
by
Rotary,
told
of
The
12
to
15-year-olds
play
over
land.
people are very friendlyand hospiduplicate prizes won by Mrs. Gross
week’s Men’s BreakfastSaturday
Alan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Mr. and Mrs. Parkes are form- table,” ht sair, "but it will be at 6:30 a.m. at the Youth for Christ
"improvement", whether at the 19th St. and College Ave. and Mrs. James Knapp. Refresh- his experiences while there. Lec- Kleinheksel, received the sacratures were given on the qualities
er residents of Cincinnati. They more pleasant for an immigrant Qubhouse.
observed by teammates or bleach- diamond.
ments were served.
ment of baptism in the morning
came to Holland 20 years ago.
who faces difficultyin language Dr. Pierce is president of World erites, is appreciationenough for a
These boys, too, play for keeps, Invited were the Mesdames Ada necessary for good leadership,ac- service in the Reformed Church
and wants to accomodate himself Vision, lnc.r. with headquarters in group of baseball minded men, and have a tendency to show im- Essenburg,James Knapp, Robert cording to Wiersma, and the true Sunday.
meaning of democracy and the
to a new life to have a wife be- Portland, One. World Vision is re- who are spendinga couple nights provement quicker. This six-team
Anys, James Lacey, Joy Hunger- value of freedom were emphasized.
Floyd Vanden Beldt received
Barber Fords Take Easy
side him."
a
week
with
the
American
Legion
league
is in its fourth year.
sponsible for more than 100 orink, Dan Kleis, Harry Vander Overway, Rotary representative ankle injuries in a tractoraccident
"It took me two years to get
A1
Stoner
is
coaching
and
manphanagesin Korea alone and also baseball program.
Win in B League Play
Tuuk, Alvin Johnson, Marvin
and will be on crutches for several
an immigrant visa, but I feel now ministers aid to hospitals,lepers,
The leagues this year allow kids aging R. E. Barber while Jerry Bosch, Abe Lucas, Bud Dusseljee to the Wolverine Boys State at weeks.
Lansing, spoke of his activities
R. E. Barber Fords stayed right rewarded,”he said. The well-built widows of slain pastors and native from nine years old through 17 to Prince is doing the same for Bow- and Ted Martinie and Miss Nancy
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Immink
while there. According to Overway,
man’s Feed.
on the heels of Hilltop Farm Tues farmer feels that he is lucky to evangelistsin India, Formosa and play baseball.
and family of Drenthe were SunFreestone.
each boy takes part in the operaThis is the frst year the nine
Frank Lievense is coach for
day night with a 12-5 victory over live in a Dutch community be- Japan.
day evening visitorsof Mr. and
tion of a representative governWire Products in B League Legion tween Saginaw and Ithaca. He beDr. Billy Graham is one of 30 to 12 - year - olds have been able Wire Products and George Dalman
Mrs. Gilbert Immink.
ment
'Die
boys
are
divided
into
baseball at the 19th St. diamond. gan his work Monday at the Mitch- members of the board of trustees to play in a league and the kids the manager. Vern Kraai has both Twin Baby Girls Die
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Lankheet
groups representing 20 cities and
jobs for Smitty’s Beverage.
The win gives the Fords a 5-1 ell Farm. It is a "new exper- of World Vision. Pierce traveled are really eating it up.
and Sharon of Cutlervillewere
In
Grand
Haven
10
counties
with
two
parties
called
ience" for a man who used to
The six service clubs of Holland
E. W. Williams passes off some
record and Wire Products has
with Graham on his speakingtour
Sunday evening supper guest* of
Nationalistand Federalist. With
are sponsoring the league and ac- of his keen oasebail knowledge to
2-4 mark. HilltopFarm is still un- work in fields with simple tools and of the Orient earlier this year.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) the
Maggie Lampen.
this basic formation, the process
horses to execute differentprocesdefeated with 4-0.
With Dr. Pierce in the United tion is at the 22nd St. and Pine the Hilltop Farm team and Jack Graveside services for twin baby
The Ladies aid of the Christian
LaB&rge is manager. Tony Bouw- girls of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Feather- of election for a representative Reformed Church met last week
Barbers iced the .game right ses of agriculture.
States at present is Rev. Han, per- Ave. diamond.
Hank looks forward for a bright- sonal pastor of Generalissimo and
The little kids, who swing slim man is First National Bank coach stone of Fruitport are to be held government is carried out
away with six runs in the second
Wednesday afternoon.The opening
President Jack Smith reported on
inning. Two more were added in er future in the 250-acre farm Madame Chiang Kal - Chek. Rev. arms with the determinationof and Hollis Brower is manager.
in Fruitport Cemetery at 10:30 Fridevotions and Bible study were in
Mickey Mantles, are learning baseOver in the A league,where most day morning. The Rev. Frank Nel- the International Rotary conven- charge of the Rev. J. C. Medenthe third and the final four in the where he now works as he will be Han is almost 80 years old.
tion which was held In Philadelphia
using mechanical methods supfourth.
All men are invited to the Sat- ball early and really take it seri- of the boys have played for an son of the First Baptist Church
dorp. An article was read by Mrs.
last month, attended by 10,000 Roarea prep team, the summer sea- in Grand Haven will officiate.
Wire Products made all of its ported by science. He hopes to do urday morning breakfasts.No re- ously.
Jaocb Haan, after which the closing
Many a tear has been shed as son is a continuation of high The babies were born in Muni- tarians from 58 different countries. prayer was offeredby Mrs. Sander
runs in the third inning. Jack Hulst a fine job because the Netherlands servations are needed.
a would-be slugger retumr to the school baseball.
cipal Hospital at 11 p.m. Wedneswas the winning pitcher and Visser is famous for its flourishingfarms
Wolters. Refreshmentwere served
and extensive products due to the
bench following a third strike.
Four teams make up the A day and died early this morning.
was the loser.
by Mrs. Wolters.
Firearms
Collection
skill and wide training of far- Jaded and Fined
But one of the league manager’s league, now in its fifth year.
Surviving besides the parents
SAUGATUCK
(Special)-Largest
mers.
Wilber Snyder, route 6, Allegan, is right there with a friendlyword
Bob Van Dyke coaches Holland are a 10 • month - old brother,
"I like American dishes," Witte was sentenced to serve two days of advice that may help the lad th' Hitch and Jim Den Herder is man- Raymond, the paternal grandfath-’ collection of historical firearms Exhibit at Castle
Two Cars in Crash
said," The methods pt cooking are in the Cqunty jail and pay fine next time around.
SAUGATUCK (Special)-Faculty
ager. Ken Matchinsky and Harry er, Guy Featherstone of Grand ever assembled in Western MichGRAND
(Special)
Two cars were damaged in a differed from those in the Nether- and costs of 3109.70 after he plead- The group in charge of the little De Neff handle Padnot and Harley Haven and the maternal grand- igan will be on display at the first members and studentsof the Sumcrash early Wednesday on Pine lands, but food here is more ed guilty in the MunicipalCourt tykes includes a coach or two and Bouwman is coach.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William annual Saugatuck Antique fair, mer School of Painting at SaugaJuly 29-Aug. t The event will be tuck will take their work to Castle
St in Grand Haven township a nourishing." Dutch people depend today to a charge of driving his a Legion representative or mana- Bob Hoover coaches Elzinga
Bates of Fruitport.
The bodies are at Van Zantwick held in the Big Pavilion under Park, for an exhibition and sale
half-mileoutside the city limits. A mostly on potatoes and small slices car while upder the influence of ger who takes care of all equip- Volkcrs and Don Van Ry is manasponsorship of the Saugatuck as- Friday. The exhibitionwill contincar driven by Forrest Snyder, 35, of meat, whereas Americans eat liquor. He was also charged with ment.
ger while Casey Yskes coaches H. Funeral Home.
sociation.
route 1, collided with one driven more meat and vegetables which running a red light and having an
ue from 3:30 to 10 p.m. A reception
Ken Zuverink and Jack Yeomans E. Morse and Bill La Barge is
by William B. Young, 60, route 1, add to their vigor and vitality. expired operator’s license.
Dr. Richard Oudersluys of
will be held from 4 to 5 p.m.
are coaching the Optimists and manager.
Grand Haven, who was in the proThe Dutch diplomat appreciates
The Rev. and Mrs. Glenn Jager
and Charley Knoolhuizen is manaLegion baseball has caught on in Western Theological Seminary will
cess of backing out of a driveway. the assistance of Willard C.
The son bom July 16 at
If you dislike the sweetnessof ger. Hal Thornhill and Bill Stahr Holland and its success is due conduct both services at Ebenezer of Fulton, Mich., will present a
C*i
No one was injured but both cars Wichers, director of the Nether- candied sweet potatoes, next time are the Jaycee coaches and Bill mainly to this group of men and Reformed Church Sunday. Serv- program of gospel music on the Hospital to Mr. and 1
were hauled away by wreckers. lands Information Service in Hol- substitutegrated lemon rind for Venhuizenis manager. Pete Beck- Clare Van Liere, league director, ices are held at 10 a.m. and 7:30 bells Sunday evening at 7:30 at Bordner, 72% West
Sheriff’s officersinvestigated.
been named Dual
land and all the staff for "the the sugar.
p.m.
Saugatuck Methodist Church.
man coaches the Lions and Bob and his untiring efforts.
By Gay
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Many Pre-Nuptial Events

Dutch Blow Lead

Vandenberg

Archery Scores

Is

Boys Dominate

'Gene Hiddinga paced the weekly

Will Fete Miss

To South Haven;

A

perfect squeeze play In the

ninth inning gave the South

Haven

Merchantsa 6-5 win over Holland
and pushed the Flying Dutchmen
into the league cellar in second
round play in the Southwestern
Michigan Baseball League.
With runners on first and second
and one out in the top of the
ninth, relief pitcher Wally Wilte
dropped a perfect bunt in front
of the plate along the first base
line to score right fielder George
Dettmann with the winning run.
• After dropping the bunt at the
last possibleinstant, Wilte stayed

at the plate, adding to the confusion as the Dutchmen pitcher,
catcher, first baseman and third
baseman swarmed after the ball.

Dettmann,who had reached first
on an error and moved to third
on a single, broke with the pitch
and slid across amid the Dutch-

men.

-

.

.

..

The tie-breaking run marked the
end of an uphill climb for the
Merchants, who had to overcome
a 5-0 Holland lead.
The Dutchmen didn’t get a hit
until the fourth inning, but for
a while it looked like they wouldn’t
need but the first one. With one
out in the fourth and Tony Wentzel on first with a walk, shortstop
Bob Van Dyke caught hold of one
of starter Leon Kreisten’s pitches
and drove it over the right-centerfield fence to give the Dutchmen

a

HIT

—

Holland's NarioiolGuard Co.

approximatelyfive miles. In use four to five shells would be
fired and then the jeep would race off to another position. The
heavy blackblast would pinpoint the location if it wasn't moved.
Guards will fire the weapon later this month during training at
Camp Grayling Aug. 11 to 25. Five vacanciespresently exist
in the local company. Anyone interestedmay stop at the Armory
anytime during the day or Mondays when the unit has its weekly
drill. The new men would accompany the guards to camp this

2-0 lead..

summer.

Doolittle walked, loading the

bases. Morrie Witteveen forced
Doolittle, Westenbroekscoring and
Human taking third. A wild pitch
scored Human and Bob Van Dyke’s

teechwood Still Leads

it JW).
Beechwood stayed on top of the
South Haven came back in the
Cub Scout Softball league Monday
sixth with two runs. Arnie Palanca and Bob Hamlin singled, and, night with a 13-10 win over Mapleafter a fielder’s choice let in one wood. Lakeview and Hamilton
run, a double by Wilte brought in stayed a game behind with wins
the other.
over Montello Park and Van
South Haven came back in the
sixth with two runs on two singles Raalte.
and a walk, the hit by Larry Standings through July 17:

by Dettmann and

a

double by
Wilte brought in the other two.
The Dutchmen threatened in
their half of the ninth when, with
two out, Dwayne Teusink beat out
a- .bunt and stole second. Tony
Wentzel walked, but Bob Van Dyke
ended the game by popping out.
Rog Smith, who came on in the
seventh, was the losing pitcher,
and Wilte, of course, was the winner.
Line score:
South Haven 000 002

Holland

000 230

dtoAfuial

W
Beechwood .........
Lakeview ...........
Hamilton ...........
Van Raalte ........
Washington ........
Waukazoo
Maplewood ........

3

Montello ............
Longfellow .........

o

.................... ...................

Fmcis

Macatawa Bay Yacht Club

Fair Night

Zeeland

— a

cowboy and

In-

dian party.

WHERE TO GO - WHERE TO EAT - WHERE TO SHOP - WHAT TO DO
Food

Gifts

FOR QUALITY

GIFTS

GROCERIES

HOUSEWARES,

4

4

Com

is

a three-way crop.

It

pro-

MEATS

.

ond

Lakewood .........

5 sold for cash income and is an imLincoln ............ ........... 0 6 portant weed-control crop.

River

Phone 9533

'So easy to stop

—

So easy to shop'

513 W.

• LOW

17th

MICHIGANS HADING JIWfLCIS SINCC

FOXS
W. EIGHTH

12

ST.

Dry Cleaning
MAPLEWOOD

191J

JEWELERS
OPTICIANS

Michael Hansen, Virginia Park
Elizabeth Ann Sybesma, 256 West
14th St; Mrs. Ruth Hunt, 313*4
Central Ave.; Mrs. Roam Jordan

16th and

DELICIOUS
PASTRIES
Try Our

River

G.E. Electrical Appliances

Phone 9121

Bottled Gos Service

PHONE

58

DUTCH MILL

2 HOURS FREE PARKING
with the purchaseof

SMORGASBORD
SUNDAY — 5 to 8

Deliver

Vrieling

IGA Food Basket

a*

BAG DRIVE

IN
DELICIOUSLYGOOD
RICHARDSON ROOT BEER

P.M.

St.

KODAKS

Peoples Stele Bank

Deposits Insured to

$10,000

5 West 8th

54

East 8th

m

Pharmacy

Bunte’s

Street

S».

Family
oyer to

EAST

LIMITS

LIVE BAIT
FISH ond TACKLE

give

S&H

OPEN 5 A.M. to 9 P.M.
OTTAWA BEACH ROAD

PRESCRIPTIONS— DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

CAMERA SUPPLIES
1

at Vacation
You don't have

Refrigeration

We

Service What

hometown news when you are
vacationing.
mmg. We'll reserve them
at our office for you. When you
'
return, the newsboy will deliver
them at the regular home delivery
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS rote ot 30c a week. Or you con
Member — Florists Telegraph have the Sentinel mailed to your
Delivery Association
vacation address for 50c a week.
281 E. 16th
Phene 26S2
1

LAWN

FLORISTS

HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF

HEADQUARTERS

COMMERCE
Tourist

—

8th

Traveler

Information

Headquarters

THE BOYS’ SHOP
Complete /Qothlng Needs

os well as
Phone

Ice

Cream

•• •

LAKE MICHIGAN
MILLS ICE CREAM
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

—

Cones, Packages Hand Packed,

and Carry Out
206

College

Phene 2740

TEMPERATURE
Water 60
Air 65
)•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sell

Good selection of Notional Brands
new and used vacuum cleaners.
Service on all makes.
366 E.
Phene 2700
Across from Russ’ Drive In

For Boys —

•MMMMMMMSMM— •— OMM

We

Phone 7902

VACUUM CLEANER

j

St.

Are.

Miscellaneous

to miss out on the

Florists

1

Chrysler Airtemp
Air Conditioning

228 Pine

Time

.

KEN RUSSELL

!

Wade Drug Co.
Maple , Phone 9S64 !

3th 4

Go With You

Noon Luncheons Daily

'
|

HARDWARE

Stomps

HOLUND

Local Newspaper

_

Model Drug Store

All Steak Homburgs- Malteds

Feature Special

i

mi

VAN WIEREN’S

Comer 8th 8 River Phone 4707

OPEN AT 6 A.M.

»

YOUR WALGREEN AGENCY

We

RUSS'

>u. fairs

Bulk or Bottled
NIES LP GAS CO.
Phone 6-8833

Phona 4714

Drugs and Cosmetics

Breakfastserved anytime

SHADY

Cosmetics

Air Conditioned

Let Your

• We

-

OUR FOUNTAIN

On Cleveland Ave. between
Dutch Boy and Shoe Factory

28 West 8th St.
2 Doors East of Penneys

BarbecuedChicken, Spore Ribs,
Horn ond Pork Roost

Photo Supply
HERFST

Phone 2043

ploce to do your bonking.

Drugs

RESTAURANT

653 MICHIGAN AVE.

The Rev. Raymond Denekas and groom.
Raymond Van Heukelom The bride’s mother chose for the
performed the ceremony before wedding a blue lace dress with Open Every Day 8 o.m. to 6 p.m.
Ira Garten, 38, of 358 Maple Ave the church altar which was banked white accessories.'Hie groom’s
Thors, and FrL Until 9 p.m.
was sentenced in Municipal Court with palms and greens. Two can- mother also wore blue lace with
Monday to serve 20 days in the delabra and bouquets of summer white accessories. They had carcounty jail at the end of which fk) wers completedthe setting. nations and pink rose bud corsaghe will be placed on probation for White satin bows with clustersof es.
six months.
roses decorated the pews. Miss
A reception for 50 guests was
Garten was charged of indecent GeraldineWalvoord was organist held at Eten House. Mr. and Mrs.
insulting and immoral conduct and Mrs. Herbert Wybenga, Sr., Don Oosterbaan, cousins of the
while he was under the influence sang "Because” and "The Lord’s groom, served at the punch bowl
STUDIO & PHOTO SUPPLY
of liquor in a local theater.
Prayer.”
and Misses Kay Keane and CaroJudge Cornelius Vander Meulen Miss Lorraine Snellenberger at- lyn Borr arranged the gifts.
7 Weet 8th
Holland
added that Garten must obey all tended her sister as maid of honor For their wedding trip to the
Portraits ond Cameras
laws, refrain from use of alco- and Miss June Kirkwood was Upper Peninsula, the bride changDEVELOPING and PRINTING
holic beverages and must not visit bridesmaid.Attending the groom ed to a green sleevelessdress with
We Give S&H Green Stomps
places where its L served. He must were Herbert Wybenga, Jr., best full skirt, white accessories and
also keep employed to support his man, and James Gemmill. Guests yellow rosebud corsage. The newfamily, pay costs of $4.70 and $5 were seated by Paul Northuis, lyweds are now at home at 232
as supervision fee every month, cousin of the bride, and Wayne West 16th St.
Photo Finishing
and report to the court every Westenbroek. Donna Jean and Rob- Both Mr. and Mrs. Vrieling atQuality
Fast Service
month.
ert Lee Bouws, cousins of the bride, tended Holland High School. The
were miniature bride and groom.
DU
SAAR
PHOTO
bride is employed at Holland Furnational constitutions
• 1
The bride chose a floor-length
i and GIFT SHOP
by the old Roman gown of chantilly lace and 'net, nace Co. office and the groom at Across from Worm Friend Tavern
featuring a scoop neckline border- Wire Products Co.

St.

A Convenientond Friendly

VISIT

QM

(I Block South of Hospital)

ONLY THE BEST
IN FRESH MEATS
AND PRODUCE

E. 8th

STANDARD SERVICE

Seventhand Central

Drive-Ins

Surroundings

MEYER’S BAR-B-Q
& SUPER MARKET
We

KNIPE'S

Phone 2542

East 8th St.

specializein

In Gracious

5300

HOLLAND AWNING CO.
204

Drugs

Family Style Dinners

1116 Ottawa Beach Rd., Holland

Complete Line ot
Canvas, Metal and
Fiberglass Awnings
Boat Covers

2511

Summer Salads

North River Ave.

Lunches — FountainService
Meats, Groceries, Vegetables

Phone 4811

O

FRENCH PASTRY

AIR CONDITIONED

We

STORES

St.

10 gallons gasoline

Family Styla Dinner*

NABER'S
MEMBER SPARTAN

EssenburgElectric Co.
50 West 8th

HOME MADE

SHOPPE

ond Lakewood Blvd.

All Types of Electric Wiring

Downtown Service

Fancy Cakes for Parties

GROCERIES
Convenient location
Plenty of Parking Space

Ea«t 8th Street

Polishing

BREAD ond ROLLS

ond

the Rev.

—

ROAD SERVICE

QUALITY MEATS

Probation on Charge

60

WE NEVER CLOSE

Bakery

Mary Ann at tha
Hammond Organ nitefy.

Man Draws 20-Day Term,

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

MEENG’S
Atlas Tires ond Bottries

ENJOY

(Penno-Sos photo)
Miss Louise Elaine Snellenber- ed with scrollwork of embroidery
ger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and iridescentsequins. The boufJohn Parker of 142 West 14th St., fant skirt was fashioned of alterbecame the bride of Daniel Lee nating panels of chantilly lace and
Vrieling in double ring rites Fri- net. A matching half hat trimmed
day, June 29| in Calvary Reformed with sequins held her fingertipilChurch. The groom is the son of lusion veil She carried a bouquet
Mrs. Bertha Vrielingof 903 Wood- of white carnations.Her pearl
bridge Ave.
necklace was a gift from the

Authorized

SALES and SERVICE

PRICES

1349 South Shore Dr.

Mr. ond Mrs. Doniel Lee

Outboard Motors

ServiceOn All Appliances

River Ave. at Sixth

Phona

SCOTT ATWATER

161 c<"tfo1

Greasing — Washing

Restaurants

Jobbers Outlet

Discharged Monday were Mrs
Belle McCarthy,379 West 20th St
Mrs. William Ross, 414 Homestead
Ave.; Mrs. John Mrok, 9 South
River Ave.; Mrs. Tennie Zuidema
82 East 20th St; Helene Wieghmink, 276 West 32nd St; Mrs
Bernard Vanden Berg and baby,
38*4 Washington St, Zeeland; Mrs.
Paul Weidenhamer, 562 Lawndale
Ct; Mrs. Jesus V aid eras, 305 West
15th St
Hospital births include a daughter, Deborah Sue, born Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bair, 117*4
East 14th St.; a daughter, Mary
Beth, bom Friday to the Rev. and
Mrs. Elton Van Pemis, 251 Douglas Ave.; a daughter, Jill, born
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. William
De Wilde, 196 East 24th St
A daughter born Monday to Mr
and Mrs. Morris Overway. 155 East
Fourth St.; a son bom Monday
to Mr. and Mrs. Ora Bordner,
272*4 West Ninth St.; a son bom
Tuesay to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Modders, 306 East 13th St

6^221

STANDARD SERVICE

3 HOUR SERVICE
No Extra Charge
148 L 32nd St. Phone 2408

THREE

WAYS

***•

DRY CLEANERS

HOLLAND

% J&O GREEN STAMPS
• DOUBLE STAMPS
EVERY WEDNESDAY

St.

48 EAST 8TH STREET

AUTO TOP and

EVERY DAY

route 3, Zeeland; Carl Frey, .route
1, Hamilton; Mrs. Clifford Stek
etee, 190 West 24th St.; Gilbert

BRINK’S

Upholstery Service

WEST SIDE
FOOD MARKET

— Books

BOOK STORE

Racket Stringing

PHONE 9515

VEGETABLES

SAVE

• Admitetd to Holland Hospital Monday were Benjamin Timmerman, route 5; John Beyer,

Films

INTERIOR TRIM
BOAT UPHOLSTERY

Tennis Supplies

—

%>tsA

son, Steven Dale, born today
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wolters
route 1, West Olive; a daughter
bom today to Mr. and Mrs. David
Rhoda, 454*4 West 18th St.; a son,
John Henry, born Monday to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Vanden Brock, 256
East 12th St

206

Auto Service Miscellaneous
AUTO GLASS SERVICE
AUTO TOPS

SUPERIOR

TEERMAN’S
St..

Goods

duces high quality feed, can be

301 6 12 3
000 5 65

A

Sporting

HARDWARE
19 W. 8th

Calvary Church Scene of Rites

Vande Water 83 West 18th

Wyn

1

......... .........2

At Robinwood

will

The schedule includes the chuck
wagon at 6:30, followed by games
and movies for the children.There
will also be prizes,balloons and
candy for the young westerners.
Mrs. Harold Van Tongeren is
general chairman for the event.

3

Club

be transformed into a western corral Thursday evening for Family

guns.

3

Fish and Game

at the

Vacation Days

MBYC

1

Zeeland ............ ..........2

St.

Set at

1

2
3
3

334

(Sentinelphoto)

Saddled saw horses, swinging
doors and western garb will set
the scene for the affair. Everyone
L will wear cowboy and Indian dress
0 and the youngsters will tote their

2

Jefferson ...........

Champ

"‘^3.

Family Fair

making

Gotf

The “Good Old Summertime” Directory

!ub Scout Softball Loop

single to left brought in Witteveen,

Geresy, his third of the night,
bringing both runs home.
The Merchants tied it in the
seventh. Arnie Palanca and Bob
Hamlin singled, and, after a fielder’s choice let in one run, a single

D

105mm Recoiless rifle which is mounted
on a jeep. SFC Ray Naber said the weapon has a range of

Holland picked up three more
.runs in the fifth when starter
Lefty Westenbroekled off with a
tingle to left Merle Human sacrificed, and was safe on an error.

Max

AND RUN WEAPON

recently received a new

New

grounds on M-21, three miles east
Boys are much in evidence
Vandenberg was crowned of Lolland.
among the guests at .Robinwood
City Golf Champion yesterdayas
Glenn Brower was runnerup with
play in the Holland City Tourna- 309 and Juke Ten Cate followed this week. Most of the guests are
of Shreveport, La., beginning this
families with sons. And boys like
weekend. Members of the wedding Dr. Simon Blocker of Holland ment ended. Vandenberg holed out with 285.
to fish and swim in Lake Macatawith a 72-71 for a 36 hole total o\
Other scores include:Bill Brown, wa. Lulu Harrington makes arparty will be guests of the Donald was guest preacherat Second Reformed Church last Sunday. In the 143. His closest competitor was Lee 277; Marve Wabeke, 727; Paul rangements for the small fry to
Crawfordsat their home on Lawnmorning his sermon topic was Kleis with a 72-72 for ‘a 144 total.
Barkel. 267; Chuck Rosema, 254; have fun.
dale Ct and at their Castle Park "The Wondrous Christ” and WalMr. and Mrs. Clarence SpoelIn the Junior Division, Wes Ny- Lee York, 235; Warren St John,
cottage.
ace Folkert of the ,Overis§l Restra and son of Chicago,former
Arriving from Evanston are Mr. formed* Church sang two solos.
kamp won the championshipwith 210; Bob Schoon, 178; Ed Jousma, Hollandersare vacationinghere
and Mrs. Fred Garlock and RonAt the evening service Dr. Block- an 87-78, for a total of 165. Runner- 159; Julia Ten Cato, 157 and Joe this week. Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Low
ald Gawrys of Glenview, HL to
and son of Peoria, III., are also
er preached on "The Victory of up in the Junior Division was Jim De Vries, 155.
be guests at a supper party SatCharles Myers, 155; Warren guests. x
Faith” and a trio from the Hudson- Van Dam, who carded an 86-81 for
urday night to be given by Mr.
Drooger, 155; Don Timmer, 136;
From St Louis, Mo., Mr. and
ville Reformed Church sang. In a final 167.
and Mrs. Larry Kolb and Mr. and
the trio are Mrs. N. Bareman, The next tournament feature at Les Lemson, 133; Sally Schoon, Mrs. C.M. Harrison and son of
Mrs. Reemer Boersma.
124; Webb Dalman, 120; Joyce Brentwood and Mr. and Mrs. C.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Eaton, Mrs. R. Ter Haar, and Mrs. Ethel the American Legion Country Club Barkel. 113; Frank Van Duren, Ayers and son of St. Louis with
will be the Best-Ball Tournament
Johnson.
They
were
accompanied
who will be master and mistress
July 20 through July 29. Teams 101; Reka Brown, 95; Harvey their outboard motor boat are enof ceremonies, at the wedding tq by Mrs. Benjamin Haan.
will be determined by draw and Clements, 94; Glenn De Waard, 84; joying the water sports.
The
Rev.
Harold
Englund,
pastor
be held Aug. 22 at Grace Episa
Ed Heuvelhorst, 82; Bud Van Tak,
Mrs. Lolita Miller and son,
copal Church, will entertain at a of Second Reformed Church, will the tourney will bo played in 80; Charles Klungle, 59; Joey
Wayne, of Chicago, Oliver R. Yost
supper party for Miss Crawford be back again next week, after flights. Handicapswill be based up- Wabeke. 56; Sylvia Timmer, 51 of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. Brown Sunday evening. spending several weeks vacation in on 10 scores turned this ^ year. A and S. De Young, 45.
William Power of Chicago, Mr.
nominal team entry fee will
Mrs. L.J. Hohmann and her California.
A hamburg fry was held follow and Mrs. William Orr of Kenosha.
Zeeland City Park will be the charged. Entries will be accepted ing the shoot in the club house.
daughter, Miss Alice Hohmann,
Wis., and Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
will give a tea for the bride-elect scene of the annual Mission Fest through Wednesday, July 18, at the Volleyball also was played.
Bruingtonof Maryland are also
at the Hohmann home on Wed- sponsored by the Mission Syndi- Pro Shop at the course. Full Inforguests this week. Mr. Bruington is
cate of the Holland and Zeeland mation is available from George
nesday, July 25.
a traveling auditor for the Texaco
Holland
Man
Fined
A luncheon is scheduled for Miss Classis, Wednesday, July 25. There Slikkers, club pro.
and they have been here for
Crawford on Tuesday, July 24. will be two sessions,the afternoon
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Co.
three weeks.
The party will be given by Mrs. program beginning at 2:30 and the
Bram Witteveen. 79. route 4. HolBridge games and televisioncoA. Rondy Gronberg at her sum- evening program at 7:15.
nished by male quartets, Ladies land, paid 513 fine and 52 costs cupy the guests when the weather
mer home at Macatawa Park.
On Sunday evening a large group Sextet and the Women’s All Church in the Grand Haven Municipal isn’t cooperating.
of people enjoyed the sound film, Choir. In case of rain, the event Courth Monday afternoon on
A novel seeding machine, which "The Way Out.” This is the story will be held in the Third, Christian charge of failure to yield the
drops one seed at a time and eli- of A1 Johnson, former bank robber, Reformed Church.
right of way. City police charged Marriage Licenses
minates the need for thinning and now a Christian worker.
Witteveen followingan accident
Ottawa County
grain and truck crops, has been
Volume for volume, aluminum July 11 at Sixth and Fulton St’s,
Next Sunday evening,July 22
FrederickK. Metcalfe. 21, Chipatented by Sigmund Stoklandof a singspirationwill be held at the weighs one-thkd as much
at which time both Witteveenand cago, and Constance Soerheide, 19,
Stavanger. Norway.
Zeeland Bowl. Music will be ‘fur- steel.
his wife, Minnie, were injured. Spring Lake.

Many pre-nuptial parties have
been planned for Miss Jill Crawford and her fiance, J.K. Brown

Van Dyke Homers

Crawford

Holland Archery Club shoot with a

Information on
Wholesale

- Retail

and Manufacturing
at your

CIVIC CENTER
Pine et 8th
Free Perking— -383 Automobiles

PHONE 2379

2 to 20
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Years
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L
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